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CHAPTER 1

Description of the Proila

.e.TITLtiaiagj,12tslblectives

The project descosibed in this report was a training insti-

tute supported through a grant of $36,117 from the Equal Edu-

cational Opportunities Branch of the Office cf Education,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, awarded under

provisions of Title IV, Section 404, Public Law 88-352, The

Civil Rights Act of 1964. The official title of the project

was "An Institute to Help Teachers Develop and Adapt Instruc.

tional Materials Particularly Appropriate in a Desegregated

Elementary School and a Desegregated Junior High School in

a Disadvantaged Community", but it was called "The Westside

Workshop" for short, in recognition of t ie fact that the

elementary school and the junior high school designated in

the title are located in the westernmost neighborhood immer.

diatel.y south of the downtown area in the Kansas City,

Missouri School District.

The two westside schools involved were the Mtzer Elemenw

tary School and the adjoining West Junior High School. At

the time the project was initiated, the two schools were

described as follows:

There is no question but that the two schools

are desegregated institutions serving an ex.

tremely disadvantaged population, Switzer Ele..

mentary is a K-6 school feeding into the ad..

jacent West Junior High School; the latter in»

cludes grades seven through ten. The
.

community in which these schools are located

is isolated from the nest of the city by free.

ways and is predominantly lower class in status.

The immediate neighborhood around the school

falls in the bottom quartile of Kansas City

neighborhoods with respect to unemployment, de.,

pendence, and median income. These and other

measures commonly associated with communities

in which many students are educationally dis-

advantaged (i.e., single-parent homes, high

rates of juvenile delinquency) leave no doubt

that in general students in the two schools

are severely handicapped educationally, so.,

cially, and economically.

. . there are 875 pupils and 24 teachers at

Switzer and 470 pupils and 33 full-time equivaft

lent teachers at West. Approximately 35% of

the students are of Spanish-speaking (primarily

Mexican) descent, about 25% are Negro, and the

remaining pupils have an extremely diverse mixture



of ethnic backgrounds. The median read-
ing scores of pupils at various grade
levels in the two schools have generally
been at about the tenth to fifteenth per-
centiles in recent years, although the
median reading scores last year in the
ninth and tenth grades were at the fifth

percentile. That their school experiences
do not seem very relevant to many pupils
at the two schools is indicated by the
fact that in 1963-1964, 48% of all enrolled
pupils in the junior high school had between
20 and 142 absences during the 195-day
school year. These figures show quite clear-

ly that pupils at Switzer and West have dis-
abilities in reading and motivational prob-
lems which become more severe as they grow

older. Despite the dedication and energy

of the teachers and administrators, the
learning handicaps pupils bring to school

are not being overcome or diminished through

the relatively standard instructional pro-
grams offered at Switzer and West as well

as other inner-city schools.1

The major purposes of the project, as stated in the origi--

nal proposal, were as follows:

1) to provide support which will help
teachers prepare and adapt materials
appropriate to the needs and interests
of students in a desegregated elementary
school and a desegregated junior high
school in a low-income neighborhood.

2) through the use of these materials, to
build good intergroup relations and stimu-
late improved student achievements in
language arts and other basic skills.

3) to give prospective teachers who ex-
press an interest in teaching disadvan-
taged, minority-group students an oppor-
tunity to a,-quaint themselves prior to
student teaching with a school serving

an appreciable proportion of such stu-

dents and with good educational practices

in a desegregated school. It is hoped
that this opportunity not only will help

these future teachers overcome stereotypes
and fears which create reluctance to seek

or accept teaching assignments in schools

serving appreciable proportions of disad-

vantaged, minority-iroup students, but



will also help them acquire competencies
which will make them potentially more ef-
fective teachers in such schools.2

In line with the basic goal of helping "teachers prepare
and adapt 'consumable'-- or lexpendable'-type instructional
materials which they can rely on far more heavily than is
usually feasible no matter how poorly students are respond-

ing t^ stnndArA mAtariAie,h3 thp hAcie olpmpnt

in the project was a twenty-five session workshop which
teachers from West and Switzer attended on Saturday mornings
(8 A4.-1 P.M.) between February 5, 1966 and January 14,

1967. Teachers received a stipend of $15 for each session
they attended as well as four hours of graduate workshop
credit for each of the two semesters in which project re-
quirements were satisfactorily fulfilled. For the conveni-

ence of the participants and in order to facilitate the

preparation of materials for use in the classroom, the work-
shop sessions were held at the two schools, with heating,
custodial, and related costs paid by the Kansas City School

District.

Twenty-four teachers, of whom fourteen were eleTentary
teachers5 and eleven were junior high teachers,° partici-
pated in the project during the spring semester. At the

end of the 1965-1966 school year two of the sixth grade
teachers, one fourth grade teacher, and one industrial
arts teacher left the school district to move to other
states or to pursue graduate studies, but four teachers
were added at the beginning of the fall semester7 to main-

tain a total of twenty-four participants in the project
during the latter period.

The four staff members who conducted the project were:

Director: Daniel U. Levine, Associate Professor of Educa-
tion, University of Missouri at Kansas City.

Senior Instructor: Russell C. Doll, Assistant Professor of
Education, University of Missouri at Kansas City.

Instructor: George A. Phillips, Associate Director of
Audiovisual and Instructional Services, University
of Missouri at Kansas City.

Research Assistant: Elizabeth Stockton, Graduate Student
in Psychology.

In addition to the Sasyrday training sessions, two other
project components were an integral part of an overall ef-
fort to help participants find ways to adapt and prepare

more appropriate instructional materials for their stu-

dents. First, one undergraduate in the teacher prepara-
tion program at the University of Missouri at Kansas City



was assigned to serve six hours per week for sixteen weeks
(the length of a university semester) as a classroom aide
to each teacher participating in the project.8 Most of the

undergraduate volunteers who participated in the project
did so to fulfill the requirements for the course Seminar
Practicum 330P which is taken by nearly all future teac"crs
at the university, generally during their junior year. All

but one of the first group of aides who served in the spring
semester and all of the second aroup of aides who served in
the fall semester attended the Saturday sessions held during
the respective semester in which they participated. Aides

received ten dollars for each Saturday session attended.
(As noted above, one important objective of the project was
to provide the aides with a superior learning experience
which would acquaint them with the problems of an inner city

school.

Second, special items of duplicating and audiovisual equip-
ment were purchased and placed in central locations at West
and Switzer so that the participating teachers would be able
to prepare materials in sufficient quantity for classroom
use and have actess to equipment which would help them intro-
duce this material effectively in the classroom. This equip-
ment consisted of the following items:

One 3M Thermo-Fax Duplicator Model 45C
One 3M Photocopier Model 76
One Seal Jumbo Dry Press and Laminator # 120
One Seal Roll of MT-5 Tissue
One Seal Tacking Iron
One Roll of Sealamin Mylar Film
One Seal Transpara Kit
Two Primary Typewriters

In addition to this special equipment, stress was put
throughout the project on making greater and more effec-
tive use of duplicating and audiovisual equipment already
available in the school. Thus teachers were encouraged to
use dittoed materials at every opportunity. Their access to
primary typewriters, the assistance given them by future
teachers who could devise, type, run off, distribute, or
otherwise work with stencils and materials, and the extra
paper supplied by the workshop (mFle available in as much
quantity as they might desire) hopefully made it convenient
for them to do SID. Similarly, teachers were encouraged to
use the school system's several overhead projectors and
tape recorders whenever these might conceivably contribute
to the success of a lesson. The assistance of undergradu-
ates in preparing transparencies and tapes, the avail-
ability of the dry mount press (for laminating and con-
serving many kinds of materials, the easy access to trans-
parency-making equipment, the expensive "raw materials"
which were readily available for making transparencies, the
instruction in how to use such audiovisual techniques, the



purchase of commercial mimeo masters and transparency masters
to meet the requests made by teachers, all these and other
"features" of the project made it very easy - as compared
with a "normal" classroom situation - for a teacher to truly
emphasize a consumable materials focus in her classroom. With
relatively 11:tle trouble, then, a teacher could prepare home-
made diagnostic instruments, worksheets, spelling lists, il-
lustrative materials, etc., to pass out to individuals or to
the class: could project transparencies and coordinate their
use with taped material Is well as duplicated study sheets
and assionmentsr co.lid reproduce a student's or a committee's
work for study by the whole class, could make use of magazines
and supp;ementar), sources in preparing and projecting or dupli-
cating visual lmapl.; to make instruction concrete and imme-
diate, could eevise simple learning "games" or exercises to
duplicate or project, or could otherwise !t3ric to make instruc-

tion more individualized and appropriate for her students in
a practically unlimited variety of ways,

Thirteen of the traininp sessions were held during the spring
semester, 1965, and the remaining twelve were held during
the fall semester. The emphasis in the first semester was
on 1) instruction in the operation of the equipment; 2) study
of the background and associated learning problems of economi-
cally, socialiy, and educationally disadvantaged students;
3) diagnosis of the learning needs in an inner city class-
room and evaluation of the instructional materials and methods
typically or currently used there; 4) understanding the low-
income community and the behavior of the citizens who reside
in it; 5) exploration of and experimentation with methods for
individualizing instruction given the assistance of a teacher
aide and special equipment; 6) sociometric and projective
techniques for diagnosing affective relationships in the
classroom; 7) remedial reading techniques for the inner city
school; and 8) exploration of a variety of possibilities for
making instruction more interesting and effective in the in-
ner city classroom. Included among these possibilities
studied, demonstrated, and/or tried out in the classrooms at
West and Switzer during the spring semester were: use of
audiovisual equipment such as the overhead and the opaque
projectc,.s; use of the tape recorder for a variety of sequen-
tial activities; use of puppets of various kinds; use of
magazines, comic books, and other non-trade materials in ini-
tiating or conducting instruction in the language arts and
other areas of instruction; use of image stories, identific
tion stories, "dwarf poetry", and other creative writing,
speaking, and listening techniques; and preparation of work-
sheets and exercises to meet the special needs of a given
group of students or an individual student. Whenever pos-
sible, emphasis was put on "tying together" as many of these
suggested activities and techniques as could wisely be in-
corporated in sets of related lessons or units and on
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mastering their use as part of one's basic repertoire of

teaching skills rather than as a single-shot interruption

in a traditional teacher-centered curriculum

While the topics listed in the preceding paragraph were re-

viewed and pursued in still greater depth as appropriate

during the second semester, the emphasis in this latter half

of the training period shifted to the following topics and

activities: 1) the self-concept and its influence on learn-

ing; 2) building a better seif-concept and broadening the

perspective of disadvantaged and/or minority-group students;

3) the nature and meaning of the civil rights movement;
4) methods for encouraging good human and intergroup rela-

tions in the classroom; 5) reducing prejudice and ethnocen-

trism in society and in the school; 6) working with parents

of disadvantaged youth and improving school-home relation-

ships in the inner city; 7) planning for continuing use of

project ideas and equipment after the project terminates;

8) performance standards and grading practices in the inner

city school; and 9) faculty cooperation in improving the

learning environment in the inner city school.

Copies of the schedule for each of the twenty-five training

sessions are reproduced in Appendix A. To provide an idea

of the content of the training program and of the various

resource personnel who were called on to help carry it out,

a list of guest speakers and consultants who made presenta-

tions or conducted demonstrations in the Westside Workshop

is presented below:

Dr. Paul Bowman, Director, Community Studies, Inc.

"Materials and Approaches Which Have Proved Suc-

cessful With Disadvantaged Students."

Mrs. Marjorie DeVries, first grade teacher,

Douglass School: "An Approach to Using Consum-

able Materials in the Primary Grades."

Mr. Henry Infante, President, Mexican-American

Organization for Progress (M.A.O.P.): "l'he

Mexican-American Community and the Schools in

Kansas City."

Mrs. Rot, member, M.A.O.P.: "How Teachers Can Be

Sensitive to the Needs of the Mexican-American

Child."

Mrs. Robles,member, M.A.O.P.: "A Parent's View

of the Mexican-American Child and His Reaction

to School and Society."

Miss Rodriguez, member, M.A.O.P.: "Concerns for

Social Justice Among Mexican-Americans."
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Robert J. Havighurst, Professor of Educational
Sociology, U.M.K.C.: "Learning Potential in
Disadvantaged Youth: The Case for Continued
Commitment."

Lena O'Neal, first grade teacher, B ooker T.
Washington School: "Examples of Projects and
Activities to Broaden the Horizon of Disad-
vantaged Youth."

Harriet Guthrie, Assistant Professor of Read-
ing, U.M.K.C.: "Reading Methods in Teaching
the Disadvantaged."

Ruth Illmer, Curriculum Consultant, Grandview
Public Schools: 'language Development of Reading
Readiness Through Puppetry and Other Creative
Techniques."

Juanita Husser, Principal, North Broadway Elemen-
tary School, Leavenworth, Kansas: "Involvement
of the Faculty in the Neighborhood: Home Visi-
tations."

Robert Wheeler, Assistant Superintendent for
Urban Education, Kansas City Public Schools:
"Plans to Improve the Education of Disadvan-
taged Youth in the Kansas City Schools."

Marybeth Swartz, mathematics teacher, South-
east Junior High School: "Human Relations
Underway and Completed at Southeast Junior High
School."

Diane Edwards, Professor of Psychology, U.M.K.C.:
"An Experimental Psychologist's Suggestions for
Motivating Pupils and Controlling Classroom Be-
havior."

Edwin Bailey, Professor of Educaticmal Administra-
tion, U.M.K.C.: "Bringing About Improved Stan-
dards in Inner City Schools."

A. L. Campbell, Director of Urban Education,
Kansas City Schools: "Using Auxiliary Personnel
in Low-Income Schools."

Larry Cuban, Director, Cardozo Project, Washing-
ton, D.C.: "The Cardozo Project and Its Implica-
tions for Others."

In addition to presentations by staff members and guest
speAers and discussion of these presentations, the work-
shop curriculum included many demonstrations which the



participants themselves described projects they had tried
in the classroom, films, small and large group discussions
on a variety of topics, and independent work in preparing

materials and assignments to fulfill the requirements for
course credit.")

The training curriculum was by no means limited to the
Saturday meetings, as the staff members visited West and
Switzer regularly while school was in session in order
to consult with the teachers and provide supervitAon for
the aides. In addition, a large quantity of books and
curriculum materials from U.M.K.C. and school district
sources was made available to the teachers and aides,
F-vall amounts of instructional materials were purchased for
teachers who needed them to try a new idea or approach
in their classrooms, limited numbers of copies of books and
related materials bearing on the purposes of the project
were acquired for use-by the participants, and materials
were purchased in sufficient quantity to furnish each teacher
or aide with a personal copy of the following books and
articles:

Silberman, Beware the Day They Change Their Minds
(article reprint)

Silberman, Up from Apathy (article reprint)

Jewett (ed.), Improving English Skills of Cul-
tural lyifferent

Queens College, Learning to Teach in Diffidult
Schools

Isaacs, The New World of Negro Americans

Levine, Raising Standards in the Inner-City
Schools

Lane, Shall Children, Too, Be Free?

Results of the Training Pro'ect

Looked at very generally, the purpose of the project was to
improve the educational opportunities available to a gnoup
of disadvantaged students - many of them identifiedwith ra-
cial and ethnic minorities - by helping teachers find ways
to enhance the quality of instruction, improve student self-
concepts, and maintain good human relationships among and
between groups of students with differing background in an
inner city elementary and junior high school. These broad
objectives are intimately related in that a student's suc-
cess in academic learning both affects and is affected by
the way he sees himself in relation to others; as such,
the objectives are indispensable components in any effort



to equalize educational opportunities for children from
disadvantaged families.

At the more specific level of the operational goals stated
in the original proposal (see previous section), the objec-
tive of the project was to improve instruction and accom-
plish intergroup relations goals through the use of consum-
able- and expendable-type materials which given sufficient
assistance, resources, and training, teachers would find
valuable in working to provide educational experien,es more
appropriate in terms of the teaching and learning situation
in the inner city than are most materials and practices cur-
rently available or in use there. It was recognized from
the beginning, however, that this particular focus on con-
sumable materials not only did not obviate the need to deal
with a broad range of educational and instructional issues
and practices thought to be important in improving the edu-
cation of the disadvantaged, but that no rather specific
departure from customary practice can possibly make much of
a difference in the inner city unless the whole context of
education for the disadvantaged is specifically reconsidered
and dealt with. The focus on materials, therefore, could
not be divorced from a much wider concern with such topics
as teacher attitudes and expectations, creativity in class-
room activities, working with parents and community, the
civil rights movement, and diagnosis and mediation of
educational and social retardation.

Since the concept of utilizing consumable-type materials,
moreover, involves the methods and not directly the content
of instruction, it is not satisfactory to say merely that
inner city teachers should make more use of such materials,
for teachers also need guidance in finding or choosing mean-
ingful and effective content, the communication of which can
be facilitated by this particular approach to instruction:
Properly conceived, therefore, greater utilization of consum-
able-type materials is a method which can be helpful in im-
proving all aspects of the educational enterprise in the
inner city. Rather than reducing the need to work closely
with parents in making the disadvantaged child's total
environment maximally conducive to the goal of better aca-
demic performance in the school, for example, consumable
materials should be used to maintain daily communications,
if necessary, with the home, or to elicit student observa-
tion which can help the teacher understand a child's home

situation.

Similarly, all the general approaches which are considered
potentially valuable for improving the education of the
disadvantaged can be facilitated through the use of con-

sumable materials. Most qualified observers are now con-
vinced, for example, that instruction in language arts in
the inner city should be based on the language experience
of the students, instruction should begin, that is to say,
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with concepts, words, and objects that the child is familiar
with and has some interest in, and should build systematically
on this foundation in helping him acquire a greater fund of

information on more formal topics and in developing his per-
ceptual and analytic skills as a learner. In doing this, a

teacher uses a consumable materials approach when she asks
students to write or dictate material on a topic they are
interested in or acquainted with, duplicates each child's
response and has students analyze their own efforts and

those of their classmates, duplicates revised versions pre-
pared by students working in small groups, and returns a
final copy of each group's efforts for students to keep in

their notebooks. As she proceeds, moreover, she can pre-
pare or have students ,repare and duplicate illustrations,
generaltzations, or other related materials which themselves
can become the basis for a whole new line of sequential

learning materials. The possibilities of using consumable
materials in this way, it is immediately clear, are almost
endless.

As another exampte, a consumable materials focus can be used
to derive maximum mileage from creative-type writing assign-
ments which teachers have found ara unusually effective in
motivating disadvantaged students. Thus inner city teachers
who have built language arts activities around identifica-
tion stories (those in which the names of students in the
classroom are substituted for original names, and in which
care is taken to stress the positive and favorable qualities
of each child so mentioned), image stories (stories par-
tially or completely rewritten by teacher or students to in-
corporate student characters and language), or "dwarf" poetry
(rhyming couplets which humorously restate a basic charac-
teristic of a poem's subject) have released bursts of creative
accomplishment in disadvantaged children who till then had
seemed dull and mindless plodders. Whether in giving in-
structions for such an assignment, or in providing children
with a copy of selected responses for discussion purposek,
or in following-up to draw conclusions from an assignment,
the teacher who utilizes duplicating equipment to run off
single or multiple copies of a piece of material can greatly
enhance the effectiveness of a lesson built around such
techniques for eliciting creative expression from the disad-
vantaged child.

Similar possibilities can also be easily cited with regard
to the goal of cultural enrichment, a goal which all edu-
cators who have worked in the inner city perceive has cru-
cial importance in preparing disadvantaged youth for suc-
cess in the classroom. Thus a teacher who is planning a

field trip can use consumable materials to ask students
where they would like to visit and what they expect to find
there, to orient them in line with the purposes of the
trip, to find out exactly what they learned during the visit,
and to obtain essay-type or other reactions which can be
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duplicated and used for class analysis and individual tutor-

ing. It is no exaggeration, in fact, to say that the con-
sumable materials approach can be the key element in making
field trips a productive introduction to a systematic set of
related learning experiences rather than, as all too often

happens, an isolated "lark" with little permanent educational

value.

Simply stated, a consumable materials approach cannot be ex-
pected to be effective in improving instruction in the inner
city if it is used primarily to communicate the same, inap-
propriate subject matter and uninspired exercises to which
disadvantaged youngsters have failed to respond in the past.

To the teacher who is ready to try new ideas and approaches,
however, and who has been exposed to or hit upon some ideas
worth trying, equipment, resources, and assistance in produc-
ing single or multiple copies of selected materials consti-
tute a potent instrument for imaginatively and effectively
implementing new ideas.

Since a consumable materials approach will not make much dif-
ference in the inner city unless it is integrally part of a
comprehensive effort to identify and try new instructional
ideas carried out by teachers who generate a constructive
learning environment for the disadvantaged child, profes-
sionals who hope to improve instruction in the inner city
school through in-service training for teachers are faced
with a challenging series of inter-related tasks. These

tasks, in turn, suggest a series of questions which need
to be considered in assessing the impact and adequacy of
the training provided. Was information related to the train-
ing objectives effectively communicated to the participants
in the training program? Did the participants' attitudes
shift in a direction that would make them more effective as
teachers of the disadvantaged? Did the participants recog-
nize a need for profound change in curriculum and instruc-
tion in the inner city classroom and, if so, did they be-
come more receptive to change? Were suggestions tried out

by teachers in the privacy of their classrooms? Were new

ideas and suggestions systematically introduced into and inL.
corporated in the on-going program of instruction? Did the

participants feel the training program was worthwhile, and
did they see it as having had practical value for themselves
as inner city teachers? Is there evidence of resulting or

concomitant change in pupil behavior or achievement? Answers
to these or related questions will determine whether an in-
service education program in the inner city has been worth
the time and expense involved in conducting it. a

Anyone who has ever conducted an in-service education program
for teachers of the disadvantaged knows that the obstacles to
achieving the objectives implicit in these questions are in-

deed formidable. Efforts to improve instruction in the inner
city school tend to be frustrated by a number of forces which
work against the likelihood that teachers will change in
attitudes and behavior no
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matter how much evidence may be available to the teacher
that what she is doing is not working or how much she may
feel that her relationship with her pupils and her situa-
tion in general are all but intolerable. It is just such

frustration and sense of failure, in fact, which make a
teacher defensive and nesistant to change, because to change
might be seen as implying that one's past behavior was less
than perfect and that the blame directed at the very real
inadequacies of students and their parents was not completely
justified after all. Also, the undeniable burden under which
teachers in the inner city labor in handling large numbers of
students who present unusuallarning and behavior problems
in the classroom makes it difficult for a teacher to find the
time or maintain sufficient detachmenz to stand back and re-
examine any but the surface manifestations of what is hap-
pening in her classroom, or to work out systematic programs
of instruction which incorporate a va-iety Jf difcarert
techniques that may require much timc and energy to master.
As one result, teachers in the inner city want in be-

coming more effective in the classroom, but many zp.
pear to be seeking instant, even "magical" solutions and
quickly become disinterested or immobilized as soon as they
discover that no such wlutions are available and that real
improvement may depend on a profound change in what they do
as teachers.

In addition, it is difficult for a teacher who is having
trouble surviving the overwhelming daily pressures of the
inner city school to appreciate how closely the educational
problems of the disadvantaged child are related to his con-
cept of himself as a member of a socioeconomic, racial, or
ethnic minority-group, and that in the final analysis this
means that teachers must deal explicitly with intergroup and
human relations problems and topics if they hope to establish
a productive environment for learning in the inner city.scbool.

Thus, "Under the gun" insofar as academic performance and
classroom discipline are concerned, many inner city teachers
are "hung up" on strictly methodological aspects of the in-
structional problems in the inner city school and refuse to
give serious attention to aspects involving students' per-
ceptions of themselves and of their place in the world, the
latter being difficult to deal with even under the best cir-

cumstances.

All these obstacles to effective in-service training in the
inner city were unmistakably and abundantly present in the
Westside Workshop, as were many more mundane problems which
frequently arise in conducting a training program. As ex-
amples of the latter, serious problems arose in connection
with the location and accessibility of the duplicating
equipment, the fact that teachers who worked with kinder-
garten or first grade students sometimes SWN little rele-
vance in workshop materials or topics of deep concern to
ninth grade teachers (and vice versa), the apparent
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jealousy occasionaily directed at participants by colleagues
at West and Switzer who could not or chose not to partici-
pate in the workshop, the fact that administrators at West
and Switzer were very busy and could not always give vigorous
attention to helping solve problems involving the training
project, the additional complications which arose during
the fall semester when federal Title 1 programs were greatly
expanded at the two schools and teachers found it difficult
to plan for and work with undergraduate assistants while
working with newiy-assigned neighborhood aides and speciai
resource personnel (e.g. art, reading, and speech consult-
ants), the periodic malfunctioning (expected, but still
annoying) of the special equipment, the scheduling of the
undergraduate assistants who had heavy university programs,
and, probably .most important, many inevitable as well as
avoidable mistakes made by the staff members in making day-
by-day decisions about what to do next and how to do it in
conducting the training program.

Perhaps these obstacles to the success of a training program
which has as its goals constructive change in the behavior
of teachers and pupils in the inner city school can be sum-
marized by recognizing that difficulties can be anticipated
in conducting in-service training in any school, but that
many are compounded and magnified by the fact that teachers
and administrators who work with disadvantaged youth are
likely to be more frustrated, haggard, discouraged, preoccu-
pied with immediate pressures, and self-constricted by ego-
defense reactions than are their counterparts in middle-class
schools. No "picnic" for the individuals who undergo it or
the staff members who conduct it, an in-service education
project in the inner city cannot be presumed to have been
successful merely because the people involved in it come
away with a general feeling that it did them good. To de-
termine whether such a project was worthwhile, specific
questions such as those enumerated above should be considered
one by one.

As is true also of our attempt in another section of this re-
port to assess the impact and desirability of the teacher
aide assignment, our assessment of the project as a whole
must depend primarily on rather impressionistic evidence
which we were not able to quantify or to validate in a fully
convincing manner. As in any training program, the major
goals of the present project were to communicate informa-
tion to teachers (e.g. not all low-income children are dis-
advantaged; a teacher should preview films before using
them; criticizing a child's language may make him resis-
tant to learning; duplicated materials can be used to build
personal book collections which give disadvantaged children
a sense of security, etc.) and to communicate certain atti-

tudes which we felt would lead to instructional improvement
in the inner city school. It is true that it would have

been easy to administer questionnaires to determine whether
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the teachers and their aides understood, remembered, and
could feed back to us the concepts and the points of in-
formation we had been trying to get across in the training
curriculum, but provided that they had paid only a modicum
of attention while being exposed to material which was far
from esoteric or difficult to understand and that their
relationships with us were sufficiently friendly so that
they would desire to respond in a way that would make us
pleased and satisfied, a questionnaire could tell us next
to nothing concerning whether the participants in the work-
shop accepted the concepts and ideas we were striving to
communicate and had been willing to try them in the class-
room, much less whether these ideas were made a part of the
participants' teaching repertoire. Since there was not the
least question in the minds of the three staff members but
that on the whole the participants in the workshop had be-
come warm and good friends as well as respected professional
colleagues or that the approximately one hundred and twenty-
five hours had given us plenty of time to communicate the
basic information and concepts on which the workshop was
based, we saw no point in administering informational and
attitudinal questionnaires on which we were sure the partici-
pants would merely have reinforced us with what we wanted to
hear. Attitude change, in pari:cular, is notoriously diffi-
cult to measure, except superficially and inferentially, and
we had no real hope of tapping them on paper-and-pencil tests
which might have been administered at the close of the pro-
ject.

As concerns the behavioral goals of the project, it would not
have been methodologically difficult to make use of published
or specially-prepared observation forms in sending observers
to visit classes for long enough periods of time before the
training project started and after it ended to suggest whe-
ther the institute had led to change in teacher behavior,
but we had no opportunity to plan for or carry out such an
observation analysis. In any case, we did not have the ra-
ther large resources which would be required to adequately
implement so ambitious an approach to the collection of data
on the performance of the individuals who participated in
the project.

In view of the unavailability of "hard" data which would al-
low us to give unequivocal or unreserved answer:f.: to questions
involving the impact of the project, no cl s made that
the conclusions advanced on the succeeding r ,Jes are based
on much more than fragmentary and indirect eJidence plus the
hc,nest perceptions of the members of the staff. We do feel,
rleertheless, that these statements are substantially cor-
rect (they do not state exorbitant claims and we found little
real evidence to contradict them) and that they will be not
only of interest but also of some practical value to other
persons who are responsible for the conduct of in-service
training programs for teachers in the inner city.



As concerns the most superficial of the project's goals -

that of familiarizing teachers with some new ideas that might

be useful to them in the classroom - we are relatively con-

fident that the workshop was successful. Not only did parti-

cipants constantly engage us in conversations and respond

to class discussions in ways which indicated that they saw

the points of view and the suggestions raised in the work-

shop as unfamiliar ones or as new variants of familiar ones,

but in responding to the question "Which, if any, idea pre-

sented during the Saturday meetings has been mostly new to

you?", the following citations were given on an anonymous
questicmnaire administered at the close of the workshop:

classroom activities involving the use of audiovisual equip-

ment - 11; use of identification stories - 7; use of image

stories - 7; use of cartoon or comic-type materials - 7; use

of dwarf poetry - 7; and use of puppets - 4. In view of the

fact that this question was an open-ended one which required

the recall and specification of instructicmal activities ex-

plicitly considered or treated in class for as much as eleven

months previously, these answers were far from displeasing

to the staff.

With respect to whether points of view concerning construc-

tive learning environments and practices in the inner city

school were successfully communicated to the participants,

we can say little more than that we felt the majority did

either accept or were reinforced in accepting - at least on

a philosophical level - gich general 4nderlyitig.principles

as those involving the need to use materials more appro-

priate than can be obtained from most "standardized" or

grade-level materials, the need to put more stress on main-

taining close contact with the parents of disadvantaged

children, the need to "delve below" the I.Q. scores in or-

ganizing instruction In the Inner city school, and the need

to deal with the self concept, the social perceptions, and

the intergroup relations of disadvantaged and/or minority

group children. As before, our conclusion here is based pri-

marily on comments and reactions stated publicly or privately

throughout the workshop, and also on such questionnaire re-

sponses as the following which various participants volunteered

in citing ideas which "helped to clarify thinking and planning"

will. Children will perform tasks if they see a reason for

doing so and if they are rewarded for their effort;" "tie

need to engineer success and to have active student involve-

ment. In working with disadvantaged students, we should not

confuse patronization with real concern for individual wel-

fare of all students;" 'q don't believe I realized to the

fullest how important it was to these children to have an

understanding of their communi*.y, and for the teacher to

understand how they identify wgth it or how they can be

given a better image of themselves;" and "The thing I have

been convinced of is that it is necessary to individualize

my teaching. You can learn much here from the child himself.
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Since the attention span of slow learners is short, they re-

quire more and varied activities. Repetition of thinp they

vaisay_ting is acceptable. The use of consumable materials

is endless and interesting and challenging. It puts spice

and interest in learning. Children will heed what a puppet

says to them when they may not pay attention to the teacher.

Thank you for a time of inspiration, encouragement and defi-

nite ideas for doing a better job."

Did the participants feel that the project was a valuable

one which helped them become better teachers and which jus-

tified whatever time and effort they expended within as

well as outside their regular classrooms (i.e. on Saturdays,

evening preparation, etc.)? Most certainly

they did, as was clearly brought home to the staff: by the

countless favorable, unsolicited comments they went out of

their toy to make to us (particularly at the end of the work-

shop); by the fact that seventeen of the twenty-one teachers

who filled out the anonymous questionnaire.distributed at
the close of the workshop indicated that if given a chance

to choose over, they would once again decide to give up a

significant portion of their week ends in order to enroll;

and by the numerous anonymous, post-workshop questionnaire

responses,such as the following two, in which participants
expressed the feeling that they had indeed found the work-

shop professionally rewarding if only in gaining a thera-

peutic feeling that they were not alone in looking for

ways to overcome the many frustrations experienced by edu-

cators in an inner city school:

1. a). I have a different attitude about

my job now. I am beginning to feel less

frustrated. Because of the Saturday class,

I am searching and reading on the subject

of disadvantaged youth. Let's say that in

general I'm fe-ling more 'aware'.

b). I gained the feeling that I wasn't

alone with my problems. An excellent class.

c). I signed up for this Saturday workshop
because nowhere else did I know of such a

course being offered. If I had somehow

managed to teach these kids something for

several years, I might get much, much bet-

ter results with specific instructions in

such! Some previously conceived ideas

were on my mind, but always seemed too

unconventional to be generally accepted

by our mid-Victorian system. It was

through the instructors and guest speak-

ers of this course I received the rein-

for slient necessary to take giant steps

forward.
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If no college credit or pocket money

were involved, I would still have been
in regular attendance in this class!
It has been much more interesting than
Circle meetings or bridge club.

2. The most important part of the work-
shop, however, as with most things of
this nature, is in the intangibles.
Some of the very valuable intangibles
were, in my opinion, the following:

The opportunity to know what is being
done in other classrooms. The oppor-
tunity to show that teachers in a dis-
advantaged area are really interested
in doing a better job - even if it
means going to school on Saturdays -
and that it means we are not apathetic
or complacent about what wd are doing.

The possibility that through the work-
shop can come the framework of a new,
rich curriculum for disadvantaged chil-
drentnot necessarily based on textbooks.

All in all, I have enjoyed these Satur-
days. lf, however, I were to choose one
session which hit me the hardest I would

say without hesitation that it was the
lecture by Mr. Doll on how teachers in
disadvantaged areas feel. (And I had

always thought it Was just I who felt

that way!)

Even if we are correct in believing that participants not
only generally understood and accepted the points of view
and suggestions presented in the workshop but also perceived
them as being worthwhile and relevant in terms of their re-
sponsibilities as teachers in the inner city, it would be
improper to assume that they attempted to utilize these un-
derstandings and ideas in working with their students. Here,

too, however, we are inclined to feel that the workshop
achieved some significant success, though our evidence on
this question is considerably less one-sided than on those
which involved attitudinai or intellectual as opposed to
behavioral reactions to the institute.

In support of the conclusion that the participants did at-
tempt to modify their teaching practices in accordance
with the objectives of the project are the teachers' re-
sponses to the open-ended question: "Which of the sug-
gestions described during the Saturday sessions have you

tried in your classroom?" In answering, seventeen of
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the twenty-four teachers said they had made use of ideas in-

Volving the audiovisual and duplicating equipment, sixteen

stated they had experimented with identification stories,

thirteen claim to have used image stories, twelve stated

they had attempted to motivate their slow learners by build-

ing lessons on some comic book-type materials, ten said

their students had worked with puppets as part of their in
struction in the classroom, eight had introduced more multi-

ethnic lessons and materials beyond those already in use in

their classes or those utilized to fulfil assignments under-

taken as part of the project, and eight claimed to have made

appreciable use of dwarf poetry. Given the fact that the

instructional possibilities inherent in the use of puppets,

poetry, and even audiovisual equipment are far more salient

in some subject matter areas and at some grade levels than

at others, the comparatively large number of citations volun-

teered in response to the questior was encouraging. The

question itself was a relatively eutral one which we think

most participants would be honest in answering as compared

to the responses one might get in asking them whether they

thought the workshop and the ideas developed in it were

SI good" or'bad".

At the same time it should be noted that when the aides were

asked whether the teachers in whose rooms they had served

had made use of project suggestions, the number of citations

concerning the activities or possibilities enumerated above

generally ran about one-half to two-thirds as many as was

true for the teachers! answers. On the other hand it is also

true that each aide served only six hours per week for one

semester, so that a teacher might easily have tried several

suggestions without his aide knowing about it.

The logs and questionnaire responses of the aides provided

additional, though contradictory, evidence concerning the

question of whether the teachers had found project sugges-

tions sufficiently "attractive", sensible, feasible, and/or

relevant to try in the classroom. Several aides offerea such

encouraging comments as '/he new machines have made possible

more wide and varied uses of materials which are helping to

maintain a higher level of interest in our classroom," but

several others reported that the teachers with whom they had

worked had been either unwilling (e.g. "Neither I nor Mrs.

ever had occasion to use the copy machines or the dry

mount pressu) or unable to utilize the various suggestions

which were being raised during the Saturday training sessions

(e.g. "I am sure Mrs. was impressed and interested in

the things presented and hopes to use them in the classroom.

I think she will some day. But the pressure to teach the

basics, the overload of students (34 at last count), short-

ness of time, and the extra work involved probably will keep

her in the same old rut."). Since only a minority of the

logs included clear enough statements along these lines to

allow .a reader to deduce whether meaningful efforts were
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being or had been made to utilize project concepts and sug-

gestions in the classroom, the only conclusion directly sup-

ported by the logs is that some teachers did make such an

effort and some did not.

Perhaps the most direct evidence that most of the partici-

pants made an honest attempt to use the ideas and concepts

communicated in the workshop is to be foLnd in the descrip-

tive papers which many turned in at the conclusion of the

project. In nearly all cases these teachers were explicit

in describing exactly how they had tried to use a consumable

materials approach as well as other suggestions for curricu-

lum change which were introduced and considered during the

Saturday sessions, as is clear in the following excerpts

from papers handed in by four of the participants who de-

scribed what they had done in connection with the project:

1. Teachers in attendance have been appre-

ciably inspired toward doing a better job

for their children in this disadvantaged

are-. Not only have they heard of possible

new psychological and philosophical ap-

proaches to their problems but tangible,

usable methods have been suggested for ap-

plication.

Some of these approaches and materials

which I have put to use during this sem-

ester are listed:

a. Using "Skinner" style programming

we prepared on transparencies with

the copy machines a four-week course

in First Aid. The information was from

the Red Cross and Johnson & Johnson.

These transparencies were used on

overhead projectors. We also used

large anatomy charts from Re6 Cross

and films from the film library of the

school system.

bo Unit on Communism was developed us-

ing film-strips and films showing this

form of government as practiced in

Russia and China. Filmstrips offer

much opportunity for discussion. To

follow up, we made lirge charts com-

paring Communimm's rights and respon-

sibilities with those under our own

system of government and economics.

c. For study of Africa used story
okelua_g_ussEla which we read
to children. As 1 read this 1 showed
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pictures on opaque projector of
Nigeria from lif.% Look, National
Geographic and the story book it-
self. This made the story seem

very real.

d. We tape recorded the play 'The
Prince & Pauper", with parts played
by students in the high reading
group. Critical analysis of voice,
expression, tempo, conversation
tone, and volume was carried out.

e. The high reading group read a
story by Alan Shepard about his
trip into space and another by a
scientist about what we might some
day find on Mars. Combining scien-
tific information from both stories,
we wrote a play about a trip to
Mars in 1999. A capsule was built,
scenery was made and the play was
produced in the auditorium.

f. Following a trip to the Nelson
Art Gallery at which time the
children saw the Mid-American Con-
temporary Exhibit, they said they
could do modern art that was as
good as what they saw. Without
any direction and nothing but
large sheets of Kraft paper and
tempera, they producdd their
modern art and exhibited in the
hallway - to the general disbelief
of passers-by!

g. In preparation for a trip to the
K. C. Museum and Planetarium, a book-
let was prepared by each child dealing

with Solar System. It contained mimeo-
graphed sheets and pictures. Films and

filmstrips were shown to familiarize
children with planets and stars.

k. For a trip to Ft. Osage, dittoes
were prepared telling the history of
the area. We used the opaque projec-
tor to show pictures of the fort so
the children would know what to expect.

i. For use by low reading group (2nd-
3rd grade level), we made nasters on the
copy machine and then mimeographed for
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each child work sheets in reading
and English.

j. In preparation for dining
(Cafeteria at Kansas U., Lawrence,
a private room at Hotel Muehlebach).
place settings for table were brought
into the room. Each child practiced

table manners. Charts on balanced

meals were introduced, We discussed

possible mev :-. that would fulfill a
balanced meal, and duplicated the re-

sults. Good grooming for going out
into public places was also empha-

sized. Films in connection with

these areas were shown.

k. In preparation for a trip to
City Hall to meet our councilman
and to the Board of Education to
meet the Superintendent, a booklet
of mimeographed materials relative
to structure and function of city
government and the Board of Educa-
tion vas provided for each child.

1 do-want -to .add -that. there is an

inherent danger in the preparation
of much consumable material. A
teacher, because he is so busy
thinking and working at preparation
and presentation, may fall into a
thinking trap that just because he
is doing all of this there is pro-
gress being made. The Auestion
must be constantly put to the
teacher by himself, "did the chil.
dren become interested, stimulated,
and as a result, did they work and
learn something from it, or were

they merely entertained." We must

provide learning experiences, not

just entertainment.

2. One of the goals of the reading curri-
culum is to get the children interested in

personal reading. This was accomplished

for the most part with library books and
the like, especially paper backs which we
ordered through the same company that pub-

lishes the Isom magazine. Many of the

children were interested enough to order 1

books and pay for them themselves. After

we discussed comtc_booksin the class, I

".
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purchased a few that I thought were ap-

propriate for the group and I did find

that some of the children who previously

had been sitting at the personal reading

period were now at least looking at the

comics. I also discovered that their fa-

vorite was Batman, so I purchased some

Batman coloring books that had puzzles

and word games in them. In this way I

was able to get a good deal of interest

in a form of word study. Also I feel

that this helped to teach some thinking

and planning skills.

The significant thing, I believe, that I

have gained from this class is that it is

most important to use things that the chil-

dren are vitally interested in to teach

with. The'very commonest happening can be-

come a learning experience if the teacher

is on the alert.

3. I wouid like to comment briefly on

two things discussed in the Workshop that I

tried in my classroom. The first one is

the .....31ifictior_Idellandies. This

I found rather interesting. The pupils en-

tered wholeheartedly into it.

The first ones we used were readable - not

too difficult, and simplified to a degree, and

the vocabulary used was within the range of

every child. Then, gradually, we increased

our vocabulary for each succeeding story. In-

terpretation was stressed, and some excellent

spelling and grammar lessons were also derived

from same.

I found the children enthusiastic and anxious

to go further. For some, an interest in

reading began anew, and they were always curi-

ous to know just what the outcome would be.

Enthusiasm, I
believe, was evenly divided be-

tween the boys and the girls.

The next one is the introduction of Dwarf

Poetry to the graups. Even the ones that

are usually dilatory about generating any

sort of enthusiasm, were anxious to parti-

cipate in this lesson. Some rather good

lines were brought forth, and many were

motivated and inspired to continue. Another

type of poetry was introduced, and that, too,

created interest. For the first time,
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sensed many were really enjoying poems.

My next year's aim is to introduce some
of the other methods and materials, as
it was impossible to try all this year.

4. As I have had little experience in
the making and use of puppets, learning
this was an enlightening experience. I

had no idea that 5th grade children could
become so interested and do so many origi-

nal things in working with puppets. Other

presentations in Art by teachers were also

interesting. I can use any idea in art
presented, since this is a weak area for me.

Our own opinion, based om classroom visits, discussions with
teachers, the amount of paper, transparencies, and other con-
sumable materials that were consumed during the course of
the project, and, above all, on the many completed projects
which teachers undertook on their own and brought in to show

to staff members and to their colleagues in the workshop,

is that most of the participants did indeed perceive some
value in many of the suggestions and did try to make use of

them or, at least, experiment with them whenever possible.

It would be very difficult, in fact, to look at the imagi-

native classroom projects which teachers tried in the class-

room, either to fulfill workshop requirements or on their min

initiative, and not accept this conclusion. A number of these
classroom projects are illustrated in Chapter Four, which con-

sists of excerpts from materials actually used in the classrooms

at West and Switzer.

Given the objectives of the project as described in this re-
port and the substantial amount of money and effort expended

in carrying it out, the preceding questions are in a very
real sense overshadowed by the much more important one of

whether the project was successful in terms of bringing about
relatively pervasive and continuing change in the instruc-

tional practices utilized by those Switzer and West teachers

who participated in it. On this latter question not only

are we much less sanguine concerning the degree to which the

project attained the goals we had set in undertaking it, but

the fragmentary and inferential evidence available to us sug-

gests that the project was far from being successful. On the

one hand, we are confident that at least a handful of teachers

are making extensive use of the ideas and suggestions intro-

duced and/or developed during the workshop, but on the other

hand we are just as confident that some other teachers are

conducting instructiom in exactly the same way and using

precisely the same standardized materials as they used be-

fore the project was carried out. While we have no solid

or direct data on either group, the very strong md ap-

parent enthusiasm with which some of the particil.ants

reacted to the project on the one hand and, on the other
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hand, negative reactions to project goals of some others
suggests the conclusion that the project effectuated a sig-
nificant amount of behavior change in some classrooms and
little or no behavior change in other classrooms. It is a

good bet, for example, that both the teacher who in a per-
sonal conversation with one of the staff members stated that
"I think these ideas have been good, but I am too old to
change" and the teacher who admitted that she could not
"bring herself" to "water down" materials studied by "boys
and girls in other parts of the city" are doing relatively
little in the way of instructional inimation of any sort -
and least of all in directions considered or advocated in
the Westside Workshop.

All in all, we expect that most of the participants are still
making awe use of the instructional concepts to which they
were exposed in the workshop, and that the majority thus
fall somewhere between a small group whose behavior changed
significantly and an equally small group whose behavior
changed not at all. The group as a whole, moreover, may fall
somewhat closer to the latter extreme than to the former,
given the facts that whatever obstacles to the achievement
of the project existed within the school while the project
was in progress still exist today, that the elementary
teachers in the project were not able to reach agreement
during its final stages as to who would take responsibility
for maintaining the equipment and ordering the materials
needed for continuing implementation of project goals, and
that most of the teachers no longer have the assistance of
the U.M.K.C. undergraduates who performed many of the chores
connected with the preparation and duplication of materials
and the utilization of the varied suggestions introduced in
the workshop.

If we have little reason to believe that the project stimu-
lated very deep and very permanent change in teaching be-
havior among the teachers who participated in it, we are
even more pessimistic concerning the most important goal of

all - that Of bringing about instructional improvement marked
enough to result in measurable gains in the academic per-
formance and the human relationships among the pupils at
West and Switzer. While the material presented throughout
this report suggests that the project was not without value
in accomplishing goals which can be expected to hield bene-
fits for the students at the two schools, and while there may
even be a "delayed effect" as teachers continue to eva1u-
ate and work with the concepts and ideas which they
in the workshop and have a chance to utilize them ove;
longer period of time, the more formal evaluation efforts
described etsewhere in this report gave us reason to be-
lieve that we were successful in accomplishing this most am-
bitious of our original goals.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

For reasons described on the preceding pages, we believe

that the Westside Workshop achieved its goals insofar as

these involved communicating a number of understandings

concerning desirable instructional practices in the inner

city school and encouraging a group of elementary and junior

high school teachers to try a variety of classroom activ-

ities aimed at making instruction more appropriate in their

classrooms. Although many of the teachers who participated

in the project were reluctant to deal with matters involving

self-concept of students and intergroup relations among pupils,

most of them made some effort to utilize consumable materials

and other suggested techniques in trying to prepare and

adapt instructional materials more appropriate than those

previously used in their classrooms.

There was no real evidence, however, that the project achieved

other goals aimed at bringing about either continuing, and

pervasixt change in the instructiomal behavior of the major-

ity of teachers who participated in it or measurable improve-

ment in the academic performance of students at Switzer Ele-

mentary or West Junior High School. In part, the failure

to achieve these objectives should be attributed to inade-

quacies in the training program aS well as to our having

underestimated the obstacles to deep-seated change on the

part of teachers in the inner city. A substantial amount of

human and material resources were expended in the project,

and we believe the evidence presented in this report supports

the conclusion that these expenditures were justified by the

results achieved. Yet our experience also indicates that to

achieve the goals related to instructional change and pupil

growth which were postulated at the project's inception will

require training programs and in-school changes far more in-

tensive and costly than are presently contemplated by most

knowledgeable persons dedicated to improving educational

opportunities for disadvantaged students. We hope that the

following recommendations - which are based on our experience

in the Westside Workshop - will be of value to educators who

are considering how best to prepare teachers for the immense

job which lies ahead.

1. In-service training dealing with the instructional strate-

gies and techniques considered in the Westside Workshop (as

well as with a multitude of other topics and skills related to

the improvement of education for disadvantaged students)

should be not only made available to but required of teachers

and administrators in the inner city. In view of the massive

need for such training and retraining, in-service education

in the inner city will have bp be conducted on an equally

massive scale for the foreseeable future - if we are really

serious about significantly improving the academic performance

of disadvantaged students.
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In practice this training should be given on a continuous
basis by operating month-long, full-time training programs
which educators receive full pay for attending during the
summer or by providing full-day training every three or
four weeks or five-to-ten consecutive days of training every
six months for educators enabled to participate by the dis-
missal of students or the hiring of substitute personnel.

Attention should also be given to training personnel to
replace presently-employed personnel who may be too rigid
to adapt instruction so that it is appropriate for youngsters
growing up in disadvantaged circumstances. At the present
time there are prominent educators who believe that an appre-
ciable percentage of inner city teachers are incapable of
profoundly changing their teaching habits. The project
described in this report, as have many others in various
cities, failed to bring about significant behavior change
of any positive import among some of the participants it
was intended to help, but we have not sufficient evidence to
indicate conclusively that a training program designed and
implemented better than the present one cannot accomplish
this goal. Nor, given the present shortage of teachers
willing to work in the inner city, can we afford to "wite
off" any large number of teachers. If and when more teacheri
are willing to accept assignments in the inner city, however,
teachers who appear to be particularly inflexible and who
are functioning very poorly probably should be screened out
of such training programs provided they can soon be trans-
ferred to less difficult teaching situations or otherwise
removed from the inner city classroom. Our esperience in
the Westside Workshop Indicated that this latter group is
disproporationately drawn from among theachers who have
relatively long experience in inner city schools. Care should
be given,at the same time, to ensure that outstanding and
experienced older teachers in the inner city do not become
victims of policies designed to bring about needed changes
in personnel.

2. Training in the preparation and adaptation of consumable-
type materials should be given to teachers in inner city
schools, and sufficient resources should be set aside to pro-
vide the "back-up" services and conditions needed so that
teachers can utilize this approach effectively. One useful

source of support in such a program is to provide teachers
with the assistance of future teachers who can help prepare,
adapt, and present lessons and materials built around a con-
sumable materials approach and can help the inner city teacher

in a myriad of other ways as well.

Given their analytic orientation toward questions involving
professional competence and effectiveness and their prelimi-
nary training In educatiomal methodology, undergraduate
teacher aides can provide high quality instructional assist-
ance beyond that which most lay aides can be expected to
provide. :n view of the benefits which future teachers can
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derivi from such an experience, the likelihood that most
undergraduates will overcome unjustified negative stereo-
types about disadvantaged youth while serving in this
capacity, and the possibility that some will be encouraged
07 reinforced in the intention to teach in the inner city,
universities and school districts should join together in
sponsoring programs which include service as an aide in an
inner city classroom for all future teachers.

3. Sponsors of training programs aimed at helping teachers
learn to utilize a consumable materials approach for the
improvement of instruction in the inner city should set aside
one-fourth to one-third of the time in the early stages and
one-third to two-thirds of the time in the later stages of
such a program for participants to work individually and in

small groups in preparing materials and in participating in

and observing demonstrations in which these materials are
tested out with individual students or groups of students
in a classroom. To make sure that such large blocks of
time are used effectively, trainees should be given a variety
of assignments which begin early in the training program
and which must be completed before credits or reimbursement
are given for participating in the program. Depending on
the initial enthusiasm and level of intrinsic motivation in

a group of trainees, moreover; sufficient staff members
should be present to give personal assistance and supervi-
sion to as few as five or as many as ten trainees during
the time the latter are engaged in preparing materials or
completing other training assignments.

ft as ea as NO IVO GO OM OS OW GO

Taken together, the recommendations offered above suggest
that in-service training for teachers of the disadvantaged is

ars objective at least coequal in magnitude and importance
with others - such as reduction in class size, modernization
of school facilities, and sponsorship of prekindergarten
classes - which are widely recognized as requiring greatly
expanded resources in order to provide equal educational op-
portunities for low-income youth in the depressed areas of
the central cities. In this connection, Commissioner of
Education Harold Howe has pointed out that while new educa-
tional technology is an indispensable element in working to
improve the level of instruction in the inner city,

there is definitely the possibility
of over-commitment and underuse - maybe its a kind
of oversell and underuse - of electronic equip-
ment in Title I programs. If you're going to
have a lot of electronic equipment around,
you've got to have . . . vigorous training
programs at the l3cal level to get people
to use it and use it well.'
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The project described in this report did not involve a great
deal of elaborate and expensive electronic equipment, but
rather was addressed to helping inner city teachers make con-
structive and effective use of relatively simple and inex-
pensive equipment such as photo copy machines, ditto machines
overhead projectors, and tape recorders - equipment which has
been in short supply in big city schools but is now being made
available in sufficient quantity so that teachers are beginning
to enjoy easy access to it. From a technical point of view
the use of this equipment can be mastered by almost any teacher,
and there is no doubt that such equipment can make a major
contribution in improving the quality of education given to
disadvantaged children all ovei the United States. It will
do very little good, however, merely to place these pieces
of equipment in a school office or workroom and assume they
will be effectively utilized. Unless teachers fundamentally
change the instructional context in which new techniques,
materials, and equipment are to be used, the effects of such
additional aids will be peripheral and the gains made by
students will be minimal. Even in connection with equipment
and techniques as simple as those with which wt were con-
cerned in the Westside Workshop, it became apparent that ef-
fective implementation of promising practices and ideas on
the part of inner city teactl;rs will require intensive and
continuing training during the regular school week, skilled
assistance on the part of competent teacher aides and spe-

cialized resource personnel, and large training staffs to
work with relatively small groups of teachers on day-to-day
application - not to mention significant reorganization of
school procedures and school structure to support innovative
activities and constant administrative intervention and
support to achieve innovative goals. In view of the scale
of the training needed and the depth of the difficulties which
will arise in providing it, in-service training for inner
city teachers certainly mu:.:t be viewed as a major school

district goal in its own right.



1"Proposal for a Special Training Institute on Problems of
School Desegregation", School of Education, University of
Missouri at Kansas City, Fail, 1965.

2Ibid.

3Ibid.

'The rationale underlying the choice of this basic goal is
described in Appendix B.

5
The breakdown for elementary teachers was: three first
grade, three third grade, three fourth grade, two fifth
grade, and three sixth grade.

6
The breakdown for junior high teachers was: five Common
Learnings (combined social studies and English in the
seventh and eighth grades), one ninth grade English, one
art, two industrial arts, one typing, and one special edu-
cation (mentally retarded).

7Those added were one kindergarten teacher, one second grade teach-
er, one, ninth grade English teacher, and one typing teacher.

8
Due to an insufficient number of volunteers, it proved im-
possible to provide one of the teachers with an aide during
the fall semester.

9Students taking regular sections generally work three hours
per week with youngsters in a social welfare agency (or a

comparable assignment) and attend a seminar on campus.

10
See the schedules in Appendix A for a description of how
the class meetings were structured to accommodate these
activities.

11

12

It should be noted that participants were informed from the
first that their grades would be determined primarily in
accordance with their attendance and their willingness to
complete a few short assignments, so there was no reason
for them to try to curry favor with staff members in order
to ensure themselves high marks in the workshop.

It should be noted that many of the participants at one or
another point told us that they did not really need either
the stipend or the university credit they received for
participating in the project, and that these "rewards"
hardly counter-balanced the difficulty they experienced in

giving up so much of their Saturdays. We believe they were

being quite honest with us as well as with themselves.

13
"The Manpower Deficit", School Management,, August 1966, p. 58.
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The Tasks and Experiences of tie Teacher Aides

With a few exceptions, the undergraduate aides who partici-

pated in the training institute did so to fulfil course re-

quirements in Education 3308, Seminar Practicum. The ex-

ceptions were one or two students each semester who partici-

pated entirely as volunteers and received no course credit.

The aides were assigned for six hours each week to a class-

room at Switzer or West for one full U.M.K.C. semester.

They also attended the Saturday sessions, for which they re-

ceived ten dollars per session.

Most students in the regular 330B Practicum are assigned to

one or another social welfare agency (e.g. detention center,

adult literacy center, orphanage) at which they work with

clients for three hours per week. They also meet on campus

to analyze their agency experience and to engage in other

learning activities which they plan with their instructors.

Perhaps the major differences between the regular sections

and this experimental section were that the students in the

latter served twice as long a minimum weekly perIod in the

institutional setting, participated in more specialized and

structured group sessions as part of the Saturday class,

but conversely were required to do fewer written assignments

outside the practicum setting. In general it is clear that

the assignment as an aide at Switzer or West fits well within

the framework of the 330B course as described in the U.M.K.C.

General Catalog for 1967-68:

Observation of, and participation in, actual

teaching-iearning situations. Group and indi-

vidual identification, analysis and synthesis
of problems arising out of these experiences.
Analysis will be in terms of concepts developed

in tthe courses on Social-Philosophical foun-
dations of Education and Educational Psycholoal

. . meets human development and health certifi-

cation requiremeat.

Each semester provided abundant reason for believing that the

opportunity to serve as a teacher's assistant in a disadvan-

taged school turned out to be a most valuable and rewarding

experience for these future teachers, most of whom were ju-

niors who had previously studied or were concurrently study.'

ing educational philosophy and psychology and who were sched-

uled to study educational methodology and do their student

teaching the following year. A questionnaire administered

at the end of each semester yielded quantitative evidence to

support this judgment, and the data drawn from it are pre-

sented and briefly discussed at the end of this chapter, To

appreciate what really happened to these undergraduates,

however, it is better to review testimony provided by the

logs in which they described what they were doing and

how they were reacting to their assignments. The larger



part of this chapter, consequently, consists of observations
from the logs in which the undergraduate aides expressed
and interpreted their experiences at Switzer and West.

Before proceeding to let the aides speak for themselves, it
is necessary to point out that the assignment as an aide
could not and did not prove equally useful for every student.
While the overwhelming majority of aides reported on one or
more anonymous questionnaires that they had gained a good
deal from their assignments, a few were unhappy with their
assignment and/or with what they were gaining from it -
usually with good reason. While the staff tried to ensure
that over the course of the semester each teacher would
provide his or her aide with a wide range of tasks short
of major classroom teaching responsibility, several teachers
proved unwilling or unable to allow their aide to engage in
much more*than routine clerical chores. Relatively more
aides were dissatisfied on this matter during the second
semester than during the first. It should be noted that in
the latter period teachers at Switzer and West were receiv-
ing much additional assistance from indigenous neighborhood
aides and subject matter specialists whose services had not
been available during the first semester, and that many
teachers appeared to be having a hard time finding ways to
make productive use of all these varied personnel. But de-

spite the difficulties teachers encountered in integrating
so many diverse programs, most of the undergraduate aides
indicated - as shown in later parts of this chapter - that
the teachers with whom they worked had been able to provide
assignments which the former found personally and profes-
sionally beneficial.

In analyzing the reports of the aides, it became apparent
that the insights acquired by the aides could be grouped
conveniently under two major headings. On the one hand, the
aides gained important understandings about the process of
education and the nature of schools in general. On the other
hand they also learned a good deal about the learning prob-
lems and the possible ways to provide sound education in
schools serving disadvantaged youth in particular. On the
following pages, accordingly, the excerpts and illustraticms
taken from the reports of the undergraduate aides have been
arranged under these two headings.

Knowledge and Understanding of Education and Schools in

General

Perhaps the most succinct comment made by an aide concerning
the impact of the first three or four days in a classroom
was offered by the undergraduate who said that "One of the

first things I learned with this group was that I did not

know how to teach, or even where to begin." The large ma-

jority of these future teachers, it must be remembered,
had not been in a classroom below the college level in years,

i
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even though they generally had been studying in the field
of education for at least half a year. For most of them,
furthermore, the assignment as an aide was the first time
they had ever been in a classroom more or less as an "out-
sider" with sufficient detachment to provide a fairly broad
view of the dynamics of classroom behavior yet with suffi-
cient aftensity to allow them to become participant ob-
servers in a situation in which teachers and students have
ceased to assume the somewhat artificial roles they tend
to act out for the occasional visitor. The result was
that aides appeared to approach their assignments with a

receptive mental set that made them willing and anxious to
learn more about what it means to be a teacher. As one
aide summed up her experience; "I was introduced L an
entirely new educational area, and what I learned would
fill a book. It was a new, exciting, and sometimes painful
experience."

It is worth emphasizing that much of the value of the aide
assignment follows from the fact that the aide spends
enough time in the classroom to really see what is going on -
but his responsibilities are limited enough - as contrasted
with most student teaching assignments - so that he can con-
sciously examine and re-examine what is taking place before
his eyes. In the words of one of the aides as reported in
his log, "Serving as an aide was helpful in that I could
understand some of the problems teachers may encounter, but
these weren't my very own problems. Therefore, I could see
the teacher's reactions to I-he problems and think about how
I should react in the same situation." Building a cumu-
lative picture of a situation in which it is possible to
maintain a good deal of objectivity, the aide is less likely
than the student teacher to be caught up too early in the
"weep of events" in the classroom, and better able to de-
rive a coherent view of how teachers and pupils interact in
an actual classroom.

In contrast to an unknown visitor, in other words, a
teacher's aide is present in a classroom long enough and
often enough so that students and teachers begin to act
naturally, thus allowing the aide - if he observes care-
fully and is oriented f- 'law to do so - to encounter prob-
lems which are real ratilt.r than contrived and which arise
in an unfolding sequence of events rather than arising ap-
parently full-blown without discernible roots. Like a stu-
dent teacher, the aide is given an opportunity to evaivate
instructional ideas and possibilities in a real classroom
and to determine where and when one practice may be supe-
rior to others, and vice versa. Unlike the student teacher,
however, an aide can concentrate on observing and under-
standing the process of education in the classroom, because
he Is not forced to become so quickly skilled in so many
teaching roles as is the student teacher, and his powers of
perception are much less likely to be blocked by the anxiety
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which almost inevitably accompanies the latter's much deeper
immersion in the role of teacher.

The relatively detached perspective which a future teacher
can learn to maintain in serving as a teacher's aide is il-
lustrated in the following excerpt from the day-to-day ob-
servation records maintained by an aide who served at the
Swit7Pr FiPmAntary Schorq:

1) 10/13/66 James refused to sit down when
I told him to. He just laughed and kept
standing. I tried to control my temper!

10/18/66 Miss is ill. The substi-
tute did not arrive for half an hour. Gene-

ral chaos reigned in the room.

10/25/66 David decided to die in front of
the room. He pretended to shoot himself
with a machine gun and fell to the floor.
I finally got him back to his seat by
telling that heroes never die on the floor.

11/1/66 Richard hates me today. I wouldn't
let him sharpen his pencil before I called

his row.

11/3/66 Richard likes me, today, but Ross
doesn't.

11/8/66 Things are going smoothly. I think
I'm going to make a teacher!!

11/10/66 Oops! I was very wong. Today I

had the slow reading group. Ross played

with a mousetrap. Jimmy kicked Delia.
Delia kicked Jimmy. Richard never opened
his book.

11/22/66 I had the slow reading group again.

This time I had learned to handle them.

12/1/66 Things are better now. (Knock on wood).

In general, matters did improve all through Decem-
ber and January until I felt that I could handle

the children adequately. I needed to learn

more how to act like a teacher.

I am sure that I cannot describe all the things

I learned. There are attitudes and ways of
handling myself in the classroom that have be-

come a part of myself. I think that the exper-
ience is invaluable in that the college student
in education really gets to plant her feet on



the ground and get into the classroom,
the organization of the curriculum, and

. the materials used.

As is evident in the above quotation, much of the value of
the teacher aide experience is in making it possible fot
the future teacher to recognize and value good human rela-
tionships in the classroom. The logs kept by the aides,
as a matter of fact, were filled with such short but power-
ful comments related to the establishment of good teacher-
pupil relations as the following two: The children re-
spond much better to a hug, pat on the head, or joke than
to reprimanding speech," and, "James, who had been giving
me trouble, finally behaved today. I have been treating
him especially nice, and after much resistance he is be-
ginning to respond."

In addition to learning about general classroom dynamics,
many of the aides made comments which shmed that the ex-
perience had helped them gain valuable insights on such cen-
tral matters as motivation (e.g. "Today I put student art
work up on the walls. The pictures were in a stack and I

was just putting them up in the order I uncovered them with-
out noticing names - until I heard a l;ttle girl say to
another, 'Hey, I've got two up.' I didn't realize how im-
portant it is to them to have their work displayed"); dis-
cipline (e.g.,'The third week the teacher did a complete
about face and stopped shouting at the class. Instead, he,
kept the five boys in during a lunch period. He laid the
cards on the table and talked to each individually. He
asked them what they intended to do about their behavior
in the future. Each boy committed himself to improvement.
T'is technique of handling discipline problems seemed to
work, as the classroom has become orderly and quiet";
"My observations of the various teachers at work have taught
me methods that I hope will come in handy. I have seen the
teachers who scream and yell and use violence to correct,
and what effect this hasl,the teacher's responsibility for-
maintaining her inner resolution in the face of inevitable
disappointments (e.g.,"After being with them for just three
hours, you ask yourself many questions. Haw can I reach
them? How do I make them understand that education is im-
portant? My God, how do you help them help themselves?
These are things you ask yourself, and there is only one
general answer: isfmm_taLaa u; "Ondthing that I got
out of my observation and work with ttite teacher was the
realization that I had to fight to keep my head above
water, that I couldn't give in to the depression I some-
times felt, but had to look back at what little I hope
we've been able to do and remember just how much it meant
to the children whose lives we had touched and had influ-
enced;" "One thing seemed apparent to me from listening to
the Saturday guest speakers who are or have been teachers.
They each had a spark that the listener could recognize,



and it was easy to understand how they reach the children.
They are invo:ved and they care. I only hope that I can
develop into the sort of teacher who has the spark"), and,
depending on the particular assignment in which an aide was
placed, knowledge of the practical problems that must be
faced and overcome in implementing an instructional inno-
vation. The two aides quoted below, for example, served
with teachers involved in team teaching experiments, and
their repnrts chowed that they had learned a good deal
about the problems that must be honestly faced if a teach-
ing team is to work effectively with students:

1) The team's sk,hedule required the stu-
dents to move from one class to another
every forty minutes. This often made it
impossible to do much, because it took
fifteen minutes to quiet the class down,
and there were only twenty-five minutes
left to teach. This was one of the most
important things I observed: If the sys-
tem had been less inflexible, or if the
teachers had moved rather than the students,
there would have been less confusion and
much more would have been gotten out of the
system.

2) Maybe because I am inexperienced, I felt
I saw some advantages and some weaknesses in
the team teaching arrangements. Good organi-
zation in such a program can make it much
more interesting for the student. One rather
weak and lazy teacher can make it impossible
for the other two to work as a close-knit
team.

The diverse nature of the insights into good educational
practice which an assignmnet as a teacher's aide enables a
perceptive future teacher to acquire is best summarized by
presentIng the following excerpts from a paper turned in by
an aidel who had titled it simply, "Impressions Left":

I. It is very important to preview films,
and discuss them after showing them.

7. It is important to be enthusiastic about
teaching, and about teaching a certain subject.

3. Always keep a cool head.

4. Always keep in mind that teen-agers, or
adolescents want to be treated as if they
were grown-up, and most often respond
best when treated in this manner.
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5. A quiet classroom can be more hostile
than a noisy one, in some instances.

6. It is not advisable, especially from a
teaching standpoint, to in anyway incite
hostility in the students.

7. Consideration for the students' feel-
ings, thoughts, and ability goes a long
way in promoting good citizenship, and
in preparing the students for learning.

8. A creative teacher should not lose
sight c4 the fact that it is more im-
portant that the class learn, than that
the teacher teaches.

9. Be prepared to teach each day.

10. Write things on the blackboard, or
overhead projector for the students to
see--the students do not learn to spell
or read many words from their text books
and it does not take much effor to write
Constantinople, or Renaissance down on
the board as one is lecturing.

11. A teacher should be constantly look-
ing for new ways to make everyday things
learning experiences.

12. When most of the students are sitting
in classwith glassy stares on their faces,
and several of the others are doing something
other than what they ought to be doing, it
is time for some self-evaluation on the part
of the teacher.

13. When a teacher becomes insensitive toward
students it is time for that teacher to find
something else to do.

It should be kept in mind that this aide has not yet taken
courses in educational methodology. Based on his experience
as an aide and his concurrent coursework in educational
philosophy and educational psychology, this student had
synthesized in practice much of what he normally would have
to accept on blind faith in his senior education courses.

AS was implicit in several of the foregoing passages quoted
from the logs, the aides sometimes appeared to be learning
as much or more by "negative" example as by "positive"
example; that is, their comments showed that many had learned
a good deal about what not to do and, by inference, about



the importance of examining one's behavior as a teacher in
order to perceive the harmful effects of some of the mis-
takes which even well-intentioned teachers sometimes make

in the classroom. This type of insight was evident in many
of the logs maintained by the aides, and is shown very clear-
ly in the following excerpts from the reports of six differ-

ent aides:

1. It was interesting to note that while
several teachers made comments which showed
they knew of better techniques to be used
with the children, very x.ew were actually

tried in the classroom. The days too often

were filled with cut-and-paste 'busy work.'

At one point a teacher acknowledged that
most cut-and-paste worksheets were being
used primarily because they used up time.
No claim was made that this was an effec-
tive way to teach anything - not even the
proper use of scissors.

2. Again today I noticed 's emphasis

on discipline, many times with physical
roughing up that brought tears of humilia-
tion and fear. There did seem to be a genu-

ine fear among these little ones. . . .

Today 's impatience with slow learners

was more evident than ever. They were not
given extra help, but instead were ridiculed,
punished, and separated from the nest of the

class.

3. Today was one of the most revealing of all

my experiences, was ill and a substi-
tute teacher took over the class. I will try
to make this brief, for fear of using foul
language to describe this pseudo-teacher. She

was undoubtedly one of the most personally frus-

trated persons I have ever met. I felt like one
of the students subjected to a volley of adverse

emotions. This 'woman' (or whatever other term

you want to use - such as 'she-devil') had abso-

lutely no concept of teaching. The entire day

was spent yelling, screaming, and exhausting both

herself and the students. I went homewith a mi-

graine headache.

4, is teaching the subject to philosophers

rather than to children. There is no real human
communication to serve as a foundation for learn-

ing. I think the kids are underestimated in
many ways, but they see through the pretended
sweetness and pretended care for them - and any

human on this earth would have a feeling of



dejection, no matter where he grows up,
if faced with such gross and insensitive
underestimation. . . Today was the worst
day I ever spent here, told me pub-
licly to help the 'smart ones' who were
in one section of the room rather than the
'dumb ones' in another. I regret that I

followed these instructions. . . . I am
omitting many specific incidents, because

's attitudes toward the subject and
toward her pupils constitute my foremost
concern, for what I learned about this I

will always remember. If could some-
how see a roomful of human beings while
she teaches, rather than a roomful of non-
entities, it sure would help. She has no
idea of how this seems to her students or
to others, and it would kill her if she
knew the effect she was having or that I

wrote this. But yet her students have a
long road ahead of them, and just one per-
son's attitude has a big impact on them.

5. The classroom seemed to be a battle-
ground for control with no clear-cut de-
cision being reached; the teacher seemed
to win temporarily as the children regrouped
and prepared for a new encounter. I was
astounded by the lack of self-control exer-
cised by the teacher as well as the students.
I was repelled by the constant screaming
of the instructor and the instructed.

6. Today the children were told that they
would not be allowed to see the films if
they don't behave in class. In fact, the
children are constantly being threatened
with removal of one privilege or another -
including free lunches. This causes me
concern. Either the psychology courses
are advocating the wrong policy, or the
schools are not using approved methods.
True, I do not know what may be neces-
sary to keep the children under control.
However, both the children and I know an
idle threat when we hear one. This fosters
an air of indifference on the part of the
children.

Knowledge and Understanding Needed by the.Teacher of.D.Iskl-
vanta ed Students

The preceding quotations should not be interpreted as indi-
cating that the elementary school or the junior high school
in which this project took place were "bad" schools in any
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meaningful sense of the term. As a matter of fact, both had
a number of outstandingly creative and dedicated teachers on
their respective faculties. In almost any school which has
more than five or six teachers, however, and from time to
time in almost any classroom, a discerning aide-observer
will be able to perceive a variety of dysfunctional teacher
attitudes and behaviors which he should learn to avoid in his
own teaching - precisely because teachers, being human, pos-
ess human failings and because the aide-observer role is a
sufficiently detached one so that the incumbent who fills
it can actually obtain more penetrating insights than can the
individual actually responsible for successful instruction

in the classroom.

It is true, mvertheless, that the kinds of "negative" exam-
ples described above can be found more frequently in schools
enrolling disadvantaged students than in schools serving

middle-income neighborhoods. For a variety of reasons which

are too well known to need repeating here, teachers and stu-

dents in the inner city school are more commonly caught in
a self-perpetuating cycle of frustration, mutual recrimina-

tion, low achievement, and poor discipline than is true in

the middle-income school. Given the youthful idealism of
most future tlachers, particularly those willing to volun-
teer to serve as teacher aides in the inner city, it is
only to have been expected that many would react and some-
times, perhaps, even overreact with shock, dismay, and bit-
terness on being exposed to the regrettable situations
which are all-too common in some inner-city classrooms.

By the same token, observations such as those quoted above
suggest that the aides learned a good deal not only about
effective and ineffective learning environments in general
but about the special educational needs of disadvantagec;
students in particular, thus underlining what we believe is
the very great value of the teacher aide assignment in pre-
paring teachers who can function effectively in inner city

schools. On this point it should be noted that the observa-
tions quoted above - as well as many others which there was

no space to include in this report - indicate that despite
the intensive in-service education provided in the project
described herein, some classroom teachers apparently used
methods and approaches almost precisely opposite to those
which the training curriculum was intended to communicate.

It seems fairly clear, furthermore, that dysfunctional learn-
ing conditions (such as those described above) in the inner

city school are closely related to the difficulty many teachers
have in perceiving how their behaviors are affecting their

students. Once a teacher becomes deeply immersed in the
problems of teaching disadvantaged youth, habit and frustra-

tion often conspire to make a difficult situation worse, and

the result may be still greater defensiveness and distorted
perception on Vie part of the teacher. Recognizing this
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syndrome, it is easy to see why directors of in-service
training programs for inner city teachers report that it is
exceedingly difficult to bring about significant improve-
ment in the instructional program in inner-city schools, and
some despairingly conclude that such improvement in the in-
structional program cannot be achieved at all without some-
how replacing most of the teachers who now teach the disad-
vantaged. We are not as yet prepared to accept so pessimis-
tic a conclusion, but Lhe argument on which it is based
legitimately underlines the truism that the future teacher
is likely to be more receptive toward new ideas and better
able to attain an undistorted view of the problems in an
inner city school than is the veteran teacher. We cannot
but conclude, therefore, that the assignment of undergradu-
ates as teacher aides in inner city schools is potentially
of enormous importance in improving the education of disad-
vantaged youngsters, providing it can be shown that such an
experience can help future teachers understand the charac-
teristics and learning problems of such children as well as
the kinds of instructional approaches and practices which
might be particularly appropriate in working with them.

The obeservations of the undergraduates who served as teacher
aides at Switzer Elementary School and West Junior High
School were, on the whole, most encouraging in this negard.
Time and again the aides made entries in their logs which in-
dicated that most were indeed feeling their way toward a
positive understanding of the disadvantaged child and his
environment and that they believed the suggestions made in
the in-service training sessions - or any other suggestions
that might be useful in teaching the disadvantaged child -
should be given a fair trial.

Because one of the primary purposes of the project was to
help a group of future teachers acqllre some of the atti-
tudes, understandings, and skills which could make them
competent teachers of disadvantaged youngsters (particularly
those identified with racial or ethnic minorities), it may
not be amiss to quote a number of observations which indi-
cated that significant progress was made toward this goal.
The observations quoted for this purpose on the following
pages are far from being exhaustive, however, since they
are taken from a much larger sample of similar comments and
are chosen primarily to represent the variety of different
understandings and skills which we believe should be pos-
sessed by potential teachers of the disadvantaged.

First, many of the undergraduates in summarizing their ex-
perience neported that the assignment as an aide had helped
them get to know and, more important, accept disadvautaged
citizens and youth as people who have needs and problems
similar to their own, Since the large majority of aides
were middle-class swoents who grew up and resided in a
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socioeconomically-stratified metropolitan area, few had pre-

viously had an opportunity to establish personal relation-

ships with residents of extremely low-income neighborhoods.

That confidence in one's ability to relate personally - as

opposed to condescending or belittling stereotyped thinking -

is a fundamental prerequisite for all who might some day

teach or otherwise work with disadvantaged youth is impli-

cit in the following excerpts from four of the loT.:

1. Before actually participating in this

program I was sure that I would look upon

the children as being deprived and there-
fore des,irving of much sympathy and pity.
Aftcr working with them, however, I find

that this is not the case. Deprived though they

may be, they are still human beings with

the same basic desires as anyone else.
They're so very willing to form close as-
sociations and attachments with anyone who
shows interest in them. I truly fell in love

with them, and they were very receptive of

any affection I showed them. They want so

badly to be hugged, winked at, even given a
playful swat - anything which gives them the
feeling that they are cared for as an indi-

vidual.

I definitely feel that this has been one of the

most valuable experiences of my life. I enjoyed

it because it gave me an opportunity to actu-
ally participate in a classroom situation. Un-

til this time I really had no idea how children

and I would relate to each other, and what it

was like to be in front of a classroom. Also,

I had never really been exposed to people of

low socioeconomic background. I feel now that

I understand their environmental hardships. I

understand their social goals much better than

I could if I had only read about such things.

Most important, I understand much better the

way the children think. It will be of tremen-

dous value to me if I decide to do any actual

teaching in a school for children in the same
socioeconomic level as those at Sw!tzer. The

experience has given me confidence in my own
ability to cope with situations such as this.

2. I was surprised not to find 'wild Indians'

as the literature and conversations had led me to

expect. The children were warm and friendly -

the girls were affectionate and the boys were

either friendly or wanting attention in other

ways, like showing off or acting up a little.

I confirmed these impressions with other aides.
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3. My final impl:ssion of the semester
spent at West Junior is much different
than I would have expected at the begin-
ning of the semester. I had never heard

of West Junior before I entered the pro-

ject. But, later, when I learned where

the school was located, I was literally

scared to death . Now I realize that

schools like West Junior offer a teacher

the greatest challenge. I truly think

I would enjoy teaching in a similar

setting.

4. Aft .51 exposed to a classroom

with t.o.. ..; dnd educationally deprived
children believe that the main prob-
lem in teaching these children is to be

able to understand the feelings and emo-
tions, the wants of these children. They

are just like ail other children - they

need love. Discipline cannot be didactic,

but must be understanding. I don't advo-

cate shunning discipline, but forceful,

threatening punishment will not succeed.
These kids have seen enough of that and

have become immune to it. Discipline must

display warmth so that the child can see
haw to operate in the approved manner.

This ls a philosophy of discipline for

all children, nn matter what the economic

background.

As important as the fact that the aides' comments indicated

they had grow) to accept the disadvantaged child on a per-

sonal basis and had overcome many stereotypes which made

them fear working with disadvantaged youth, other comments

of ale aides indicated that some had shed or were shedding

what was at first an overly romantic vic. :oich has been

known to result in inestimable grief among newly-certified

teachers exposed all of a sudden to the realities of the

inner city school. Represertative evidence indicating that

a positive orientation developed toward disadvantaged stu-

dents was accompanied with an equally necessary sense of

realism was apparent in the following comments of eight aides

wrote that:

1. Upon first observing rom , I felt

that with a little patience and parental

love on the part of the teacher, the kids

would come out of their shell and begin to

speak, cooperate, and learn. But I soon

learned that it would take more than a

'little' - it was one helluvah job just to

get some of these kids to answer to their

namas when the roll was called.
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2. It is quite obvious that many of these

children, in their short lifetimes, have

encountered more problems and emotions
than the average middle-class American en-
counters in an entire lifetime.

3, This education course has given me valu-

able experience that I never could have got-

ten out of a textbook. I've learned that to

control the kids you have to be very firm,

though always kind.

4. There was a little boy that I noticed,U2day

for the first time. I learned that the police

had just picked him up off the street where he

had been shining shoes in order to have enough

money to eat.

5. The older class is the greatest problem, in

my estimation. Here the.girls are always comb-

ing their hair, applying make-up, and talking

about boys. To some extent, of course, the

same is true of almost all girls of this age

group. But here it seems particularly diffi-

cult to gear their attention away from boys

for a portion of the day.

6. When I first heard of the opportunity to

be an aide at Switzer, I was immediately recep-

tive to the idea. But as one does, I began to

ask around about the school itself. The reports

I
heard were anything but enticing. I was told

that beatings and knifings were an everyday oc-

currence there, and were treated lightly. It

was then that I changed my mind, and decided

not to volunteer for the project.

I
thought no more about it until the very moment

of enrollment, when, for a reason I cannot ex-

plain, I signed up. Possibly it was the chal-

lenge, or perhav couldn't really believe it

was as bad as had been pictured, I don't know.

I do know, however, that I would not hesitate

to do it again.

What I had been told about the neighborhood

had not been exaggerated, i.e., dirty and

dilapidated, and the school was not much

better. it was built during the 30's as

a W.P.A. project. A few days before go-

ing to Switzer, I read in the newspaper

that vandals had broken into the school,

splattering ink bottles against walls,

breaking up furniture, breaking windows,
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etc, The boarded-up windows added to my
remorse as I entered Switzer for the
first time.

The fifth grade classroom to which I was

assigned seemed totally disorganized when
i walked in. Children were running around
the room, talking too loud, tearing pages
from textbooks, etc. The children were
like the neiohborhood, dirty and ragged,
The teacher introduced me to the class and
they, in turn,introduced themselves to me.
For the remainder of the time I walked
around the room asking questions and answer-
ing others. The day was then over, and al-
ready I nagretted leaving. Even the first
day I discov-red a very curious thing; the
children loved school and their teacher,
they seemed starved for knowledge, yet were
not willing to work to get it.

During my second day at Switzer I began learn-
ing more about the children in the room. Their
problems are those you read but seem detached
from. Most of these kids live with one or none
of their parents. Those who did have both
parents would be better off without them. Ex-
treme cases of alcoholism, criminals, the men-
tally ill, emotionally upset, etc., are all
represented, and I might add in great abundance.

7. I had my first contact with a substicute
teacher today and came away greatly unnerved.
This substitute was not faminar with the inner
city area. She was going to d so much reading
and so mucn arithmetic and everything kept
right to her time schedule. Well, in this area,
you )ust work at the child's speed and not at
some speed you arbitrarily set for him. By
noon the class was much worse than it had ever
been since I had been coming. The children
were nervous, the substitute was nervous, and
the poor substitute seemed as if she were going
to faint.

8. In many prominent books on teaching in the
underprivileged schools, factors such as low
parental aspiration, parental neglect, peer ex-
pt:tations, and other influences outside the
realm of the school seem to detrimentally affect
these children before they ever enter school.
From then on, it seems to be a downhill battle
for the teachers who are trying to get their
students to achieve academic levels which they
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should have achieved years ago.

The children are also characterized
as having short attention spans, a
fantastic rate of absenteeism, etc.

In my opinion one factor that con-
tributes to this description of the
underprivileged child is their great
lack of inhibition. They aren't afraid
of anything, or want to make you think
they aren't. Don't ever threaten them,
for they'll do just what you don't want
them to do. One might think the only
thing they understand is force; they
admire it and use it, but many teachers
fail when they threaten with it and
never use it. I'm not advocating force
at all but rather an understanding of
why the child must resort to it. Here

are a few incidents that helped me
realize this.

One afternoon as I was walking down the
aisle, a smart-alec kid hit me on the
posterior and said, 'How about a date, babe?'
It threw me off guard because in my wildest
imaginations I had never dreamed anything
like this would happen. So, unwittingly, I

threatened: 'You do that again, and you're
going to go to the office.' He publicly re-
torted: 'Guess what I did, fellows, I hit

teacher on the a--!' I had to think of some-
thing quick to take away his class admirers,
for his action had just given him additional

status. Finally I said, 'If you want to hit
people, that's your business. It shows you're
not afraid of being hit back. But since you
were painting, you could have gotten paint all
over my skirt. If you want to pay me $2.00
to have my skirt dry-cleaned, that's fine with

me, too.' It worked! His action no longer was
seen as giving him status, In this case, money
hit him where it hurt--a lot more than threats
of punishment.

One more example that stands out in my mind
concerning force involved a fight between a
Mexican boy and an Anglo boy. NO one knows
to this day what it was all about. Some way

one boy was just looking for a-fight, Anywai,

I looked up and saw these two boys fighting.
I yelled to them to stop, which had no effect

at all. Miss .....____-
their instructor, finally



saw it, ran over, broke in betmen them
in order to let the one that was getting

the worst end of it away. By this time

several wooden stools had been thrown

across the desk rows. Believe me, Miss

had a great deal of courage to
break them away, for not one of their

friends had tried to stop them. After

all they were the two tallest and biggest

boys in the class. She told us later she

had to hold them apart all the way to the

office. I had never witnessed such a
violent fight in all my school years, but

at least I know what to do now. (Does

the teachers' union provide hospital in-

surance, anyone?)

In spite of the preceding examples, I believe

that in order to 'survive' such experiences,

one must feel ,hat these children are human

beings, and deserve the same feelings we

give our friends and families. The key is

very simple: respect. We must accept them

for what they are. After all, we could

have been in their shoes but for a twist

of fate or environment or whatever. So

what if one of your 8th graders has a
two-month-o!d child at home? She may have

made one mistake, but she didn't make two

mistakes by marrying the boy. So what if

one bov always goes to sleep in your class?

He may have been up all night listening to

parental fights. A few will sneak food in

the class. Explanation: no breakfast.

Sure, a few crumbs might be on the floor,

but they can't be seen as easily as paper
airplanes which infuriate some teachers
who can't understand how anyone could
possibly loathe their subject matter. What

this all adds up to is that I believe in a

policy of permissiveness when it comes to
"didy-tidy" rules at the school. In other

words, I think one should use the symptoms

to find the causes and thus correct the

causes; not punish the symptoms and ignore

the causes.

The teacher of disadvantaged youth can expect to experience

many failures in searching for effective ways to present and

communicate material to her students. With few indications

of successful-learning taking place in her class, she may well

begin to believe that her students are incapalfle of perform-

ing better even if instructional materials and methods were

more appropriate to their special problems, a fallacy which
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leads to "giving up" on students and which some authorities
believe is the single most important reason why so many low-
income students fall,further and further behind as they pro-
ceed through schoo1.4 It is of great importance, then, that
future teachers be made aware that despite their very neal
learning handicaps, educat!onally disadvantaged students
for the most part not only want to succeed in school but

are capable of performing much better than might be inferred
from a past record of failure and low achievement in situa-
tions which inhibit rather than facilitate the development
of their appreciable potential. That the aide experience can
help a future teacher achieve this necessary realization is
evident in the following four excerpts, three very brief and
one quite lengthy, from the logs prepared by undergraduates
who served at the Switzer School:

1. Esther is an attractive Mexican girl
in the slow group who always wants to do
all of her spelling words even though she
doesn't understand most of them. Mrs.

was quite surprised when I showed
her a good letter that Esther had written to
Santa Claus when I was tutoring her in spell-
ing before Christmas. There had been no pre-
vious indication that Esther was capable of
writing so fine a letter.

2. The most vital point to me is that these
ohildren can be taught - and can learn - if

only the teacher (me) will give of her interest.
They respond so ht11 when they know you're in-
terested that it's a shame not to do anything.

3. As the semester went on, I found that there
were a few children wno were absent about haif
the time. My first neaction was, "Why don't they
come?" I quickly found out that to them education
was not particularly desirable - at least not
the education that 14(e were offering. After I

had been at the school a few weeks, my question
changed from, "Why don't they come?" to "Why
do they come?" Too many times, the answer is
only because fne law requires them to attend.

When I looked at the students' reading achieve-
;dent scores and listened to them trying to read,
I could underzAand the attitude of the student
who referred to the tutoring room as the "tortur-
ing" room. When I watched the students who could
read, I found that they weren't too interested
in reading the text.

When a reading assignment was given to the class,
our class became a "torturing" room. At first I
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wondered, 'Why don't these kids settle down

and get busy on their assignment?' They

seemed to want to do anything else but read

their assignment. Then I realized that they

don't settle down because some of them CAN'T

read the assignment, the texts are not writ-

ten for students of their:socio-economic level,

they are bored with the text. The reading

assignments are not interesting or really

meaningful to the students.

In order to get the:r attention and coopera-

ticm, you have to have something that they

can and want t- do. In our class I think

audio-visual materials helped a great deal

because our low level readers can hear, see,

and understand. Our other students are in-

terested too. These help serve as an

equalizer - not punishing our poor readers.

Students surprised me by trying many times

to use me as an intermediary botween them

and the teacher, asking me to ask him if they

could have a film, or slides, a record, etc.

On one of our chapters on Missouri Constitu-

tion, we taped the sections we were studying.

The children love to work with the tape recorder.

Machines of all kinds seem to fascinate them.

The impression that I have gotten here is that

students do like math, art, music, athletics,

and science. Math, music, and science are de-

manding. Why are they popular? I think that

it is because there are secure final answers

in these subjects. They are more exact. The

student knows where he is. Common Learnings

include English, History, Geography, and Mis-

souri Constitution. The answers are harder to

find and success is less obvious and reward-

ing.

In summary I think we cannot expect students

here to do things that they either can't do

or have no motivation to do. We need more

work gearel to the ability of the child. The

students love to work with machines themselves.

They cooperate much better when they can handle

the work by themselves. I wonder not at how

little these children come and participate at

West Jr. in some subjects; rather, I wonder why

chey come as often and do as much.

4 The most exciting thinc , me has been to

see how much can be done fol ,nd with the
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students, by use of imaginatFon and effort
on the teacher's part.

In addition to providing evidence of positive orientations
concerning the characteristics and needs of disadvantaged
youth, the logs included many perceptions which indicated
that aides had observed and, sometimes, devised particular
instructional techniques that could help them become effec-
tive teachers of the disadvantaged. For example, besides
learning to operate and make use of the several pieces of
equipment installed in the tNo schools as part of the pro-
ject (which most of the aides specifically cited in describ-
ing ideas they had found valuable or wanted to test out in
working with disadvantaged youth), a number of aides men-
tioned incidents which had taught them that the curriculum
for language arts in the inner city is likely to be most ef-
fective if derived from disadvantaged children's own experi-
ence. To illustrate, a number of the aides reported observa-
tions such as the following made by four different under-
graduates serving at the Switzer School:

1. The children love the words that I made
c'on cards1 for them. They continually ask
for more. I have found that this is a good
way to get the slow group interested in
learning new words - give C-em the words
they want to know.

2. One morning little Hilario brought me
his printing practice paper to check. On

it was printed C-R-A-P, which when put to-
gether speled one of our more commonly used
four-letter, Anglo-Saxon words. Well, the
child then proceeded to define the word -

and Noah Webster couldn't have done a better
job. What could I say? I ignored the 'unde-

sirable' elements in what little Hilario had
done, gave him a silver star, and sent him back
to his seat. Sometimes I wonder just who is
getting the education.

3. Mrs. makes extensive use of the ma-
chines. The slow group's spelling lists are
run off because the words in the books are
much too hard for them. che also used the
machines to run off a set of science papers
about animals. These are much more under-
standable and interesting to these children
than their textbooks.

The children are encouraged to express them-
selves verbally and in written work. One

of the best examples is the group of poems
they wrote for the bulletin board. Mrs.
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suggested a first line and the
class supplied the second and third lines.
I thought the results were excellent for
students who are not supposed to be able
to express themselves.

4. After taking the cafeteria money, I

spent quite a while working with the 3M
machines. I made copies of a "Louie"
comic strip which had been cut nilt nf
the Sunday newspaper. We used the opaque
projector to show the comic, in its origi-
nal form, to the children. We didn't al-
low any oral comments - we just wanted them
to think about what they thought was happen-
ing in the pictures. Our next step was to
pass out mimeographed copies of the comic
strip to each child - enough room was left
to allow them to make up their own stories.
We were amazed at some of the sayings, ex-
pressions, etc., that the children used --

it reflected much of their home life and up-
bringing. When asked for their reaction to
this type of exercise, the children said that
they enjoyed it very much, and would like to
have this type of exercise again soon.

Another specific instructional understanding with direct
implications for methodology in the inner city school was
illustrated in the comments of many aides who observed how
exceedingly important it is to structure instr,:e-ion around
concrete materials which disadvantaged youngsters can see,
touch, and value. Observations along these lines were made
by aides at almost every grade level and with reference to
all subject matter areas, usually in a discussion of specific
instructional practices such as that reported in the follow-
ing excerpt from one of the logs:

The children have a lot of trouble count-
ing and in seeing the relationship between
number concepts and real things. The word
'ten' means little to them; they need to
know what numbers represent.

I learned quickly that counting just anything
won't work. The most effective thing we
counted with were small, red, plastic disks which
I called pennies. Pennies meant something to the
children; block didn't. I say, 'show me how many
pennies you give for a carton of milk.' They
put down three 'pennies' and I ask, 'how mariy is

that?' I do the same with candy bars. Then I
may ask how many pennies they would have to give
for eleven pieces of bubble bum.
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The most effective technique I used was
to pay one MA for each number counted
correctly. This was done in small groups
of six children or fewer.

The value of the aide experience in learning useful method.
ology as well as in acquiring important understandings con-
cerning the education of the disadvantaged was particularly
well illust-ated in the following account of an aide who de-
scribed haw he had worked closely with his teacher to try to
solve the day-to-day instructional problems that confronted
them in the classroom:

Problem: Several of our slow readers
eixth graders2 were unhappy becaue the
other kids were calling them 'dumbies'
for using fourth and fifth grade reading
books.

Solution: We made colorful book jackets
out of craft paper so that students could
not be easily singled out according to
the cover of the books they were reading.

Problem: They hated the workbooks and
wanted more art work connected with their
reading. They wanted to create.

Solution: We used identification stories
and creative stories based on pictures and
other art work to teach reading.

Problem: They wanted more time to read
aloud.

Solution: We had the children write
plays which they rehearsed during reading
time and tape recorded for subsequent
use in other activities.

Problem: They wanted to increase their
number of reading days from three to four.

So'ution: We were overjoyed. Mrs.
and I worked separately with groups so that
the children had more time for reading.

The chance to work with children of differing racial and
ethnic backgrounds also was singled out as a valuable phase
of the aide assignment by many of the undergraduates who
worked at Switzer and West, and several made comments
which led us to believe that they had learned some import-
ant lessons which would help them in working with minority
group children:
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1. I was ashamed of my reaction when a
Negro girl asked me to braid her hair. I,

who had always said I wasn't in the least
prejudiced, and yet I hesitated the first
time. 1 feel I did overcome this, though,
as I became more comfortable with the chil-
dren.

2. We got Donna to smile, and to me it was
quite a milestone. Donna is a lovely, sweet
little Negro girl who never smiled or expresseJ
any pleasure at anything. ;,11, we cooed and
cajoled and had some long talks with her, and
now she is expressing herself verbally as well
as with what turned out to be a very pretty
smile. Donna's problem, I think, goes back
to the feeling she once expressed to me that
she was just 'no good.' Donna is still in
the lowest reading group, but I think that
if she can keep up her new, more positive out..
look, she will continue to show improvement.

ihsleacher.hidg.Assignment as a Factor in Training Teachers
and Guiding Career Choicc-s

Two kinds of observations which appeared in the logs kept by
the aides were especially encouraging to the project staff in
terms of the possible long-range benefits which can nasult
from assigning undergraduates to serve as teacher aides early
in their preparation for the profession. First, in a number
of cases the aides described experiences which suggest that
this type of assignment can help them "ask the right gues.
tionsY and gain sufficient feeling for real classroom prob.
lems so that they will derive greater benefit from pmfes.
sional courses all too frequently characterized as "meaning..

. less" by students enrolled in schools of education and can
be valuable in helping them s,ie a relation between the ab..
stract material they study on _ampus and the day-to-day
problems actually encountered in the schools. Thus the
comments along these lines ranged all the way from such
brief, evaluative summaries as:

1. I worked hard at Switzer Elementary
School and picked up valuable experience
plus insights into an inner city commun-
ity. EXCELLENT PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
THINGS LEARNED IN EDUCATION COURSES (original
caps.).

2. The time spent in the classroom was
undeniably enriching for me. Fortunately,

my teacher shared many ideas, suggestions,
and trade secrets that were to be of wide
and beneficial use in the classroom when I
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teach. These things were original and
creative, and I feel confident could
not have beer learned at the university.

3. I obtained an immeasurable wealth of
learning and am sure it was one of the

most valuable experiences I will ever

have. I recommend that this class be
made mandatory for people seeking certi-
fication and/or a teaching degree.

4. I feel that this is the only course
I've taken in education in which I've
actually been able to apply theory through
actual participation in the classroom. So

much more can be gained doing and seeing
first hand than just by reading and theo-

rizing.

Second, and most encouraging of all to the project staff,

were the comments in which several of the aides looked back

on their experience in the Switzer and West chools and spon-

taneously indicated that serving as an aide had le.1 them

either to be more rec.ptive than before concerning til. c pos-

sibility of teaching in the inner city or to seriously con-

sider whether their plans to become teachers should be re-

assessed in the light of their greater acquaintance with the

demands of the profession, or both. The former response is,

of course, a very important one in view of the present short-

age of highly competent teachers in the inner city schools,

while the latter response is desirable because it misht well

lead to earlier withdrawal on the part of unsuitable candi-

dates who do neither themselves nor the profession much good

by receiving several years of training in the nation's

teacher training institutions.

Some of the log observations illustrating these reactions were

as follows:

1. Today I mixed paints, took out books, and

went from student to student to help supervise

their work. I have found myself becoming in-
creasingly interested in these children, both

because of the innocence of youth and of the

way they are mistreated in life, to the point

that I am ready to change my major to elemen-

tary education.

2. This whole project is beneficial to stu-
dents like myself, who have never been in con-

tact with a schoolroom before on a teacher

level, let alone in a socially disadvantaged

school. I would never have tried teaching in

an area like this in my first year before,
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but now I feel like I would be prepared to
a certain extent to do it. Now I believe
I would understand some of the problems,
and I feel like I wouldn't become quite so
discouraged.

3. This has been a different type of class
program than I have ever had before. I had
never really given too much thought to teach-
in the inner city districts, but after this
course I feel quite differently.

Being an assistant has made me see how much
teachers are needed, and especially in this
area. After working with these children,
you know whether or not you want to continue
in this line of education. I now feel very
strongly about wanting to teach.

I have worked with children with the lowest
I.Q.s and have learned that these children
need so much extra help. The reward one
gets is the inward feeling that you have
helped some small child just a little.

4. This entire project has been somewhat
of an inspiration. I was positive this was
en area I didn't want to work in, and now
I'm not so sure.

5. I have decide:. to be an elementary teacher
in the primary grades, probably kindergarten
and the first, second, and third grades, and
maybe eventually an administrator. 1 have
determined to do this because of my experi-
ence in this course. The children need help,
especially those in circumstances like the
Switzer students. I enjoyed working with
the very young. They appreciate the teacher.
These children need concerned teachers -
ones who will show affection and still be
permissive and maintain discipline and
educate them.

Sources of Dissatisfaction Amon the Aides

In reviewing their experience as teacher aides, several of
the undergraduates were quite candid in expressing the
feeling that they would have had a much more satisfactory
semester and would have benefited more from their assign-
ment if the teachers with whom they had worked had given
them a greater variety of tasks and had allowed them to
perform more responsible functions as the semester wore
on. To some degree this problem was almost bound to arise,
since the aides.were enthusiastic beginners who wanted to
learn what it is like to be a teacher and were anxious to
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try out ideas to which they were being exposed in the pro-
ject and on the campus, yet were specifically prohibited
according to project ground rules from taking on as much re-
sponsibility as would a student teacher with far more pre-
paration. Attempts were made throughout the project, there-
fore, to encourage teachers to help their aides obtain the
variety and depth of classroom experience which had been
postulated in the original proposal. It was not feasible,
on the other hand, to remove aides from the few classrooms
in which there was reason to believe that teachers were not
cooperating on this matter, since one of the major goals of
the project was to provide each participating teacher with
an assistant who could help in duplicating and preparing
instructional materials. That there were several class-
rooms in which the problem was never satisfactorily resolved
is shown in the following two quotations from the logs:

1. 'I have not added anything to this diary for
a while because most of my time has been spent in
doing odd, routine jobs and in observing . This
is a representative sample of what I wrote down
all through the semester. Most of the time I played
policeman, or graded spelling papers, book reports,
or compositions. On a very few occasions (three)
I did lead the class in a spelling test. Here is
my main criticism, and here I feel I was cheated.'

2. This log is very incomplete. I wish it could
be more complete, but there is a lack of real ex-
periences that I can relate. I think I should
make one point clear so that in future projects
it can be corrected. I think that before an aide
is sent into a situation, the situation should be
checked to find out just what is happening, so that
some disappointment would be avoided by an aide who
finds that he is just a glorified office boy.

Careful reading of the logs revealed a feeling of near-bitternesswhich a few aides displayed towurd teachers who were perceived
either as being punitive, insensitive, and/or ineffective in
working with disadvantaged youth or as having "given up" mak-
ing a real effort to educate their students. Since we did not
ask aides to identify themselves or their teachers in the
logs, we have no way of knowing whether these complaintswOre
valid or were largely an unjustified but understandable
product of an aide's enthusiasm and idealism - and even if
we had known the identity of the part;es involved we would
have been extremely cautious in generalizing from an aide's
comments concerning the competence or dedication of a given
teacher. It must be admitted, on the other hand, that the
aides who offered this type of complaint generally provided
examples of classroom incidents to support examples of their
allegations. Recognizing that most inner city schools have
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at least a few "defeated" teachers who have extremely nega-

tive opinions about the students whom they teach, the few

aides who felt unhappy at being placed in What they per-

ceived as a dysfunctional classroom situation as likely as

not were accurately reflecting what was happening in the

classroom in which they spent so much time. Basing our

conclusion on these same logs, however, we felt that these
aides were learning as much about gcod instructional prac-
tices in the inner city school as were most of their peers
in other classrooms, in the former case because they were
receiving an unforgettable lesson in what constitutes in-
effective or even destructive teaching behavior in the low-

income classroom,

Still another complaint voiced by a number of aides was
that the five-hour Saturday sessions sometimes were boring

and repetitious. It is not difficult to account for this

reaction. For one thing, many of the formal presentations
by the project staff and the guest speakers were intended to

help the teachers understand that disadvantaged pupils can
do better in school if instructional materials and practices
are more appropriate than has been true in the past and that

it is important to deat explicitly with human relationships
in the classroom, particularly when working with minority-

group students who often have poor self-concepts. When it

became apparent that several teachers could not bring them-
selves to believe (or act) on the idea that disadvantaged
pupils can learn and that it is part of the teacher's re-
sponsibility to deal directly with "uncomfortable" concepts
such as race and social class which affect a pupil's self-

concept and, consequently, his rate of learning, staff mem-

bers redoubled their efforts to clarify their reasoning and

to present additional evidence. Since almost all the aides

appeared to have accepted these conclusions very quickly,
they saw little reason to go into these matters in time-

consuming depth. (As indicated elsewhere in this report,

many of the teachers - probably a clear majority - were

placed in a similar position).

Second, much of the large group discussion during the Satur-
day sessions, particularly during the second semester, were

concerned primarily with matters internal to the school and

the place of the project within the school (e.g. should a com-

mittee be formed to supervise the use of the equipment at the

cessation of the project?; should non-project teachers be al-

lowed oe even encouraged to use the equipment?; is a committee
needed to work with the administration on ordering materials

for the two schools in general and the equipment in particular?)

and to the mechanical arrangements for implementing the pro-

ject (e.g. which room should the equipment be placed in?;

should every teacher have a key to this room?). When these and

similar questions were discussed at length, some of the aides

tended to become visibly restless and distracted.
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The Aide Questionnaire '

At the conclusion of their semester's service, aides who at-
tended the fin Saturday session were asked to respond to a
brief questionnaire. Nineteen aides responded at the con-
clusion of the spring semester and twenty-three responded at
the conclusion of the fall semester. As part of the ques-
tionnaire, the aides were asked to designate the most valu-
able and the least valuable of the classroom assignments in
which they had engaged. The questions were open-ended, and
the aides could designate more than one activity under each
qL.e.stion if they wished to do so. The activities which five
or more aides deemed to be most valuable to themselves as
future teachecs and the number of citations of each activity
were as follows:

27 - Tutoring individual students and groups of
students

24 - Presenting material to and directing ac-
tivities of the whole class.

8 - Making and using teaching aids.
7 - Observing in the classroom
6 - Helping conduct field trips
6 - Working on tasks which provided a general

chance to "get to know" students.
5 - Assisting in testing.
5 - Assisting on the playground.

The only types of activities cited by more than three aides
as being least valuable to themselves as future teachers
were those involving the performance of clerical duties or
the running of errands. Twenty-four aides designated such
activities as least valuable when asked this question.

It is apparent that from the viewpoint of undergraduates'per-
ceptions concerning their professional growth while serving
as a teachers'. aide, activities which involve direct partici-
pation in assisting the teacher as she works with students
are highly preferred over activities that are more passive
and involve little direct contact with students in or out-
side the classroom.

The aides were also asked to designate the assignments which
they felt had proved most beneficial to the students in the
classrooms in which they had worked. In response, eighteen
aides cited tutoring or other activities in which they helped
give individualized attention to the students, thirteen cited
the assistance they had rendered teachers in helping to im-
plement specific instructional suggestions explored as part
of the project (e.g. identification stories, role-playing and
sociodrama), and seven felt that their assistance in conduct-
ing field trips had proved very beneficial to students. It

is interesting to note that the teachers also saw the aides'
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assistance in tutoring-type activities as Ix ing the most
valuable of the aides' contributions in helping students at
West and Switzer.

Although the question was unfortunately omitted from the
spring questionnaire, aides who served during the fall
semester were asked at the conclusion of the term whether
they would enroll again if the project were just beginning.
Eighteen replied that they would, although two added that
this response was dictate,- primarily by the fact that they
had received a stipend for participating. Five responded
that they would not want to participate if given a chance
to reconsider their original decision. Of these five, one
apparently misunderstood the question, one felt that she
had let herself become too "involved" in serving as an
ai6e and thereby lost time needed for personal affairs,
one felt that the Saturday sessions had been too unproduc-
tive, one felt that his classroom activities had turned
out to be intolerably trivial, and one was very distressed
because the teacher with whom she had worked had been re-
luctant to try any new approach in the classroom.

Kinds of Activities Engaged in by the Teacher Aides

In quoting log observations which illustrated the types of
understandings and skills the undergraduates seemed to be
acquiring while serving as teacher aides, we have already
called attention to the ways in which the aides could and
did provide assistance to the teachers to whom they were
assigned. To furnish a comptete list of all they did,
would be pointless, since various aides did everything
from calling roll to preparing instructional materials
which they introduced to supplement major classroom les-
sons. To communicate the "flavor" of the aides' efforts in
assisting teachers at West and Switzer, however, the fol-
lowing partial list of activities engaged in by one or more
of the aides was drawn more or less randomly from the logs:

1. Tutoring individuals and small groups.
2. Constructing flash cards and drilling

students in their content.
3. Communicating arithmetic concepts with

blocks and rods.

4. Gathering multi-ethnic illustrations from
magazines and newspapers for use in class.

5. Preparing stencils.
6. Running off materials on the duplicating

equipment.

7. Organizing and maintaining a file of
reference materials and master copies for

duplication.
8. Preparing bulletin boards and other displays.

9. Supervising students on field trips.

10. Maintaining attendance and other records.
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11. Grading papers and recording grades.
12. Supervising students in the halls and on the

playground.
13. Previewing films and other instructional

materials.

14. Operating audiovisual equipment.
15. Helping maintain communications with

parents.

16, Escorting individual students to various
locations.

17. Planning and conducting role-playing ses-
sions.

18. Constructing puppets and other instruc-
tional aids.

19. Collecting mattials from church groups
and other organizations in their own com-
munities.

20. Making seasonal gifts for students.
21. Planning and helping to prepare for as-

semblies and parties.
22. Helping individual students understand values

of cleanliness and personal health.
23. Making arrangements for medical services

for needy students.
24. Helping to administer examinations.
25. Preparing and administering short

quizzes.
26. Checking out and encouraging the use of

library books.
27. Reading stories and other materials to

entire class.
28. Sorting and cataloguing Title I materials.
29. Combing hair and washing faces (1)
30. Collecting milk and lunch money.
31. Helping to lead physical exercises.
32. Helping children learn to tell time and man-

age personal affairs.
33. Providing a "sounding post" for upset young-

sters.

31+. Maintaininy order in multi-class meetings.
35. Putting together instructional games and

exerc ses.
36. Evalu.Iting students oral reading and listen-

ing skills to check teacher evaluations.

37. Mixing innumerable jars c4 paint.

When itemized out of the context of an actual classroom,
these activities tend to sound lifeless and pedestrian. In

order to provide a richer feeling for what the aides were
doing and what they were learning, therefore, several logs
are quoted at some length on the following pages:

Aide A: The most enjoyable and time-consuming task for
me was my endeavor to make bingo cards using
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words the children often mispronounced or just did
not know. I took the words from flash cards that
they had worked with and c!4ose others from spell-

ing lists put out by the board of education.

I made these cards out of heavy paper an used

colorful markers for tha words. When I was
finished writing the words, : laminated them in
the equipment office. The children were very
enthused about the prospect of using them.

On the last day 1 was in class Miss
asked if I would like to make up a lesson for
the boys. I decided that I would try to get
them to verbalize and make up a story centering
around one of their classmates. As the subject,

I chose Joe -- (the leader in the class ond also
the boy with the most belligerent attitude and
the only one who would not participate in most
activities). Joe was the 'secret agent', and I

instructed the other boys to make up a sectiori

of the story wits. Joe ending it and getting him-
self out of the hot water the others had gotten
him into.

To add a little novel stimulus, I had them re-
cord the spontaneous story into a tape recorder.
The results were tremendous and gratifying.
Every boy in the room participated, with Joe tak-
ing charge.
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Aide B: I helped the children with their classwork in
several different ways. Several times I took the
slowest reading group out into the hall and worked
with them in areas where they had been having
trouble. Often, they would come to me individua ly
for help with their work. They listened carefully
to everything I had to say, and tried to do well
on their assignments so that I would be proud of
them. Many times different ones would promise me
that they would do well on an assignment - and
when they kept their promise and were awarded with
a hug, they would beam from ear to ear They
didn't seem to care how I reacted to their choice
of words. Seeing this I made it a special point
just to listen to them everyday -- and I feel

this was one of my most important contributions

to the class. I think they did improve and
that this was partly because my presence helped
make them feel that they had a reason to do well.
Most of their parents seemingly put very little
real value on academic achievement. If I asked
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these chilaren, however, to study something for
me, they had a reason - and they tried. I was
especially pleased when one little boy who I had
been trying to reach and with whom I didn't think
I was making any progress, ran over to show me
his perfect spelling paper, which was all but a
miracle for this child, judging from his previous
performance. He wanted a hug, he received it,
and he was extremely happy for the rest of the
day - but no more so than I!
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Aide C: One of the things that helped me to break through
was to talk their language. The second week mr.

had to leave me alone with the class for
a few moments. I guess they thought they would
test me to see what would he;Jpen by getting noisy
and by getting up and running armind. All of a
sudden I blurted out, "Tommy cool your heels and
the rest of you cool it. I won't take this drag
off any of you." They laughed and poked each
other: "listen to hiM, cool man," etc. I began
moving about the class and started helping them
with their spelling. I began to feel I wes
really making some progress and I think Mr.
did too. They began to ask me many questions
about what my school was like, whether college was
hard, and whether I was going to teach and where.
Several even said "I wish we could have you for a
teacher," which made me feel 9ood.

I think any subject they can be interested in can
be of value in developing their vocabulary and
other language skills, even if the subject is not
formally part of the curriculum. I do some spe-
lunking and Mr. asked me on the spur of the
moment if I would talk a little about caving. I

explained how caves were formed, what is found
in them and what my experiences in caves had been
like. Mr. and I were Loth very pleasingly
surprised. He commented that he had never seen
such interest and quiet attention from this bunch
the entire year. So, this eventually spread to
the other two rooms. Right away the question
arose "could we make a trip to a cave?" I was
all for it and tried to get some teachers to
sponsor it. A couple would be darned if they
would take their free time and others, I be-
lieve, were just a bit leery of going into caves.
Anyway, I met a blank wall and it appeared the
trip was dead. Well, the students went to work
and got out on their own and talked some teachers
into going. We collected $2.00 each chartered
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a bus, to_)k lunches and spent a day in the woods

caving and swimming. If I ever spent a worth-

while day, and ever got an inner feelin of doing

something good, I can't think of anything more

than this.

I really feel I
got inside some of them and made

some contribution to them and without doubt I

know they got inside me and made contributions

to me.
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Aide D: At times I ran the film projector which freed

Mrs. to do the many things necessary to com-

plement her classroom preparations. I took chil-

dren to the library and on many occasions I tu-

tored slow learners in arithmetic skills in the
vacant industrial arts room or the teachers'

lounge. I also thermofaxed an entire programmed

First Aid Unit which required 136 transparencies
and about three hours' time. I wrote a 3-act

play "Beauty is Only Skin Deep" which was pre-
sented for the entire elementary school by my
group of slow readers (children who were 2-4

years behind 6th grade level). I wrote an identi-

fication story for this same group in their own

vernacular. The kids loved it - a big reason was

that each time we read it i asked the children to

chanse their voices to assume the characters of an
old man, a young girl, a frightened boy and a host
of other sound effects and voice inflections.

Another fabulous success was the Dwarf Poetry ex-

ercise. On the spur of the moment we decided to
try it and the kids went wild (creatively). We

tape recorded the best ones and the kids were very

proud of themselves. Children who had never

raised their hands in reading class were simply
ecstatic over their own little dwarf poems. They

kept at it on their own for weeks. We followed up

the dwarf poems with simple stories based on the
"Rules for Dwarf Poems" but expanded these to meet

the needs of a short story. To create interest,

we centered leading questions around pictures

cut from Life magazine. The stories reflected a
wide range of critical thinking on the part of

the children.

One time I brought about 10 boxes of 35 mm slides

that I had taken during my three years of naval

duty in the far East. This correlated with the

unit on Asia in the social studies book. The

kids seemed to like them as much as I enjoyed
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showing them.

The puppet show which we put on for the kids was
a howling success. I wrote the script around
'The Three Wasted Wishes.' Mrs. , Mr. ,

and Mrs. plus their student aides and my-
self made sack puppets and scenery and put on
the show. The children were anxious to write
their own scripts and make their own puppets.

I had chances throughout the year to present
entire units to both the 5th grade and 4th grade
reading groups and was moderately successful.
I had to slip down to various language levels,
i.e., argot, Negro jargon, Mexican or "cool ver-
nacular" to get some of the complex concepts
across. I'm thankful I could reach the children
-- in any manner.

Due to my status with the children (that of
adult friend rather than adult authority figure)
I felt able to gain their confidence and hash out
their problems with them. This valuable feed-
back led to important changes in the classroom.
For instance, the slow readers coming from Mr.

's room for the split level reading sec-
tions hated reading in general. We sat down one
day in small groups, each with a spokesman (I
was leader for a group of six especially mal-
content boys). We solved the problems of why
they hated reading.

SO Mlo IS Oro ea OW

Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning the Teacher Aide
Semester

Based on the opinions and reactions expressed in the logs,
on conversations and disaussions with the aides, on ob-
servations of the aides' behavior in the classrooms of West
and Switzer and in the Saturday sessions, on the aides'
responses to the questionnaire, and on a variety of other
kinds of analytic as well as impres-!onistic considera-
tions, we believe that future teachers at the undergraduate
level should have an opportunity to serve a substantial
block of time as a teacher's aide in an inner city'school.
Fully ccnvinced that such an experience will contribute
much to improving the professional preparation of the large
majority of future teachers and also to the improvement of
instruction in inner city schools, we believe that schools
of aucation which want their graduates to be practically
as well as theoretically prepared to teach in our contempo-
rary industrial society should consider building a manda-
tory teacher aide assignment into the early stages of the
professional preparation sequences.

2 = 14
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In line with the materials and information reported in the
preceding parts of this chapter, we recommend that in con-
ducting teacher aide programs such as that which was part
of the project described in this report:

1. Teachers be carefully screened and
evaluated concerning their willingness
to allow an undergraduate aide to as-
sume progressively greater responsibil-
ity and initiative as the latter becomes
familiar with cchnol and classroom rou-
tine.

2. Attempts be made during training
sessions to differentiate instruction
for the teachers and their aides. This
does not mean that buth groups should
not meet together for a substantial por-
tion of each session, but rather that the
project staff should be more cognizant
than we were concerning the possibility
that much of the instruction provided
for the teachers may not need to be or
should not be provided for the aides.

Based on our explorations of alternative ways to structure
the aide experience, we recommend that:

i. Aides should serve three-hour blocks
of time whenever possible. Smaller
blocks of time, as indicated by our ex-
perience at Switzer and West, make it
difficult for many teachers to pre-plan
meaningful assignments for the aides and
often require aides to fragment their
services rather than working intensively
to observe or help conduct an activity
from start to finish.

2. Arrangements should be made so that
aides can change assignments from one
teacher to another during the middle of
the semester, provided both teachers and
aides have agreed before the semester
begins that such rotation is detirMle.

3. Administrators of an aide program should
make an attempt to place undergraduates
grade level or in a subject matter field
which conforms with the expressed prefer-
ences of the aidesbUt elaborate'meetures
need not be taken-to guarantee.such placement
pllcement. In the present project future
teachers who served as aides in classrooms



far removed from their own levei or
field of specialization apparently
benefited as much from their assign-
ment as did those who served with
teachers at the same grade level or in
the same subject area as that in which
the.ardes intend some day to teach.
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CHAPTER III

Evaluation

The preceding two chapters reported some of our conclusions
concerning whether the Westside Workshop had been success-
ful in attaining the goals that had been set for it. These
conclusions were based primarily on anecdotal records and
personal reactions provided by the teachers and the aides,
on our own perceptions derived from observations and con-
versations during the workshop, and on other relatively
subjective and informal evaltultion techniques. In accord-
ance with our original intentions in planning the project,
efforts were made to use quantitative methods to evaluate
several aspects of the project more systematically. For a
variety of reasons which are cited below, however, these ef-
forts did not allow us to reach definitive conclusions.

One of the more direct goals of the workshop was to deter-
mine whether an early introduction to an inner city school,
such as was provided by the assignment as an aide in the
present project, would make future teachers more willing
to consider a teaching career in such a school. This possi-
bility could have been easily tested had we been able to
choose the aides at random from among all undergraduates
enrolled in the teacher training pnogram at the University
of Missouri at Kansas City. It was not possible to do so,
however, primarily because the aide assignment required an
undergraduate to spend more time in a public school class-
room than he would be required to spend in regular class-
work in the 330B practicum. Although the aides spent less
time in completing out of class assignments than did their
peers in the regular course, thus tending to equalize the
overall load carried by the two groups, it was not possible
to compel some undergraduates, but not others, to take on
a heavier school-day load in order to participate. As a
result, the aides in the Wastside Workshop were obtained by
calling for volunteers willing to participate in the project.

Given the fact that the aides constituted a self-selected
group, it would accomplish little to compare their percep-
tions of disadvantaged students and inner city schools with
those of other undergraduates who hpd not volunteered to
serve as aides to teachers in such schools. It is well
known that individuals who volunteer to take on an unusually
difficult lr challenging assignment tend to be psychologi-
cally better qualified and more cognizant of the underlying
problems which define the challenge than are others who are
disinclined to accept it. Thus educators at an Eastern Uni-
versity, for example, found that inasmuch as student teach-
ing assignments in special (i.e. difficult) schools call
for "flexibility, for freedom from prejudicial and authori-
tarian process, for positive perception of the disadvantaged
and lower class groups, for readiness to react in self reliant



and confident terms, the selective process appeared to urge

just such students to volunteer as are measurably higher in

these characteristics."1

Rather than comparing volunteers with non-volunteers, there-

fore, we hoped to attract sufficient numbers of volunteers to
give us approximately twice as many as were needed to serve

as aide's in the present project, and then to compare the reac-

tions of undergraduates who had volunteered and had an oppor-
tunity to serve as an aide with the reactions of others who
had voluntec.2d but had enrolled in regular 330B sections due
to lack of openings in the workshop. Unfortunately, however,

we were barely able to obtain enough volunteers to provide
each participating teacher with an aide, forcing us to abandon

our plans for ascertaining whether service as an aide would

make future teachers more receptive to the possibility of
undertaking a career in the inner city. As noted in an ear-

lier chapter, several aides did indicate either verbally or
in their logs that the experience had helped them acquire
confidence in their ability to teach disadvantaged youth and
had made them more willing to consider a teaching career in
the inner city, but we cannot conclude that they might not
have reached the same conclusions had they been enrolled in
the regular sections of Education 330B.

A second central goal of the workshop was to help teachers
utilize instructional materials and devise curricular expert«.
ences which would help maintain positive intergroup relation-

sh;ps among students in the major racial and ethnic groups
(i.e. Mexican American, Anglo American, Negro American) rep-
resented in the pupil population at Switzer Elementary School
and West Junior High School. To do this, classroom situations
with regard to intergroup relationships would have to be por-
trayed with measures which are both relatively easy to obtain
and relatively simple to interpret. Our intention was to use

what is probably the most direct and most reliable type of
measure for evaluating intergroup relations among students,

namely the standard sociogram. We planned, therefore, to

have the teachers who participated in the workshop administer
sociograms in their classes at the beginning and again at the
completion of tL project, in order to determine whether ra-
cial and ethnic barriers among students had been reduced
during the course of the workshop. lf, for example, there

were fewer interactions and friendship choices across social

and ethnic groups at the beginning oF .he project than at the

end, it might have been possible to conclude - at least ten-
tatively - that progress had been made in working to attain
the intergroup relations objectives which were among the

goals of the Westside Workshop.

When the sociograms were administered early in the spring
of 1966, however, it was clear that racial and ethnic dif-
ferences apparently had little effect on the classroom inter-
actions and choices among students of the teachers who
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participated in the project. Of the 2,660 students in these
classes, la% were Negro American, 37% Mexican American, and
45% were Anglo American. When students in these classes
were asked to designate the classmates with whom they would
most like to work, Negro American students received 17% of
the first-choice nominations, while Mexican American and
Anglo American students received, respectively, 42% and 41%
of these choices. The corresponding figures obtained when
students were asked to designate the classmates with whom
they would like to be friends were 17%, 41%, and 42%, re-
spectively. Except for a slight tendency for Mexican
American students in a few classrooms to nóminate other
Mexican Americans as first choices, moreover, there was no
discernible tendency for students to direct these choices
within their own racial or ethnic group. (This small ten-
dency toward in-group choice within the Mexican-American
group accounts for the fact that the percentage of Mexican
American Students who received nominations was slightly
greater and the percentages of Negro American and Anglo
American nominations were slightly lower than would be ex-
pected if these percentages corresponded exactly with the
representation of each of the three groups within the total
population of students in the tested classes.) Since racial
or ethnic barriers did not appear to be restricting students'
choices of friends or workmates at any grade level, there
was no point in readministering a sociogram to measure the
reduction of such barriers. It is possible, of course, that
the choices students indicated on the original sociogram
did not reflect their actual behavior, but to observe the
day-to-day behavior of the students with a view to measuring
the possible existence of racial or ethnic factors operating
to limit the interactions among students at Switzer and West
would have required many weeks of work by a large team of
researchers and research assistants.

A third and, ultimately, the most important goal of the work-
shop was to help the participating teachers at the two schools
learn to make use of the duplicating equipment, undergraduate
assistance, and other services provided in the workshop in
ways which would lead to improved academic performance on the
part of their pupils. Possible effects on achievement proved
considerably more difficult to attempt to assess, however,
than was anticipated prior to the time the project was actu-
ally undertaken. It was exactly during the middle of the
workshop, for one thing, that supplementary educational re-
sources under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965 began to be made available at Switzer, West,
and other inner core schools in the Kansas City School District,
When the workshop resumed after adjourning during the summer
of 1966, that is to say, teachers at the two schools had ac-
cess to man" new instrOctional materials and resources, re,.
ceived daily help in the classroom from adult aides, received
consultative as well as substantive help from specialists in
reading, art, and other subjects, and generally were given
many forms of instructional support which had not previously
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been available to them. This in itself made it very unlikely
that possible effects of the Westside Workshop on the be-
havior and achievement of pupils could be separated from the
effects of the larger and more comprehensive compensatory
education program being carried out with Title I funds.

Second, we found that possible achievement changes in the
lower- and upper-level classrooms of the teachers who par-
ticipated in the workshop ware not susceptible to assess-
ment in any meaningful way. In the case of the primary
grades, policy decisions within the school district lim-
ited the amount of ability test information which could be
collected and made available on students, in line with the
increasingly-recognized tendency for such information to
be used almost inevitably in ways which stereotype disad-
vantaged pupils and work Egainst their best interests in the
long run. The extreme reading retardation of pupils in the
primary grades, moreover, meant that there would be little
value in using verbal tests to attempt to measure improve-
ments in basic conceptual skills. In the case of the junior
high school grades, it was found that nearly all the teachers
of academic subjects who participated in the workshop also
participated for at least one semester in a project to use
team teaching arrangements to improve instruction in seventh
grade Common Learnings course (Kansas City's core program in
language arts and social studies). This team teaching pro-
ject,which ran concurrentiy with the workshop, included such
important changes as the extensive remodeling of a classroom
for large group instruction, cooperative use of teacher
aides provided with Title I funds, released time for one
teacher to serve as team leader and coordinator, and spe-
cial strategies making systematic use of game and competi-
tive techniques to improve motivation. Given the compre-
hensiveness of this team teaching project and the initial
enthusiasm connected with it, any academic gains which
might have occurred among the junior high pupils could not
legitimately have been attributed to the workshop.

As concerns the intermediate grades, where special assess-
ment problems such as existed in the lower and upper grades
were not quite so obvious, we obtained some coarse data re-
specting the possible effects of the workshop on achieve-
ment. Th'is was done by comparing reading stanine scores in
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade classrooms of teachers
who were in the project with achievement scores in class-
rooms of comparable grade and ability level of teachers who
had not been able to enroll in the workshop. When stanine
scores obtained late in the spring of 1967 (near the time
when the workshop ended) on the reading section of the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills were compared with reading stanine
scores which third, fifth, and sixth grade pupils had
achieved in the fall of 1966 and which fourth grade stu-
dents had achieved in the spring of 1966, the results were
as follows:
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Reading Soores Amon Pu ils in Four Pairs of

intermediate Grade Classes isabiamnilutsolutouulgo

Mean Reading Mean Reading Mean Stanine

Mean Stanine, First Stanine,Spring Placement

N I.Q. S.D. Testing 1967 Testing Change

Third Grade
Pupils of Work-
shop teacher 22 93 I"tI. 0ecr

Pupils of non-
workshop
teacher 19 92.5 14.0

;41

Fourth Grade
Pupils of Work-
shop teacher 24 94 15.2

Pupils of non-

work5hop
teacher 28 92 10.5

3.9

2.8

3.5 3.8

3.2 3.7

Fifth Grade
Pupils of Work-
shop teacher 33 91 .12.5 3.9 4.1

Pupils of non-
workshop
teacher 31 93.5 8.4 3.7 4.3

Sixth Grade
Pupils of Work-

shop teacher 23 90 8.7 3.0 3.2

Pupils of non-

workshop
teacher 27 93 10.1 3.5 3.3

Several points are immediately apparent in looking at this data.

First, the classes of the workshop teachers were not significantly

different as originally tested for ability level than were the

classes of the non-workshop teachers. Second, mean stanine scores

increased between the first and second testing; this may possibly

reflect either a rise in achievement associated with the Title I

program or the use in the spring of a version of the rres which

puts low-Income students at less of a disadvantage than did the

version used for the first testing. Third, the mean gain among

pupils of the workshop teachers was no greater than among pupils

of the non-workshop teachers - if anything, in fact, it was less.

Due to a variety of additional,considerations which.m4Ice even this

data largely inadequate, however, we were unable to arrive at valid

conclusiens concerning this attempt to assess possible achievement

effects in the intermediate grades. First, the composition of the

classes varied - sometimes markedly so - from one of the three

testing periods (e.g. ability rest, first reading test, spring,

1967 reading test) to another.' Second, two of the four workshop

teachers whose classes are reported on above were veterans who
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had served a number of years at Switzer and who constantly
reported during the latter half of the workshop that their
classes had turned out to include a far greater incidence

of pupils with serious emotional and disciplinary problems

than had any classes which they had previously taught.

Third, an appreciable number of pupils were reassigned from

one class to another during the course of the semester (as

is common in many elementary schools), so that in some cases
pupils tested in the spring 1967 in the class of a workshop

teacher had spent much of the semester in a class taught

by a non-workshop teacher, and vice versa. Fourth, the

stanine measure of achievement is at best an imprecise tool

for comparing change in achievement over time. For all

these reasons, therefore, we found ourselves no better able
to assess achievement change in the intermediate grades than

we had been able to do in the lower grades or the junior high

grades.

After all is said and done, then, we had to fall back on sub-
jective judgments in reaching conclusions about the effects

of the workshop on student achievement. Our observations of
and discussions with the teachers and aides who participated
in the workshop gave us no real reason to believe that the

workshop could be judged successful in its goal of improving

achievement at Switzer and West. it is true that a number

of participants expressed the opinion that the workshop had

given them ideas and resources which they felt were effec-

tive in their classrooms, but we have no objectivt evidence

to show that this was indeed the case. It is also true that

the teachers who reported gains in interest and =Ovation
among their students convinced us that the workshop had Inc

deed been worthwhile in helping some of the participants do

a better job of teaching, but here again we have no obje,:i.

tive evidence to support this conclusion or to indicate that

possible gains in interest were translated into improvement
in achievement as measured on written tests. 7inally, we

recognize that training programs which deal with teachersi

attitudes, skills, and understandings often may have a "dee

layed" effect in terms of their influence on pupil behavior

and achievemeis,, and ue should like to conclude that such

was the case in connection with the Westside Workshop, but

such a conclusion would be highly speculative. We are acuteli

aware of the many deficiencies in our training program and

the many problems we encountered in carrying it out (described

elsewhere in this report), an awareness which leads us to
conclude that we made only a beginning in the project - though

an important and worthwhile beginning - and that much more

needs to be done if the goal of bringing achievement in the

inner city school up to an acceptable level of performance Is

to be achieved. The recommendations we offer elsewhere in

this report reflect these latter conclusions.

in addition to the attempts referred to above to assess Inter-

group relations and achievement-changes among pupils of par.

ticipating teachers-at Switzer and West, we also administered
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several other instruments on a pilot basis to one or more
classes. Among these were the Student-Teacher Inventory de-
veloped by Dr. William Jessee, Dr. William LIVdis2 and Dr.
John Lovell for assessing classroom atmosphere and pupil-
teacher relationships and the JIM Scale developed by Dr.
Jack Frymier for assessing the motivation of junior high
school students. The results, however, did not turn out
to be useful in evaluating the Westside W orkshop, partly
because students had great difficulty in responding to
these instruments even after we had modified a number of
items in accordance with the very inadequate reading and
conceptual performance of a large percentage of the stu-
dents in the two schools. The future utility of these in-
struments in working with disadvantaged populations should
not be discounted, however, particularly in view of the
fact that the mean scores on the JIM scale were very well in
line with what would be predicted for an extremely low-income
population given the normative data which Dr. Frymier has
published for other populations.

To summarize, we had hoped to collect a variety of objec-
tive data which would help us determine whether the West-
side Workshop had been successful in achieving its goals,
but as events turned out none of these efforts or plans
yielded information which would enable us to assess with any
degree of confidence the extent to which the goals had been
attained. Thus our feeling that the workshop was a worth-
while undertaking which, though not an unqualified success,
did result in some progress toward the attainment of its
original goals, is based entirely on impressionistic kinds
of evidence described in other chapters of this report.
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CHAPTER IV

Examples of Duplicated Materials in Lessons Prepared by
Participants in the Westside Workshop

'To illustrate the boundless variety of ways in which inner
city teachers can use duplicated materials in making in-
struction interesting and appropriate for their students,
this chapter describes and presents examples of lessons or

parts of lessons in which teachers at Switzer Elementary
School and West Junior High School duplicated materials or
used other instructional techniques suggested in the work-
shop either as primary instructional resources or as import-
ant supplementary means to improve motivation and provide
experiences appropriate to the readiness level and interests
of the students in their classes.

Teachers in :the Westside Workshop were encouraged and helped
to obtain ar- make maximum use of many types of consumable
or expendable materials in their classes, provided only that

these materials seemed toa given teacher to be potentially

more effective than other materials previously in use. The

consumable materials thus introduced or utilized in greater-
than-normal quantity included magazines, pamphlets, paper-
back readers and paperback lesson-anthologies of many dif-
ferent kinds, workbooks and worksheets, commercial mimeo
and ditto masters, and many other types of previously-
prepared consumable materials available through non-commercial
as well as commercial sources. Civn, however, the avail-
ability of photocopy and transpart 1-making equipment, pri-

mary typewriters, and supplementary office supplies placed in

the two schools as part of the project, not to mention the
skilled as well as clerical-type assistance of the future
teachers, the major thrust in focusing on consumable materials
was to prepare fact sheets, resource units, assignments,
and other materials which could be dupliccAed and made avail-
able to all or some of the students in any given classroom.
The examples included in this chapter have been chosen to
illustrate how teachers utilized the duplicating equipment
to prepare and conduct lessons which they felt would be more
appropriate in overcoming the learning problems of disadvan-
taged students than are the largely standardized and teacher-
centered methods and materials on which they would otherwise
have had to depend. They are drawn from all grade levels,
from kindergarten through grade nine, and from lessons deal-

ing with many different subject areas.

Over the course of a year's time, the participants in the work-
shop developed and experimented with a multitude of possi-
bilities for making imaginative use of duplicated materials -
far more than could be described in this chapter. We hope

that the examples included in the chapter will be valuable to
teachers in other schools in suggesting how to use duplicated
materials and other instructional techniques to improve
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instruction in the inner city classroom. Each example is

introducedwith a brief explanatory note prepared either

by the project staff or by the teacher who prepared and

utilized the material. The creative way in which the work-

shop participants went about preparing and utilizing these

materials provides convincing evidence that given help and

support in breaking loose from the restrictions imposed by

traditional school programs and by shortages of resources,

the great majority of teachers have substantial unrealized

capacity for providing productive educational environments

in which disadvantaged students can attain higher educa-

tional standards in the inner city school.
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Primary Grades - Reading

As a way to way to achieve and maintain a high level of in-
terest among students in her first grade class, one teacher
wrote an "image jingle" about each child in her class. She

duplicated these jingles on small sheets of paper, Mustrated
them, and placed entire sets into booklets whi.ch each child
was allowed to keep and which became the basis for subse-
quent lessons. Several examples of these image jingles are
shown below the following explanation which was provided by
the teacher.

WO 410 81 Oa NO OW MN de

IMAGE JINGLES

WHAT? They are little four-line jingles which rhyme. They
tell something true or partly true about a particular child
or person

HOW? At the primary level, these must be teacher-made. Use

as a basic vocabulary the words which must be taught or de-
'veloped in the adopted primer text. Use other words outside
this primer list when necessary.

WHY? The children like to read about their friends and they
love to read about themselves. They are highly motivated
to even read above grade level when persona' satisfaction is
involved.

WHAT NEXT? The children like these image jingles so much
they keep asking for more. They keep up excellent attend-
ance just so they won't "miss out" on a page involving them-
selves or a friend.

WHAT SUBJECT? Try to think of something positive to say
about each child. (This is very difficult for a few charac-
ters!!!) Enlarge on the truth, if it makes the child .sound
good. Keep the subject "light" and perhaps slightly humorous,
Get to know the children's hobbies, interest, pets, habits,
likes, and dislikes. Don't shut off your private "hoti-line"
with the children by demanding absolute silence. Keep your
ears open and they will give you charming ideas for subject
matter.

"T"...... .....,



Come, Come,
Look ciAci see
Our r'rend Nore;q
on Tony's !

"Nwelavaleilemosaftweinftmelnimm.rftiolmelPromml*

Cheer-NI Ro6n,
Does Iler part,

he likes Musie,A
aym and Ari!
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Primary Grades - Reading

Since the children in my first grade room are in the reading
readiness stage, it is necessary that the lessons 1 use
involve no actual reading. Since beginning sounds are very
important in the process of learning to read, 1 am using
the following story to demonstrate how overly difficult
material can be scaled down in length and the characters'
names changed to those to children in our own group.
The story was rewritten so that it takes place in our own
community. The attention span of my class at this stage
in their development is less than 15 minutes. For this
reason, I attempted to incorporate poetry, self-expression
and dramatic play into this lesson, the basic goal of which
was to stress the beginning sound "c" as used in "cake."
We used one dupi;cated work sheet (prepared on the Hecto-
fax machine) to help teach the lesson, and another which
included exercises to reinforce the sound that was taught.

STORY LESSON

Cecil Mallot and Michelle Padilla have fun when they play
together. The grocery store was close by their apartment
house and they liked to go with Michelle's mother to do
her shopping. Look at the picture you have in front of
you. The title of the page is At the Store. Let's talk
about the things that Cecil and Michelle could see in the
store. (We had a discussion of the items pictured)
Michelle's mother gave each of the children a dime to
spend one day. They took their dimes and walked down
Summit, to Mrs. Rudy's store. They stopped to wait for
the light before crossing the street. When they got to
the store they said hello to Mrs. Rudy and began looking
for what they wanted to buy. After they looked around
awhile they each bought a candy cane. Then they paid for
their candy, said goodbye to Mrs. Rudy and walked slowly
home. They ate the candy canes on the way home. They saw
Leonard Woodrome playing in his front yard. They stopped
for a minute to talk to him. They told him about the
Candy Canes that they found at the store. They walked on.
When they came to the corner they stopped and waited for
the light to turn green and they crossed the street after
looking both ways to be sure that there were no cars.
When they got home they ran into the apartment to show
their Moms what they had bought with the dime that she
had given them. They said, "Thank you, Mama." We sure
had fun going to the store. Hope we can go again tomorrow."

Look at the picture of the store and find a picture of the
candy canes that Michelle and Cecil bought. Candy and cane
both start with the same sound. Listen while 1 say some
more words that start with that same sound. Are you ready?
Come, could, call, care.
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We can find some other things in the picture of the store
,that sound the same as candy and cane. Raise your hand
When you have found one. (Carrots, cabbage, corn, cauli-
flower, catsup, cans, calendar, cookies, coat, cap,
counter, carton) all these are pictured.

Now find the first row of small pictures. Let's name the

pictures in the first row. Ready? Comb, pig, cup, coat.
Choose any crayon you want and draw a line under the pic-
tures whose names begin with the same sound as candy and
cane.

Now find the bottom row of pictures. Let's name these

pictures. Ready? Candle, caterpillar, goat, cake. Now
draw a line under the picture with the same sound as
candy and cane. I will walk around the tables to see how

you are marking them. You may color the pictures as you

like. Here is a poem about a store that I think you will

like. Listen and see if you think you feel like the
little boy in the poem.

Some day I'm going to have a store
With a tinkly bell over the door
With real glass cases and counters wide
And drawers just full of things inside
I'll put things in the window and dust each shelf
And take in all the money by myself
It will be my store and I will say

What can I do for you to-day?

Would you like to have a store someday? I am sure that

some of you probably will. I hope that lots of boys and
girls like Cecil and Michelle will come to your store and
buy lots of candy and gum.

Since this story was about Cecil and Michelle let's see
if they can show us just how they acted on their way to
the store. Who would like to be the man at the store. All

right Ronald -- what will you do when Cecil and Michelle

come in? Now let's act out the story. Do you remember

what the children bought? Let's think about when each

thing happened. What happened first (Mother gave them the

dime) that's right. Next (they started for the store but

had to wait for the light) What happened next? (They went

into the store and spoke to Mr. Vega. Then?flThat's right"

they looked for something to buy. Next? Yes, they paid

for the candy, said good bye and started home. Who did they

see? Yes they saw Leonard and talked to him. Next? That's

right they waited to see if any cars were coming and when
the light turned green they went on home. After they got

home what did they do? Yes, they told MomPThanks and

Hope we can go tomorrow.H I believe you know the story

well enough to play it. Leonard may be himself and talk

to Michelle and Cecil when they come by. You did that

nicely Michelle, Cecil, Ronald and Leonard.
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Now let's 'have two more children go to the store and buy
somethlng from Ronald. What you buy this time can not be
candy canes, it must be something that you find there that
staets with the same sound as candy and cane. Since we dodt

have real things you can choose from the pictures of things
you see on the table. Cynthia and Jerry may be our next

shoppers.

That was real nice. You are good shopper's. Now let's

listen to the poem about the store again. This time when

I read it you fill in the missing words when I shop. I

think you will remember it well enough to do that. The

words will rhyme with another word that I have read too

and that will give you a clue. T,morrow we can probably

say the poem altogether.

Isn't it fun to have a lesson eotit our own friends?
We'll try to have a story about each one of you real soon.

I'm going to give you a paper to color. It is a picture

of a great big cake. On the cake are lots of little

pictures. Many of the pictures are things that begin
with the same sound as cake. Let's say the names of all

the pictures that we see. Candles, boat, coat, cap,

camel, duck, book, carrot, cow cat. Now color just the

ones that start with the same sound as cake.

4
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Primary Grades - General

1) The following pages show a) an example of one in a series

of duplicated newsletters which a first grade teacher sent

to parents to inform them of their children's progress in

school and b) a duplicated announcement sent to parents con-
cerning an assembly in which their children were to play a

prominent part.

=11 =11 =11 IMP SO =11 =11

NEWSLETTER TO PARENTS

FROM SWITZER FIRST YEAR PRIMARY ROOM 104, NOVEMBER 15 1966

Attendance: Congratulations to the children who have perfect

attendance for the entire first quarter of

school (10 weeks). These children are: Mike

Aildaffer, Earl Edmunds, Bobby Fitchett, Junior
Meza, Robert Miller, Roy Pouncil, James Rand,

Hobart Reeves, Steven Turner, and Albert Val-

divia. Good attendance is a part of success in

school.

Party Time: Our room had a nice Halloween party on October

31st."Thanks to all the parents Oho sent cookies

and candy. The children had a good time. Our

next room party will be Thursday, December 22nd.

Holidays: Thanksgiving vacation from school will be
November 24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th. Christmas

vacation will be from December 23rd stbrousit

January 2nd. The children will return to class

Tuesday, January 3rd.

Educational The children of Room 1014 have visited three

Trips: places already this year. We walked to the

American Royal and saw all the animals. We

rode on a school bus to visit a grocery store

and a U.S. post office. The children learn

much from these experiences.

Special The next trip the children take will not be on

Trip: a school day. . . . it is on Friday, November

25th (the day after Thanksgiving). The chil-

dren will meet here at school at 9:15 in the

morning. They will return about 12:15. We

will go to the Jewish Community Center and

see the play "SNOW WHITE." Each child who

goes will receive candy, peanuts, and a

trinket-toy. This trip is free.

Assistants: Our room now has a "teacher aid" (Mrs. Mary

Fink) who helps the teacher get the room and
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materials ready for each new lesson. We also
have a U.M.K.C. student assistant )Mrs. Eugenie
Gruender) who does individual tutoring and
special projects. All this help means: the
regular classroom teacher has more time to
give to your child!

Monica Hernandez and Hobart Reeves, both from
our room, were selected to represent Switzer
School on October 24th when the TV star Danny
Kaye was in Kansas City supporting UNICEF (a
United Nations Children's fund). Hobart and
Monica were seen on the TV news that evening.
Monica's photo was in the newspaper with
Danny Kaye the next morning.

Lessons: Most all the children are making satisfactory
progress in reading. They enjoy music, art,
and Spanish (on TV). They are making good pro-
gress in arithmetic and like to go to gym class.
In social studies they are studying about the
pilgrims.

Program: On Wednesday, November 23rd, at 9:15 our room
will present a Thanksgiving program. Please
come to the West Junior auditorium and see
this little play. All 32 children will be in
costumes. Your child will be in this program.
Will you come see your child?

Sincerely,

110 00 MO 44 40 00 40 4,0
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2) The following pages are examples of favorite recipes
which a first grade teacher obtained by letter from the
parents of her students. The recipes, which represented a
variety of ethnic specialties, were duplicated and put to-
gether in the form of stapled booklets which were given to

the students to take home.

ea MO SO MO M 00 NB OW OM r Ow

PENELOPE'S MOTHER'S
RPC!PE FOR CRANRFRRY nINGFRBRFAD HOUSE

2 pkgs. (l14-1- oz. each) gingerbread mix

2/3 Cups cranberry orange relish
pkg. (6i oz.) Vanilla butter cream frosting

Flaked coconut Colored mint patties

Candied fruit slices Ice cream cones

Fresh cranberries Green food coloring
Sugar vafers

Prepare gingerbread mix according to directions for cookies,
using cranberry orange relish instead of water. Roll out

dough on lightly floured board. Cut four oblongs, 9 by 5

inches and 2 oblongs 8 by 6 inches. Using the 8 by 6 ob-

longs, cut corners from top of 8 inch side 5-inches from
bottom of oblong to make the peak of the roof. Bake cookies

on lightly greased cookie sheet as directed on package.

Cool

Cut pieces of cardboard the same size as cookies. Tape

pieces of cardboard together to make a house and put on a

large round platter. Frost the outside of house with some

of the frosting. Press cookies against box, covering the

sides and roof. Sprinkle coconut around house for snow--
using a cake decorator, decorate sides of house with win-
dows, doors. Let dry several hours. Frost roof. Press

overlapping rows e4 fruit slices into place. Pipe frosting

around roof edges, top of house and sides of house. Press

cranberries into frosting, using colored mints for stepping
stones leading to door to edge of platter. Cut

sugar wafers into halves crosswise and alternate cookies

with cranberries around the edge of the platter, fastening

them in place with frosting.

Coves.- outside of sur43r cones

with frosting tinted green.
Press cranberries into frosting
at intervals. Stand inverted
cones at sides of house to re-
semble pine trees.

MRS. EVELYN PARKE



HOBART'S MOTHER'S
RECIPE FOR BACON GREASE RAISIN CAKE

1 heaping C. brown sugar
1
7 cup bacon grease

2 eggs
1 t. cinnamon
1 t. nutmeg
.i. + ...Intim e2 be vevirb....

2 cups flour
(nuts may be added if desired)

Cook 1 box raisins, drain and save 3/4 cup water off
add 1 t. soda to the water.

Cream sugar and bacon grease. Add eggs, spices, and
Then.add flour and water. Mix well and bake about 40
a 375 degrees.

JUNIOR'S MOTHER'S
RECIPE FOR VELVET BANANA BREAD

5 large ripe bananas
4 eggs well beaten
2 C. sugar
4 C. sifted flour
2 t. soda
1 t. salt
1 C. chopped walnuts

raisins,

raisins.

minutes

MRS. DIANNE REEVES

Beat bananas until liquid. Combine with eggs and set aside.
Cream together shortening and sugar until fluffy. Add

bananas to mixture and blend. Add dry ingredients and stir
until smooth. Fold in nuts. Bake at 3500 F. for 45 or 50
minutes or kintil done. Makes 2 loaves.

4 12 .

MRS. CELESTINA MEZA



GARY'S MOTHER'S
RECIPE FOR SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN

chicken....broiler or fryer
flour

salt and pepper
2 eggs beaten
1 cup milk
fine cracker crumbs sifted

Cut chicken in halves lengthwise. Wash, drain slightly and
roll at once in flour seasoned with salt and pepper. Dip
in combined eggs and milk and roll in cracker crumbs.
Shake off excess crumbs. Heat shortening and fry. Drain
on absorbent paper. Temperat-,le - 385 degrees. Time - 13
to 15 minutes

MRS. EUNA DUNAWAY

MARY ANN'S MOTHER'S
RECIPE FOR SPANISH PORK CHOPS

4-loin pork chops, 1 inch thick
salt and pepper
4 slices onion
4 T. catsup

Cup di1ucLvJnegar or sweet pickle juice

Directions:

Place chops in shallow baking
pan. Sprinkle with salt and
pepper. Place slice of onion
on each chop and top with
catsup. Pour vinegar and/or
pickle juice around chops.
Bake 1 hour or until tender in
moderate oven 3500 F. Four
ervin s.

4 - 13

Mrs. CARMEN SANTOY0



TONY ARELLANO'S
MOTHER'S RECIPE FOR TACOS

1 lb. hamburger
2 doz. corn tortillas
1 can tomatoes
1 onion

1 t. garlic salt

1 t. oregano
1 t. salt
1 head lettuce
2 tomatoes

1 can grated cheese

Place hamburger in skillet. Add i t. garlic salt, i t.
salt and cook on low flame. Do not brown. While this is
cookinsL make the same for taco's.

Grind tomatoes in mixer. Add chopped onion, oregano, i.t.
salt and 37 t. garlic salt. Mix them together

Place in a deep bowl, lettuce shredded (like for cole slaw)
and diced tomatoes. When meat is done, place li T in tor-
tillas, fold in half and fry in inch hot fat until tor-
tilla is crisp. Put lettuce and tomato mixture on top and
sprinkle with tomato sauce. Top with grated cheese. Serve
immediately.

MRS. ELVIRA JAZO

Teacher: Mrs. C. Duncan

4 -1.4
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Primary Grades - Language Arts

1. The following two sheets were prepared and duplicated
by a primary teacher who found many ways to utilize car-
toon materials to stimulate greater verbal expression on

the part of her pupils. In the case of the first sheet,

the original conversation was covered with white ink before
duplicating, and students were asked to write their own

dialogue. In the case of the second sheet, students turned
the page over and responded to the cartoon by wriXinO:down

what they had learned about vegetables during the previous
week c4 study in the classroom.

MD 11110 - Ili ...... as OD gm
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2. The following are examples of stanzas prepared in a
third grade class and duplicated so that each child could
have a personal copy of poems in which he and his friends
are mentioned in a positive context.

OW WO OW MI Oa ow WO

122ce A e Prophesy

Valerie will be a teacher
And show others the way,

Cathy will be a teacher
And have plenty to say.

Resa will be a nurse
And take care of the sick;

Sheryl will be a nurse
And reach her patient quick.

Kevin will be a policeman
To see others do right;

While Daniel will be a fireman
And work with all hi§ might.

Danny will be a doctor
And relieve the sick.

Angela will be a teacher
And work double quick.

Loubertha will be a teacher
And work har3 we know.

While Thomas will join the Navy
That's where he wants to go.

Lawrence will join the marines
Since that's his very first choice,

While Sebastian will be a policeman
And make his friends rejoice.

Ernest will be a FBI man
That's what he wants to be;

While Isiah will be a doctor
And strive to make us free.

3. The following page contains a worksheet prepared and
duplicated for the purpose of increasing self-awareness
and providing practice in language arts skills among a
group of third graders.

4-18
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4. The following material shows a particularly interesting

adaptation of an identification story which takes full

advantage of the possibilities inherent in the use of dupli-

cating equipment. The first section contains a short story

for third graders which has been rewritten so that it

takes place in the school's local community and its char-

acters are named after students in the class. The story

was duplicated and the questions asked by the teacher were

added to the same page. Students filled in the answers

after each question and placed the sheet in their note-

books where they hunt up a collection of similar sheets.

The Lost Trail

Robert and Lawrence lived in the Pennway Units.

One fine autumn day they thought it would be nice to take

a walk. So, without even saying one word to their parents,

they started walking north toward the river.

Very soon Robert said, "Lawrence, aren't we goin' too far?"

"N0000h", replied Lawrence boasting, "I see our house. I've

been this way before when Joe and I went for a walk. There,

see. Can't you see the fire station?"

"Yes, I do," answered Robert. "Guess I was just thinkins".

With some enthusiasm they walked on.

By and by they came to a park.

"O000000," said Lawrence, "Let's sit down a while. I'm

so tired,"

So the boys rested awhile. Then they walked on. Streets

began to look strange; they began to wonder where they

were.

"Where are we?" Lawrence quiveringly asked,

"Don't know," sniffled Robert. "We must have gone the

wrong way."

It's gettin' dark," sobbed Lawrence. "What'll we do?"

Finish this story in your own words, then answer the

questions.

I. What was the first thing the boys did wrong?

2. What would you do if you ever got lost?

4 - 20



3. Do you think the boys will do the same thing again?

4. Do you think they learned what to do in an emergency?

If so, what?

5. Do you think the boys could have asked the wrong

person the may home?

6. When is it wise to ad( your parents permission to do

talvityg

7. Would you try such a thing?

8. Do you think the boys were good friends?

9. Do you feel they will be friends to each other again?

10. Do you feel this story has taught you a lesson in

safety in relation to not trusting strangers?

5. The following two pages show an easily-prepared and
effective way to encourage primary grade students in the
exercise of skills related to perception, reading, writing,

and organizing materials. In the present case a picture
has been duplicated and made available to each student
together with a worksheet on which the student answers
questions about the picture and checks his responses
against the correct answers given at the bottom of the

page.

OD OD ft 011.
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1. Do you see a TV?

2. Do you see a dog?

3. Do you see three beds?

4 Do you see a stove?

5. Do you see five tables?

6. Do you see a rug?

7. Do you see a baby?

8. Do you see Dick and Jane?

9. Do you see an ice box for cold things?

10. Do you see a bed in the kitchen?

11. Do you see a car?

12. Do you see two lamps?

13. Do you see four ty:d rooms?

14. Do you see some food?

15. Do you see a chair?

16. Do you see a TV in bed?

.onlmi=4.

.1111Mmwri

...awl..

YES YES NO YES

NO YES NO YES

YES NO YES NO

NO YES NO NO

YES YES NO YES

NO NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

NO NO YES YES

Teacher: Mrs. A. Trutzel



Primary Grades - Language Arts

One day about two weeks ago, I asked the children in

Room 6 if they would like to write stories about them-
selves and have me take pictures of them which we
could mount so that everyone could enjoy them.

They were quite enthusiastic about the project. So I

asked them to find out their addresses and how to
spell them. They came to school the next day armed with
the desired information.

In the meantime I had prepared a skgleton form for their

autobiographies.

My aide copied it and ran off copies for each child
on the hectofax machine. They then filled in all the
desired information (with our help). We collected the
forms and corrected them for spelling and capitalization.
The copies were returned to them and the next day they
laboriously began writing their papers.

We feel that this has been a very real learning experi-
ence as these children have only been doing cursive writing
since the first of November.

During the first part of last week, I took each child
outside the building, one at a time, and took his

picture.

This was a most happy occasion for them as some had
never had a picture made of themselves before.

They would almost "burst" with importance as children
from other rooms, passing by on the walk, stopped to
watch the procedure.

My aide and I felt this was a most rewarding and
revealing experience for us, too, as we read the
information concerning their families, best friends,

ambitions, etc.

It has been a very important learning experience for the
students, since it gave them a feeling of being real

people of importance!

Afte Christmas, when we shall have space on our two

bulletin boards, I am going to mount each story and

picture and invite the children from the three third
grades in to see our picture gallery.

Teacher: Mrs. J. Dameron

-



Intermediate Grades - General

Shown below is a copy of a letter and a book list duplicated
and sent to parents by an undergraduate aide who followed
up the letter by holding a demonstration for parents and
students on the proper care of books.

Dear Parents:

IN In OIN fa NI alo WI

In working with Miss Burns' class, I have noticed that the
children are interested in books and enjoy going to the
library.

I thought perhaps some of the children might like a book
of their own. I made a list of books and presented this
list to the class, suggesting thatif any child found one
book he liked especially, he might wish to Ask for it as
a Christmas present.

I also told the class that they could share their books
by reading out loud to you and the rest of the family.
This way, it could be a present for everyone and a good
chance for the children to have reading practice.

I hope your child can have a book for Christmas!

AUTHOR

BOOK LIST

BOOK TITLE PUBLISHER DATE

Michael Bond A Bear Called Paddington Houghton 1960

Crosby Bonsall The Case of the Cat's --Tper 6., Row 1965

Meow

Franklyn Branley A Book of Astronauts Thomas Crcmell 1963
for You

Ann Nolan Clark In My Mother's House Viking 1941

A Santo for Pasqualita " 1959

Marion Garthwaite Mario, A Mexican Doubleday 1960

hly's Adventure

Clara I. Judson Abraham Lincoln Follett 1961

penjamir Franklin Follett 1961

Ezra Jack Keats Whistle for Willie Viking 1964

Leonard Kessler Here Comes the Harper &Row 1965

Strikeout
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AUTHOR BOOK TITLE PUBLISHER DANE

Miska Miles Mississippi Possum Little, Brown 1965

Leo Politi Juanita Scribner 194,8

The Angel of Olvera Street " i946

Byrd Baylor Schweitzer Amigo Macmillan 1963

Yetta Speevack The Spider Plant Atheneus 1965

**** A bookstore may not have a particular book in stock,
but they will be happy to order it for you.

Aide: Miss B. Halbeck
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Intermediate Grades - Language Arts

To help the children gain self-confidence in themselves,
we planned a program which was presented to the third
thru fifth grades student body. It consisted of two
duplicated plays, one presented by the boys and the other
by the girls. The girls used a pre-written play. The

boys wrote their own about Batman. Thus, some had the
chonce to be very creative.

Tka nlasta loam} n.sar I+ caarraA attain 4.ka. rtIrtra possla+
flub. wv...mes UDVioll USgiv WIOVU. MWS10011.

ones were enthusiastic and more sure of themselves.

I believe this did a lot in helping my students gain the
self confidence in realizing they could actually perform
in front of others.

Teacher: Mrs. K. Miller

Intermediate Grades - Social Studies

The following activities were conducted by a fourth grade
teacher in building a unit aimed at using the social studies
curriculum to encourage the development of good intergroup
relations among students in the intermediate grades.

I took a multi-ethnic story from Venture, a fourth grade
reading book, and presented the story to the class. I put

the names of the different races and countries mentioned
in the story on the bcdrd.

I then asked the children to bring pictures of foods that
are eaten by Italians, Mexicans, French and Germans: then
I used this material to make a bulletin board.

1 adapted'a'play frodLthe story; "FoOd forJhought". The
children are enjoying going over the play and have asked
if we can give it before the other fourth grade.

My aide duplicated several pictures of children in nations
in other parts of the world. Each child is fixing his own
booklet. I suggested that the class color those pictures
which show American children to represent all races. It

was interesting to note that they colored the children
reddish, yellow, brown and black.

The music teacher is correlating her music with the unit.

Teacher: Mrs. N. Burns
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Intermediate Grades - General

1. During the past few months that this course on "Use of
Consumable Materials and Audio-Visual Aids in the Class-
room" has been in session, I've put into use several things
in that category. They are as follows:

"Wordless" comics were taken from the newspapers and maga-
zines. They have been duplicated for the pupils by the
use of the photocopy machine; then copies were made for
dit:o. Spaces were left underneath the pictures for the
pupil to write in his own story or comments. These stories
were projected by the opaque projector and discussed by
the class. We learned direct and indirect conversation
this way. Each pupil has a writing buddy who helps him
correct his mistakes after we go over his paper together
in class.

2. When we studied insects we used the film strips and the
opaque projector to project pictures from books; then since
the picture was labeled with the names of various parts we
traced the pictures without labels and dittoed them so the
children could fill in labels with the various parts.

Pictures of men, women and children found in advertisements
which show the whole figure were cut out and placed on
cardboard. These were fastened to dowel rods or kite
sticks for use as stick puppets. I use this method of
"quickie puppets" because I have found that in the course of
having to stop and make OT draw the characters, the eithu-
siasm wanes and the "punch" is lost for the story.

Boxes were cut for stages. Muslin was used for fastening
backgrounds of their own artwork. These "stages" were
used for group work in social studies. Stories of the
natural resources, products, manufacturing and places of
interest of various groups of states were prepared and
duplicated. The students draw their own illustrations
and write their own stories and narrations and read them
or taped them for the class.

3. A set of cards showing urban activities, trades, commu-
nity workers, and multi-ethnic groups and situations has
been prepared by the aides and myself. These have been
mounted and laminated. They are used as orientation mater-
ial for children moving into the city from the rural area
or small towns.

4. A story from one of the readers was rewritten to include
the names of our own boys. It was written for the slow
students - It %es projected and read by them. Questions
were also dittoed for them to check at the close of the story.
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5. A unit on flowers was prepared. The children were
motivated by the neds of a flower show in the newspaper.
Cards of the various flowers they were most likely to see
when we visited the show were prepared from the seed
catalog. They were shown first on the screen with the
names on them. Next a duplicated set of cards with a ques-
tionnaire was given. When lio returned from our vis:t to
the flower show, Ne reviewed the cards.

6. Batman trading cards have been projected by the opaque
projector. They were chosen at random from a set of cards.
Each pupil was asked to study the card then volunteer a
sentence to his liking about the picture. Later, the cards
were divided into groups of five and handed to three pupils.
They worked together in preparing original stories which
were duplicated and analyzed by the class.

Teacher: Mrs. W. Cunningham



Intermediate Grades - General

1. Dittoed notebook on first aid.

After the class visited the Red Cross and after we received
a booklet from Johnson & Johnsonwith programmed first aid
material, an original unit on First Aid was created which
Mr. Kaplan and I tailored to the needs of our students.
We used the following techniques:

a. The programmed material was put onto transparencies
and projected for the children to use as a text.

b. Large Red Cross charts and diagrams were posted
and analyzed.

c. I prepared a dittoed notebook with shyple factual
material
d. Demonstrations were conducted by myself, Mr. Kaplan,
and the children themselves
e. Labels of home poison products were studied and
included in the notebook.

2. Dittoed scrapbook on field trips undertaken by the
class. The scrapbook contained duplicated materials
prepared by the teacher and the students on the following
topics which were studied in comnection with field trips:
(As examples, several pages dealing with the sculptural
concepts and objects to be viewed at the Nelson Gallery

of Art are shown on the following pages).

a. The Solar System (in connecticm with the trip to the
planetarium)

b. The Nelson Art Gallery
1. History of the Gallery
2. The various departments and services offered

3. Ancient and Classic Sculpture
4. The Middle Ages

c. The Country Club Plaza, Loose Park, UMKC
1. History and significance
2. Points of interest

3. Map showing how to reach all the places vm visited
d. Lawrence, Kansas

1. All the places we would visit
2. Items of interest in each

e. Fort Osage
1. History of the fort and its environs
2. Points of interest

f. A 14-page section on government in connection with a

trip to the following places:
1. Federal Office BuiIiing
2. City Hall (guide: councilman-at-large of this district

3. Board of Education Bldg. (host: Supt.James Hazlett)

4. Lunch at Hotel Muehlebach

3. The following two-and-one-half pages illustrate dupli-
cated materials used to introduce and neview subject
macUr studied in connection with or as part of the
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of the field trips. These duplicated materials were netained
by students in order to build personal notebooks on the field
trips. The copies passed out to students wele prepared on a
primary typewriter.
(Original duplicated material in primary-sized printing)

There are 2 kinds of Sculpture. The first kind is called:

"SCULPTURE-IN-THE-ROUND"
This is a statue or any other shape that you can walk

around. You can see all sides of it.

There are 3 ways of making a piece of sculpture-in-the

round. One way is to make a statue or a shape with your
hands - the way you would make a clay figure of a person

or an animal.

The second way is by melting glass, metal, CT sone other

material and pouring it into a mold until it becomes hard.

The third way is by using tools to chip or carve a figure

or a form into wood or stone.

Thank you. I

think I under-

stand sculpture-
in-the-round.

cod! Now let's see if

YOU understand. Write

your answers below.

What other materials could you melt to pour into a mold?

The other kind of smepture is called: "RELIEF."

SO a MI MD NO IN

You have made relief sculpture when you have taken a stick

or any sharp tool and carbed a picture into clay, wet cement,

sand, or any other material.

A sculptor carves into many kinds of materials. He often

uses stone.

Most of us have examples of relief sculpture in our pockets

right now. Coins are a good example of "LOW RELIEF." The

design is not deeply carved into the metal.

"HIGH RELIEF" has a design so deeply carved that the figures

seem to almost come out of the stone.

In low relief, you can only see the front of the design.

In high relief, you can see only the front and two di
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sides - not the back of the design.

NO

Boy, that's easy! I can

answer these questions.
Can you?

1) What is a sculptor?

2) What is the difference be-
tween high and low relief?

At the Nelson Art Gallery we will see many examples of all
types of sculpture. All of it is very old and could not
be replaced at any price. It is very important to touch

nothing!

Some of the sculpture we will see was made 4,000 years

ago by the early Egyptians. One large statue is of a

phanoah. It is made of limestone, and looks very much
like all Egyptian statues. The head is missing, but if
it were there, the eyes would be looking straight ahead,
the mouth would be stiff, and the face would have no
expression on it.

Good Grief! Who took off his head?

Rerrasurrnir-1 s a very old
statue. It was buried under

sand and rock for many hundreds of years before it was
found. Parts of it were broken off and lost. Maybe

parts were stolen and carried off to other countries.

We will also see parts of walls taken from tombs which
tell a story in low relief.

Mcmday, November 14, I introduced a daily sheet (below)

and explained how it would be used. I compared it to the

time card their parents use at work, combined with a
chance to blow off steam at the end of the day.

When a job was assigned, I announced the exact time it

started. When the children finished a job, I gave them

the time. Very faithful records were kept.

Some were amazed at how long they had taken to complete a
given task, and have begun a little race with themselves to

speed up.
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The comments on the bottom have led to some interesting
soul-searching - little in the beginning, but more toward
the end of the week.

Name

Job

HOW WAS MY DAY?

Date

Time In Time Out How Much Done?

4 go.

-qt

4

What went wrong today?

Yhat was the best thing I did?

I feel

4. For building self-concept, and for teaching health, I

have made and duplicated a booklet, reproducing drawings
and mhde worksheets, graphs, and easy-to-read information

sheets.

It is a very personal approach to the workings of the
human body, the hows and whys of what happens, care of the
body, grooming, etc.

The pronoun, "I" is used thnoughout. ihe children really
love adding to the booklet and working with it.

The title is "This Is Me." It begins with facts about
the child, pictures he has drawn of himself and his family

and goes on from there. Thus, while all the books are
alike, each is also distinct and different from the rest.

5. We tried some role-playing, acting out real situations

which have involved members of our class. In the past,

we have seen how the use of puppets has stimulated the flow
of language in children who refuse to talk before the group

normally.

To see if racial tensions in any way operate in our situation,

we cut the same human form out of white, yellow, red, brown,
and black paper and put each figure on a stick-like puppet.



To begin, my aide and I acted out the following situation,

based on a real problem in our classroom:

One of the girls goes down to the girls' restroom at noon

and gathers her friends into one of the toilet stalls. They

undress each other, and goodness-knows what else. One is

placed at the door as a guard to keep all the other girls

out. There are about 300 girls in this building who need

the restroom. This is creating a real hardship. She was

reported to me for instigating this behavior Carl was

the teacher who took me, the girl: out to discuss this.

He floundered a bit, but as 1 gave him the same answers I

knew the girl wculd give, he took hold beautifully and

was able to really convince me 1 wanted to do better. We

chose puppets appropriate to our skin color to lead anony-

mity. Attention mes rapt. The children were amused in

parts, but seriously interested. The girl who was the

real guilty party was completely absorbed. On her own

she asked to stay after school to talk to me about it.

The second situation dealtwith a boy who was reported to

his teacher for pushing others off base, cheating, etc.

Carl was the boy. Three different bcys took turns being

the teacher, but all bogged down. The third finally

turned to the spectators for suggestions. But class wes

too busy pointing fingers at Larry and laughing at him.

(We noted that no one pointed at George, whose long-

standing pattern of behavior wes beautifully described.)

Puppets %ere chosen pretty much by color of their own

skin but not always.

The children are most anxious to do this again! All want

to participate.

6. Puppet shows to develop skills and understandings

in human relations, language arts, and other areas.

The objectives of the puppet show project were as follows:

a. To build language skills

b. To integrate many areas of study with one project,

(art, English, speech, etc.)

C. To provide an outlet for expresion of feelings

d. To teach group work and cooperative effort

e. To encourage withdrawn children to participate

f. To teach the mechanics of presenting a play.

g. To provide the children with the opportunity to be

successful at something.

h. As a follow-up activity after seeing the puppet show

in "The Sound of Music."

When the project was announced, it was met with a great

deal of enthusiasm. The class quickly divided itself

into four groups - two boys' groups and two girls' groups

(yy the children themselves).
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The entire class discussed the step-by-step procedure to
follow, and these were written on the board.

Since Step I was to decide on a story, each group selected
one person to send to the library. Three groups easily
decided what to do; one girls' group chose a play from a
book and two groups decided to wite their own. The
fourth group could reach no conclusions, quarrelled among
itself, and promptly disbanded. (The five boys paced the
floor foe days befofe finally realizing they could become
invaluable to the others as the stage crew.)

Writing dialosue was hard for them until my aide and I sat
down with each group individually and showed them that
plays are "talking written down." (One girls' group pro-
ceededwith no help from us, and one boys' group, after pre-
paring a script,ad-libbed their entire play.

Puppets and backgrounds were made, a stage was built, and
rehearsals got under way.

The hardest part of the whole project was getting the children
to work their shows into a finished state so that they could
be presented. My feeling was that they stalled on this as i

Imuch as possible.
,

Although we were thoroughly exhausted by the time the plays
were presented to all grades 4-6, the children and 1 all felt
the project was well-worth the effort.

1 felt all eight objectives had been met.

Teacher: Mrs. S. Fulda



Seventh Grade - Common Learnings

A seventh grade teacher prepared and duplicated the follow-
ing material on Races of Mankind after he found that pub-
lished and commercially - available material on this topic
was much too difficult for his pupils to read. The words
to be particulariy emphasized in spelling and dainition
are underlined.

Races of Mankind

Race is strictly a thloaisalclassification based on such
physical traits as skin pigment, color and fonm of hair,
shape of head, stature, and form of nose, Most anthropo-

logists agree on three major races: Caucasian, Mongolian,

and Negroid.

The Caucasian is characterized as white to brawn in color,

medium to tall in stature, with a long or broad head form.
The hair is light blond to dark brown in color and straight
or wavy. The nose bridge is usually high. These people

are found in Europe, many parts of America, North Africa,

and the middle East to North India.

The Mongoloid race includes people of East Asia and the
Indians of the Americas are described as yellow to reddish
brown in color, medium stature, with a broad head form.
The hair is dark, straight, and course; body hair is sparse.
Eyes are dark brown to black and are almond shaped. The

nose bridge is usually low or medium.

The Negroid has brawn to black skin, generally a large
head form, varying stature and thick lips. The hair is

dark, eyes dark, the nose bridge low and nostrils broad.
The Negroid race includes those peoples of Africa south of

the Sahara.

Any supposed superiority of race is without scientific
foundation and has been discredited by anthropologists.

These facts generally are accepted today:

1. All men are derived from a common stock Homo Sapiens.

2. The term race is a biological classifioation and
should never be applied to a national, gmographic

or cultural group.

3. Pure races do not exist.
4, In intelligence or physical traits, there is no scienti-

fic reason for believing that any race is inferior or

superior.

5. Peoples of the world have equal biological potentials
for attaining a high level of civilization, and dif-

ferences of achievement must be attributed solely to

their cultural history. Teacher: A. Lowe
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Seventh trade - Co12221EJIDIaa

11 IA used the photocopier to make transparencies for a
whole lesson on Colonial Life and 11122.2v., These
came from the two books by the same nem written by

Edwin Tunis. He has done terrific ink drawings of all
sorts of machines, clothes, houses, scenes, etc. of those

times. They reproduce beautifully in transparency. The

reading is too high a level for the students, so I have

blocked out the print on most of them, and give the expla-
nation myself. A large group lesson was given, using 24

illustrations on transparency or on dupliceted sheets.

Another groc :)n dealt with "The Missing Heir" from

Parades, tia; . 1959. This is a story of Lincoln as

a lawyer in 1. :mil's, and how he found that a young boy

was the heir of a large fortune. This was read to the

group, while illustrations were thrown on the screen. Some

were taken from the story and some were prepared by Mr.

Elmore, but all held the interest and the children were
able to answer questions to show their attention. It

humanized history.

2. The following worksheet was prepared to teach a lesson

on geography. We duplicated a map of the West Side which
was passed out to students, and ar attempt was made to
introduce geographical concepts in a familiar context.

The group lesson was on map reading. The students were
asked to locate familiar landmarks on the duplicated maps.
Directions, the compass, scale, indox, and streets were

taught in one lesson. The students were able to answer
questions and some skills transferred to historical maps.

...... WO OS NM MD QS III Ow MI

Student's Name

Date

Amomasm

Score

PHASE 1 WORKSHEET FOR LARGE GROUP SESSION ...READING A MAP

1. Can you spell the names of thb streets in Your

Neighborhood?

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 12/1.11.-a....k, 8.
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9.

11.

13. 0-1/ACE,LAS,

15.

/ 7 )ri t't t ist,tt. N.

-Aro'

10 .

12. k-764-

14.

16.

18.

19. 4C (...eLU 20. >el-etA-6)-i-e4 t:&

H. East, West, North or South?
Below, are listed the same street names which you just

reviewed in a trial test. You will notice that they

look strange. This is because they are scrambled. Your

job will be to unscramble them. (HINT: The first letter

of each name is capitalized). These streets run either

north or south or east and west. After you unscramble each

one, write NgS if it is a street that runs north and south

or write EgW if it is a street that runs east and west.

Some streets don't run E&W or NgS but run DIAGONALLY (look

up the word in the dictionary), after this kind of street

write "Dus

1. umimSt
/-

2. rdwyaBoa
3. yntedWaot t

4. rdwyaBoa
5, eloiaBtmr

6. lnerCta

7, leiweBlve iar

8. iyHlo

9. reicMre
14.

,os

10 igteethEhnL41k2=i_j_z1L/L_ W

a) Most of the streets which have names run in the

direction of lq and s
b) Most of the streets which have numbers run in the

directions of and IV

III. Circle the things below which a map shows and discuss

the meanings of the terms with your teacher.

DIRECTION ALTITUDE STREETS BUILDING SIZES

PEOPLE DISTANCE LOCATION ADDRESSES

HEIGHTH CHURCHES SEASONS SITES WATER

WIND CURRENTS SCHOOLS POPULATION BORDERS

AUTOMOBILES TRAFFIC SIGNALS ROUTES
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A. Which of the above does all maps show:

Which of the above does a special map show:

Which of the above does NO map show (ordinarily):

2) In November I distributed a test dealing with personal
prejudices. I did not collect each child's answers, but
rather collected thirty anonymous responses from among stu-
dents in six classes. We used these thirty as a basis for
discussion.

Previous to the test we discussed prejudices, the meaning
of the word and their own prejudices when it came to food,
dress, drink, etc- It was not until later that we discussed
prejudice toward people and groups. Since the copy was a
little dim (when shown on the overhead projector), I read

each item to the students and they checked answers on their
paper. 1 went rather rapidly so that I felt that they were
ch,nking their first impression and would not stop to con-
sider a "better" choice.

1 feel that this was a most profitable lesson in that we
can draw on it for the whole year. It has probably opened
their eyes to their own prejudices and may perhaps make
them more tolerant of others.

Teacher: Pr's. E. Stenson



Seventh Grade 4 Common Learnings

The following page shcms a "home-made" crossword puzzle
consisting of words from the seventh grade spelling list.
Such puzzles can be quickly constructed and duplicated.
The teacher who devised it found that such puzzles enabled
him to sustain more continuous interest in spelling and
related language activities.

....... 10 40 as OP el ow

(See attached page)

Teacher: Mr. L. Marsh
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Ninth Grade - English

i) The duplicated materials on the next pages were used
by an English teacher who introduced a play titled "The
Questioning of Nick" about a low-income teenager who gets
in trouble with the police. After her students had drama-
tized the play and annlyzed .ts meaning, she followed up
by preparing those materials aimed at developing under-
standing and communicat;ng knowledge involving drama and
its place in the ninth grade English curriculum.

The general method used to prepare this type of lesson,
in the words of the teacher who prcpared it, is explained

below.

MO fa OD WI OD I. ........... we la- me so Mt ea IIM so so

The transparencies were pr-2pared fram "paste-up layouts"
constructed of pieces clipped from old workbooks and
articles and advertisements taken from newspapers and
magazines. In some lessons, points of emphasis, discussion
questions, or assignment directions were wfitten on the
transparency during the presentation. In others, the

directions, points, rules, or concepts stressed were typed
or written in advance, and included in the layout.
This latter step was taken when "ditto masters" were given
to each student to be used as a work sheet in some assign-

ments. These sheets were returned to the students, after
checking, to be kept in his or her nolebook for future
reference.

Worksheet for The Questioning of Nick

A. Three types of Draml ,onflict
1. Man vs Man
2. Man vs Society

3. Man vs Self

B. Type Casting
You are the director. You are casting an actor to

fit the mood of this type of character. You must

understand th3 chF:racter.

1. In which type of conflict do you see him?

2. His nwe is

3. He lives in

4 His nationality is



5. He hopes to become
..=111=.1.111=.1.11{11./121114,

Now write a descriptive paragraph about the character. In-

clude the name and all information you have given in the
above five questions.

PRODUCING A PLAY

A. ORGANIZATION - A production requires first of all an
organization and staff, as follows:

I. A producer - to bring together all aspects of the

play.

2. A house committee - to care for the auditorium and

stage during rehearsal and perfcrmance.

.41=.0

3. The actors -

4. A stage manager - to supervise all stage arrange-

ments.

5. A scenic production staff.

11.11...

AMID

6. A property man.

7. The sound staff.

8. 111E_LiAbling_.2.12ff.

,amwavameaZSOMOnmr,earel..-101.....a.01.

9. The costume staff.
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10. The Ellaliza_staff.

11. The business staff.

12- I122.2.4.11EDLLSITEILLT2.

13. A_Ealrmsommittee.

No one job is more important than the other, and poor
performance of any can destroy a production. Team-
work is essential.

B. PREPARING FOR PRODUCTION

Before casting a play, the director should thoroughly read
and understand the play; that is the plot development, the
theme, the characters, the requirements of the stage, set-

lispling., sound and costtnnin.

The play should be read and understood by the entire staff.
The director is the final authc,rity.

C. REHEARSAL

A careful schedule should be drawn up and maintained by
all. No member should be excused from any rehearsal in
which he is irvolved.

There are several types of rehearsals:

1. Preliminary reading
2. Blocking - for stage grouping

3. Coaching - perfecting individual performances
4. Technical - coordination of all acting lighting,

sound, settings and all details. A record
is kept by the stage manager and the director
and assistant director.

5. Dress rehearsal - The last rehearsal before the per-
formance.

D. THE STAGE - The stage is divided into the following
acting areas:

up
right

down

rilht

up

center

down

center
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E. SCENERY - There are several basic types of scenery.
Curtains alone can be most effective. When they surround
the playing area they are called a cyclorama. Assisted by
light and shadow they can suggest qcst spaces or a confined

prison cell.

F. LIGHTING - artificial lighting is used to illuminate
the stage, set the mood, build dramatic effectiveness,
and give information about time, weather, etc.

Four types of lighting normally used:

1. floodlightina - to illuminate

2. spotaghting- to consentrate light

3. striplighting - from the floor or above to wipe out
shadows or produce backlights.

4 special lighting - to give effects such as lamplight:
sunlight through a window.

G. COSTUMING - A careful inventory should be kept so that
each article can be located instantly. Of course all items

shoat) be stowed and returned clean and protected from dust.

H. FURNITURE AND PROPERTIES - These should be collected,
stored and Inventoried. Borrowed items should be handled

with special care.

I. SOUND EFFECTS - If phonograph records dre used, they
should be checked for clearness. If a certain stop on

the record is desired it should be marked with a dot of

waxed crayon. When a great many sound effects are used
it is best to record them on a tape recorder.

UNDERSTANDING THE PLAY

The basic framework of a play depends upon conflict. This

conflict may be:

I. man against man
2. man against society or universal forces

3. man against himself

Often the best plays have been built on the third type of

conflict.

The play begins where this contest first appears and ends

when the decision has been made.
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2) The material quoted below includes this ninth grade

English teacher's explanation of how she used cartoons

which were projected on a screen and duplicated for

class-wide distribution in stimulating verbal expression

and introducing subject matter in a way that might create

and maintain a high level of interest among her slow.learn.

ing students. An example of one of the duplicated cartoon.

worksheets is also included.

NO

Lesson on "What's Happening?"

We

A. WRITING LESSON OBJECTIVE

1. Imaginative and descriptive writing

B. CURRICULUM CONTENT
I. Writing a complete sentence

2. Paragraph development

C. DISCUSSION TOPIC
1. Making friends

2. Getting along with others

D. MATERIALS
I. Overhead projector, and duplicating machines.

E. COMMENT
Cartoon figures were clipped from a magazine adver-

tisement. The questions used as a writing base

were written on the transparency during the discuss-

ion. Ths students were asked to create a story about

the pictures, and to explain what was happening in

the cartoon sequence; to include a description of

the people, where they Wed, their relationship,

conversation, etc.
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1. Who are these people? Haw old are they? What are

they like? What kind of people are they?

2. What do they look like? What are they wearing?

3. What are they doing? Why are they doing it?

What's happening?
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3) The material quoted below describes another lesson

which utilized duplicating and audio-visual equipment to

develop student-centered activities in which disadvantaged

ninth graders were encouraged to become aware of the world

around them while acquiring basic skills re1)ted to the

general objectives of the English curriculum.

The attached article from Scope magazine was read and

discussed. The front cover of the magazine, a symbolic
Christmas card, was used as a visual representation of

suggestion, imagery and concise expression.

The transparency was then placed on the overhead project-

or, and the poem read and discussed. The poem used for

the transparency was clipped from an old magazine.

The assignment given was to observe some particular

person at home, and some of their curious habits, then

to compose a poem about that person and his habits.

An alternative was given if the poetry assignment seemed

too difficult. A brief sketch about the person observed

was considered icEeptable.

"the world is changing. . . and"

"I never firth anything," says 17-year-old Toni Bonica.

"I don't know why."

Until last June, Toni was as quick to quit school or a

job, as she was to walk out of a movie she didn't like.
it was then that she found out about the Neighborhood

Youth Corps. Through it, she got a job with the Knicker-
bocker Creative Theatre Foundation in New York City.

At the Knickerbooker Theatre, Toni helps design sets and

costumes. She gets paid $32 a week for doing what she

enjoys. While she is supposed to work six hours a day,

she works many more.

"A lot of the kids put in extra time," she says, "especially

when a show is on. But we all like it."

Tonl's desk is covered with half-finished drawings and

paintings. She taught herself most of what she knows

about art and design.

"I want to go to art ,,chool," she says. "But I'm afraid

to, because I might not have enough talent. Then I'd

feel lousy. Also, I don't know whether to draw, or paint,

or sculpture. I like figures, and I'm probably best at

that. I like people. I can copy pictures well, but 1
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don't like to do that. I don't want to copy something
someone else has done. I want to:create."

Toni also likes to write. She has written a number of
poems. Here is one of her favorites:

Hi there, Junior!
He gets his head together, so he calls it.
(He has no other way of doing it, poor little boy.)
He gets high, higher than the sky,
Better, bigger, stronger than you or I.

Hey Junior, what's happening?
Why, you laughing? Laughing at me?
You're always goofing.
Say, listen, where are you going?
I'll catch you here,
In five or ten years -- right here.
That's what's happening, Junior, little boy.

"When I'm writing a poem," she says, "it's as though
there's music to it in my head. 1 can't remember the
tunes later. They just come to me when I'm writing."

Toni's mother and father were divorced when Toni was
four. Her mother is a piece worker in a factory. Her
sister Josephine, 19, is a model.

"She used to draw all the time," Toni says. "She's the
one who started me draw:..g. 1 worked a lot with clay,

too. Remember animal crackers? I used to take clay and
sculpture animals like that.

"I like animals, especially dogs. But when I was small

I couldn't have a dog. You have to feed them, and our
money was low. Animals are so different from people,
because they have no prejudices. You can be poor and
your clothes can be ripped. But if you have a dog, the

dog doesn't know you're poor. You could be a millionaire
and the dog would still love you the Fame way. People

could learn a lot from watching animals."

.,

Through seventh grade, Toni Bonica was an honor roll
student with a 98 average. "1 loused up in eighth

grade," she says. "I had an appendix operation, and
I was out for two months. When I went back, I had to

make up the work and still keep up with the class. It

was hard, and I just quit trying. So 1 was left back."

Toni repeated eighth grade, but was bitter about it.
In the middle of the ninth grade, she switched to another
school. She stayed for two months.
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"Then I just cut out," she says. "I got a job as a
A)iller typist -- and I hate math! I couldn't type
either. I don't why they hired me. I guess I made a

nice impression - neat and all.

"At first, I only typed about 24 words a minute, but it
started getting better. I brought home $42 the first week,
and $46 the second week. And then a month later, I quit.

Why? The manager wanted to train me for the business, but
that wasn't what i wanted to do."

(See attached page)

Teacher: Mrs. V. Pell
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Junior High School - Art

1) The following material is quoted from an art teacher's

account of how an assignment given as part of the regular

art curriculum was used as a take-off point for discussions

on intergrou- relations topics. It is a particularly good

example of the generalization that any subject matter in

the school can be made personally and socially significant

for students and can take on additional ulife" by rela-

ting it to real situations and problems with which
teachers and students all too frequently are unwilling

to concern themselves.

Art and intergroup relations are a wonderful combination.

There are so many ways in which to tie them together,

but what project to use and just how to use it (instead

of just talking about it) is another problem. My assist-

ant and 1 sat down and discussed many possibilities ----

our conclusions were:

a. To use the 5th hour, 7th grade art class.

b. To do contour cuttings using black, brown, yellow and

white construction paper on assorted colored construc-

tion paper backgrounds.

c. To discuss the words intergroup, relations, culture,

groud(s), differences and whatever word or words that

might come up during the discussion.

d. To find famous works of art which portray varieties

of groups and show these to the class plus cut out

pictures from magazines of people and place them

on the bulletin board.

e. To display the work of the class om the bulletin board

f. To have a final discussion on the completed project A

after the projects have been displayed upon the

bulletin board.

How Contour Cutting Is Done:

1. Each student is given several half sheets of

construction paper in the colors of black, brown, white

and yellow.

2. Each student is given a pair of scissors.

3. A student is then chosen to pose in front of the class.

4. The class is then instructed to take one half sheet

of construction paper in one hand and a pair of scissors

in the other hand, look directly at the model and cut

out the contour outline of the model without looking down

to see what he is cutting out.
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5. Each student receives a chance to model once.

6. After all cuttings are made the students placed their

contour cuttings on assorted sheets of 9"xlP construction

paper.

These were placed in a pleasing order on the construction

paper and glued down securely.

Subsequent Discussion on lntergraLrelations:

During the discussion in the classroom the students did

not hesitate to express their feelings toward other

groups. They talked freely and without embarrassment

when asked what they were (race) and what color would

represent them when they were using colored construction

paper in contour cutting. "Pumping" on the meanings of

some words had to be done by both my assistant an'd myself,

but eventually we arrived at definitions of some

important terms.

2) The art teacher, who prepared the following page of

material,found that duplicating equipment could be a

primary resource in helping her communicate the content

of the art curriculum to her students. Duplicated sheets

were used to explain, illustrate, and demonstrate hmpor-

tant concepts and materials, to administer quizzes, tests,

and informative exercises, to provide students with

glossaries of key terms, and to communicate instructions

in how to study for or carry out their assignments in

the subject. The examples included below represent

only a very small portion of the materials prepared by

the teacher. Having retained the master stencils, by

the end of the year the teacher had put together an

extensive file of instructional materials which could

be drawn on again and again in subsequent years.

In the words of the teacher, duplicated assignment

sheets proved particularly useful because:

a. there is little blackboard space in the room.

b. each child should have an assignment right in front

of him at all times.

c. when a student is absent, the assignment can be

easily given when he returns

d. the steps in the assignment can be carefully,

clearly, and permanently listed.

"I have found,"she added, "that students do like the

assignment sheets. When I now give an assignment without

a sheet, they feel lost."
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NAME
HOUR 7

WHAT IS A MOSAIC? A picture made of a variety of sizes

of construction paper - glued apart

from each other.

Example:
Space of air between
pieces of construction
paper.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR MOSAIC:

1. PLAN your design using either Animals or The Circus

on 9"x12" newsprint.
2. Have design checked and okayed.

3. Transfer design to good paper by blacking back of

paper with your pencil.

4. Choose your colors and cut a few squares.(construction

paper).

5. Glue your squares in place.

6. After you are glued on all of your colored squared

outline with a narrow black construction paper line.

7. Finish and turn in for a possible 150 points.

*Make sure your work is neat
and keep in mind would you be proud

to show your work in the show case.*

ALPHABET LETTERING

NAME

MATERIALS NEEDED:

SCISSORS, GLUE, PAINT, AAGAZINES, PIECE OF WHITE CARD-

BOARD

PROCEDURE IN DOING PROJECT

1. Choose one of the letters of the alphabet.

A
1110

0

P



2. Choose an object which would represent your chosen
letter -- Exalple: An Animal

3. Make an outline drawing of your object

4. Have AcisIgn okayed.

,5. Transfer design onto cardboard.

6. Get a magazine and cut out your letter to fill in
center of your outline drawing.

Example: If your :letter was B - You would cut out
all Bs.

7. Outline your drawing with paint.

8. Glue in your letters.

*Make sure you .indicate your letter on your
design - Example B is for

9. Turn in for point grade - Possible 100 points.
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NAME
SHEET #1

PRIMARY C. SFrONDARY COLORS

Color with crayons the primary and secondary colors with
the proper colors and label.

SIGN YOUR NAME BELOW FOR GLUE, SCISSORS OR A BRUSH

SCISSORS GLUE
1. 1.

2. 27

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. BRUSHES

7. 1.

8. 2.

9. 3.

io. 4.

CROSS OFF YOUR NAME WHEN. YOU RETURN THE BORROWED OBJECT

- .58



WORD PLAY

NAME

7th-8th grade - Hour 1

Think of a word in which you can illustrate or play up
into a picture. See the examples below.

s-s-S-STIATTER
CIDO A

4......iii,44

v 044,444

Equipment needed: Ink(india) or tempera paint
Lettering pens or paint brushes
White paper or construction paper

Steps in making up your WOOD PLAY
1. Plan your design ----- plan at least 6 designs
2. Have your design checked and okayed.
3. Make sure your lettering is perfect
4. Use the lettering book if needed.

5. Transfer your design to good paper.
6. Ink or paint, use other or different colors of con-
struction paper if it makes your WORD PLAY in a better
design.

7. Finish and turn in to be graded . . . . 100 points possible.

ExEcutu,,,

i cic. ''Ci 5 i V3

_02. C)ev
44).1.%.

5R6RT .

FAT

..
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USING PERSPECTIVE

NAME

HOUR

When you make a picture, you often want to make some
things look close and other things look far away. To
make them look right, you need to draw them in perspect-
ive. In the drawing below, you wili find that pone-point
perspective has been used. All lines that are actually
are made vertical in the drawing. But all the horizontal
lines slant until they seem to meet at_a_poiht on the
horizon. This point is called the vanishing point.
Find the horizon line and the vahishing point in the
drawing below. Objects, such as trees, look smaller as
they are nearer the horizon line. Make a drawing of a
noad, a street, or a railroad track, using ont-point
perspective. Remember to draw tall ob'ects in the front
of the picture and smaller objects far away.

Use pencil to do your drawings. Decide which things in
the picture are to be near you. By drawing lines from
the corner of the things you are showing, you can deter-
mine how they will appear as they go back into the
picture.
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The following picture was drawn with what is known as
two-point perspective. It is easier to draw buildings
from the corner angle when two-point perspective is
used. The line which goes across the upper part of the
picture is called the horizon line. On the horizon line
you will find two points marked V.P. - vanishing point.

All lines for the right side of the building lead to the
vanishing point on the right. All lines for the left
side of the building lead to the vanishing point on the
left.

The corners of the building are drawn with vertical lines.
Draw a box using two point perspective. To make one
side of the box longer than the other side, draw that
vertical line farther from the front corner than you
draw the other vertical line.

Traditionally there are two related systems of perspect-
ive: linear perspective, which is based on the relative
diminution in the apparent size of the objects as they
are located at greater distance from the viewing point;
and aerial perspective, which is based on the apparent
change in color and distinctness of objects viewed at
a distance.

Although complicated geometrical schemes have been de-
vised from linear perspective the general principle is
simple, It depends principally on two conditions: the
level of our eye when viewing a scene of object, which
determines the "horizon" and our distance from the object.
Note the difference in eye level can change the effect
of a composition.

aPIMIS 1,...

4-61
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MONTAGE

NAME
HOUR 4 & 7

DEFINITION OF A MONTAGE:

1. Find interesting pictures and cut out of magazines.

2. Combine into an interesting picture, but, DO NOT GLUE

ANYTHING.

3. Have your design checked for arrangement of magazine

pictures.
4. GLUE pictures into place.

5. Finish and turn in for a grade of a possible 100 pts.

CAUTION - BE CAREFUL OF THE FOLLOWING:

1. Check arrangement or placement for movement of

line and color.

2. Does your design or arrangement of your picture

look nice together?

3. Would you hang your picture up and be proud of it?

CHOOSE YOUR PICTURES CAREFULLY - PICK INTERESTING PICTURES

PICK INTERESTING COLORS - BRIGHT, EXCITING, FUN COLORS

NAME
HOUR 5

RECORD COVER DESIGNS

Size 33 1/3 LP
Subject - eopular Singers of Instrumental groups.

Measurement of cover size - 12ix12i"

PROCESS OF DESIGNING YOUR COVER:
1T Plan design - make simple - try not to use faces

of people - musical instruments, abstract (modern)

designs, etc.

2. Jaye design okayed.

3. Transfer onto good paper (cardboard)

4. Go over lines lightly so you may see your lines.

5. Decide upon what you are going to paint and what

you are going to do in construction paper.

6. When finished turn in for a total of 150 POINTS.
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CAUTION:

LETTERING -- Use your Guide Lines

MAKE YOUR DESIGNS MOVE - Not just sit there.

If
C people wAntthis cover was up .....PW, 1'5141 would

to buy it.

All IMP

COLOR - Make your colors alive with action and

movement.

c....-a c.,--.3 v.,.. ..c.---D--c....--)

Teacher: Miss A, Phillips
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APPENDIX A

Content of the Saturday...Training Sessions

Fit.:21-5.2121E!:_atalTDLIL.J.91§,

8:00 - 8:45 - D. Levine: Statement and Review of Purpose and
Operation of Overall Program

8:45 - 8:55 - R. Doll: Administration of School Profile Ques-

tionnaire
8:55 - 9:30 - R. Doll: "Analysis of Problems and Prac-

tices in Using and Preparing
Consumable Materials"

9:30 - 9:45 - Coffee
9:45 -10:30 - Registration for Course Credit by Teachers.

Instruction in Using Special Equipment Given
to Undergraduate Assistants (Includes presen-
tation by commercial representative)

10:30-11:15 - Instruction in Using Special Equipment Given
to Teachers. (Includes presentation by com-

mercial representative)
Discussion with Undergraduates on Their Role
and Function. (Includes presentation by Harold
Frye, an undergraduate assistant during the
fall semester, 1965-1966)

11:20-11:35 - D. Levine: Instruction on Administering Socio-
gram and Teacher Pupil Relationship
Inventory

11:40-12:45 - Film: Marked for Failure
12:45- 1:00 - Discussion of Film
1:00 - 1:05 - Staff: Closing Remarks

Second Session - February 12 1966

8:00 - 9:10 - R. Doll: Presentation: "Examples and Analysis
of Consumable Materials for Various
Grade Levels"

9:10 - 9:55 - Teachers: Discussion in three grade-level dis-
cussion groups (primary, intermedi-
ate, upper); Undergraduate assis-
tants meet in discussion group with

staff

9:55 -10:10 - Coffee
10:10-10:20 - D. Levine: General Remarks and Announcements

10:10-10:30 - Large Group Discussion
11:10-12:30 - Teachers and assistants work on preparing mate-

rials
11:10-11:30 - Primary teachers and their assistants intro-

duced to additional equipment
11:30-12:05 - Intermediate teachers and their assistants in-

troduced to additional equipment
12:05-12:35 - Upper-grade teachers and their assistants in-

troduced to additional equipment
12:35- 1:00 - Discussion of problems and possibilities as-

sociated with preparation of materials



8:00 - 8:45 - D. Levine: "Using Expendable Materials to
Interest and Learn More about
Students"

8:45 - 9:30 - Dr. Paul Bowman: "Materials and Approaches
Which Have Proved Successful
With Disadvantaged Students"

9:30 - 9:45 - Quoction fAr Dr. Bnwmnn
9:45 -10:00 - Coff ee

10:00-11:00 - R. Doll: "Examples and Analysis of Identi-
fication and Image Stories"

11:00-12:00 - Teacher work on Identification and Image
Stories; Discussion Group Meeting of Under-
graduate Assistants

12:00-12:45 - Marvin Elmore: "Materials Utilized in the
West Junior High School
Common Learnings Team
Teaching Experiment"

12:45- 1:00 - D. Levine: Review to Date

E2arplustagon -March......1 66

8:00 - 9:10 - George Phillips: '/be Use of the Opaque Pro-
jector in the Presentation
of Consumable Material"

9:10 - 9:55 - Discussion
955 -10:10 - Coffee
10:10-10:45 - Mrs. Marjorie DeVries: "An Approach to Using

Consumable Materials in the
Primary Gfades

10:45-11:15 - Russell Doll: "Problems Encountered in the Use
of Consumable Materials and Sug-
gestions for Institute Sessions"

11:15-12:30 - Work on Materials
12:30- 1:00 - Mrs. Alta Trutzel: "Methods and Consumable Mate-

rials in a Primary Grade
Project."

Fifth Session - March 12, 1966

8:00 - 8:50 - D. Levine: "Introduction to Program in Coming
Weeks and Distribution of Dupli-
cated Material"

8:50 - 9:30 - Shirley Fulda: "Examples of Language Arts Ex-
periments in a Switzer Sixth-
Grade Classroom"

9:35 - 9:50 - Coffee

9:50 10:20 - Mrs. Russell and Mrs. Cunningham: "Examples of
sing Duplicated Materials in Follow-

up on Field Trips"



Fifth Session - March 12 1966 (Cont'd.)

10:20-11:30 - Mr. Henry Infante and three additional repre-
sentatives of the Mexican-American Organization
for Progress:

Mrs. Rot: "How Teachers can be Sensitive to
the Needs of the Mexican-American
Child"

Mrs. Robles: "A Parent's View of the Mexican-
American Child and his Reaction
to School and Society"

Miss Rodriquez: "Concerrs for Social Justice
Among Mexican-Americans"

Discussion
11:30-11:50 - Distribution of Materials and Free Discussion
11:50- 1:00 - Films: Brotherhood of Man

Color of Man
One People

Picture In Nour Mind

Sixth Session - March 26, 1966

8:00 - 9:00 - Dan Levine: "The Psychology of Low-Income
Minority Groups n an Affluent
Society, and its Implications
for Curriculum Materials in the
School".

9:00 - 9:45 - Discussion
9:45 - 10:00- Coffee
10:00-10:45 - R. Doll: Review of Work to date
10:45-12:15 - Work on Materials

12:15-12:35 - Report from Committee of Undergraduate Assis-
tants

12:35- 1:00 - Announcements, distribution of materials and
supplies, group planning- for future sessions.

Seventh Session:- April 2, 1966

8:00 - 8:45 - G. Phillips: "Using Audiovisual Aids to Sup-
port Instructional Objectives."

8:45 - 9:00 - Questions
9:00 - 9:10 - D. Levine: Announcements
9:10 - 9:30 - R. Doll: Review of Work to date (Conclusion)
9:30 - 9:50 - Coffee
9:50 -11:25 - Dan Levine: "Choosing and Utilizing Multi-

Ethnic Materials and Materials on
the History and Status of Minority
Groups"

11:25-12:30 - Work on materials, examination of multi-ethnic
materials, and Instruction on equipment.

12:30- 1:00 - Discussion
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Eishth Session - April j, 1966

8:00 - 8:30 - D. Levine: "Policy Encouragement from the Cen-
tral Office on Departing from the
Standard Curriculum"

8:30 - 9:15 - R. Doll: "Dynamics of Teaching in a Disadvan-
tagel School: Maintaining Enthusi-
asm in the Inner-City School"

9:15 - 9:30 - Comments and Discussion
9:30 - 9:45 - Coffee
9:45 -11:00 - R. Doll: "A Step-By-Step Demonstration of How

to Modify and Prepare Curriculum
Materials in Carrying Out Our Pro-
ject"

11:00-12:50 - Grade-level groups work on preparing and modi-
fying materials.

12:50- 1:00 - Review and Discussion

larah.assion;:. S a t

8:00 - 9:00 - R. Doll: "Building Lessons on Comic Books and
Other Materials Familiar to Low-
Income Youngsters," "Demonstration
on Supplementing Lessons with
Magazine Pictures."

9:00 - 9:15 - Questions and Discussion
9:15 -10:00 - Carol Duncan: 'Teacher-Constructed Materilals

to Build Self-Image."
10:00-10:15 - Coffee
10:15-11:15 - Marvin Elmore and Edith Stenson: "Involving

Children in Writing and Producing
Plays Based on Published Stories."

11:15-11:30 - Planning for work on materials
11:30-12:45 - Work on materials
12:45- 1:00 - Planning and Discussion

Tenth Session - May 7th, 1966

8:00 - 9:15 - R. Doll: "Understanding the Neighborhood of
Disadvantaged Youth"

9:15 - 10:00- Grade Level Discussions on Possible Approaches
to Preparing Materials

10:00-10:15 - Coffee
10:15-11:00 - Mrs. Lena O'Neal: "Examples of Projects and

Activities to Broaden the
Horizon of Disadvantaged
Youth"

11:00-11:45 - Robert J. Havighurst: "Learning Potential in
Disadvantaged Youth: The Case for
Continued Commitment"

11:45-12:45 - Work on Materials
12:45- 1:00 - Planning for next meeting.



Eleventh Session - May 14, 1966

8:00 - 9:15 - Harriet Guthrie: Group Discussion on the Teach-
ing of Reading.

9:15 -10:15 - Ruth Illmer: "Language Development and Reading
Readiness"

10:15-10:30 - Coffee
10:30-11:30 - Ruth Illmer: "Language Development through

Puppetry"
11:30-12:45 - Work Groups for construction of Puppets

1st and 2nd grade teachers, Group 1) Work in
3rd and 4th grade teachers, Group 2) room 104
5th and 6th grade teachers, Group 3) Work in
7th and 8th grade teachers, Group 4) room 106

12:45- 1:00 - Announcements and Questions

Twelfth Session - Mav 21, 1966

8:00 - 8:30 - G. Phillips: "The Practical Use of Audio-
Visual Aids to Answer Teaching Problems"

8:30 - 9:00 - D. Levine: "Modifying Children's Language
Without Harming Their Self-Concepts"

- R. Doll: "Teacheri4 Reactions to the Use of
Comic Books to Teaching Language Arts"

9:00 - 9:45 - Juanita Musser: "Involvement of the Faculty
in the Neighborhood: Home Visitations"

9:45 -10:00 - Coffee
10:00-11:00 - Marvin Elmore: "Using Student Magazines in

the Teaching of the Language Arts"
- Miss Phillips: "Consumable Materials Approach

in Art Education"
1100-11:10 - Miss Douglas: "The Uses of the Identification

Story with a Group of Slow. Learners"
11:10-11:30 - Miss Russell: "Examples of Approaches to

Language Arts Instruction with the Use
of Comic Books"

11:30-12:45 - Work on materials
12:45- 1:00 - Announcements and Discussion

Thirteenth Session - June 4, 1966

8:00 - 8:20 - G. Phillips: "Audio Visual Aids and Instruc-
tional Practices: Looking Ahead to Next
Semester"

8:20 - 8:50 - Wilma Cunningham: "Dramatizing Curriculum
Material to Stimulate Language Usage"

8:50 - 9:15 - Marjorie Rickson: "Use of Consumable Materials
to Build Interest"

9:15 - 9:25 - Shirley Fulda: "Strengthening Self-Concept by
Means of a Field Trip"

9:25 - 9:35 - Coffee
9:35 - 10:20 - Qmestionnaire



Thirteer_AILSession...1.1966 Cont'd.)

10:20-11:20 - D. Levine: "Review of Our Work This Semester"

11:20-12:05 - Formation and Meeting of Committees for Future
Planning

12:05-12:30 - R. Doll: "Strengthening Communication Between
Student and Teacher"

12:30- 1:00 - Review

Oh 1044riuult.==mm " e- lavy

8:00 - 8:45 - D. Levine: Review of previous semester and
preview of coming semester

8:45 - 9:45 - Teachers meet in pairs with their aides for
planning and clarification of assignments.

9:45 -10:00 - Coffee
10:00-11:15 - Aides work on learning to use the equipment

Teachers' Committee reorganized to incorporate

new participants;
Committees meet to prepare schedule and plans
for the semester.

11:15-12:00 - G. Phillips: "Principles to keep in Mind in
Using Audiovisual and Related

Equipment"
12:00-12:45 - Small group discussion on manifestation of

self-concept and intergroup relations prob-
lems in the classroom.

12:45- 1:00 - Reports from the small group and le.rge group
discussion.

Fifteenth Session - October 1 1966

8:00 - 9:00 - Planning: Committees and Physical Arrangements

9:00 - 9:45 - R. Doll: "Perspectives on Integration in
School and Society"

9:45 -10:00 - Coffee
10:00-10:45 Rcbert Wheeler: "Plans to Improve the

Education of Disadvantaged Youth
in the Kansas City Schools:

(Meeting of Teachers' Committees

10:45-11:45 (

(Aides Work on Equipment
(Meeting of Aides

11:45-12:45 - (
(Teachers Work on Equipment

12:45- 1:00 - D. Levine: "Focus on Human Relations in the
Westside Workshop"



Sixteenth Session - October 15, 1966

8:00 - 8:30 - R. Doll: "Uses, Abuses, and Pitfalls of the

I.Q. Test"
8:30 - 9:30 - D. Levine: "Overview of the Remaining Semester:

Interrelations Between Intellectual
and Social Efftlets of Poverty, and
their Implications for a Human

Relations Curriculum"
9:30 - 9:45 - Coffee
9:45 -:1:45 - Teachers working on AV Equipment; Meeting of AIdes
10:45-11:45 - Aides working on AV Equipment; Teqchers Working

on Classroom Materials
11:45-12:40 - Committee meetings; Student Aides working on

Mat.ials for Teachers
12:40- 1:00 - Announcements and Large Group Planning

Seventeenth Session - October 22. 1966

8:00 - 9:15 - D. Levine: "Specific Curriculum Activities
to Implement Broad Human Relations

Objectives: Rationale and Examples"

9:15 - 9:45 - Mrs. MaryBeth Swartz: "Human Relations Projects
Underway and Completed at Southeast
Junior High School"

9:45 -10:00 - Coftte
10:00-11:15 - Committee Reports
11:15-12:00 - Work on Materials in Teachers' Room - Aides

Assist
12:00-12:50 - G. Phillips: "Proper Use of Audiovisual Equip-

ment to Accomplish Instructional
Objectives"

12:50- 1:00 - Discussion and Preview

Eighteenth Session - October 29, 1966

8:00 - 9:15 - D. Levine: "Examples of Specific Lessons for
Improving the Se;f Concept of
Minority Group Students"

9:15 - 9:30 - Film: Man and His Culture

9:30 - 9:45 - R. Doll: "Causes of Prejudice and Their Im-
plications for Classroom Teaching"

9:45 -10:00 - Coffee
10:00-11:15 - Small and Large Group Discussions on Classroom

Contrc, and Motivation
1!:15-12:00 - Committee Meetings - Aides with Dan Levine

12:00-12:45 - Work on Materials
12:45- 1:00 - Announcements and Group Planning
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Nineteenth Session - November 12, 1966

8:00 - 8:15 - Attendance - Collection of Papers
8:15 - 8:30 - D. Levine: "Commercial transparencies and

transparency prints dealing with
intergroup relations"

8:30 - 9:15 - R. Doll: "Finding and Using Consumable Mate-
rials for the Disadvantaged"

9:15 - 9:55 - Teacher Committees - Aides Meet
9:55 -10:20 - roffAP
10:20-12:00 - Diane Edwards: "An Experimental Psychologist's

Suggestions for Motivating
Pupils and Controlling Class-
room Behavior"

12:00-12:40 - Work on Materials
12:40- 1:00 - Closing - G. Phillips

Twentieth Session - November 19, 1966

8:00 - 8:30 - Group Planning: Use of Equipment and Selec-
tion of Dates for Subsequent Meetings

8:30 - 8:50 - Dr. Edwin Bailey: "Bringing About Improved
Standards in Inner City
Schools"

8:50 - 9:15 - Small Group Discussion - Teachers by Grade
Level, Aides with Staff

9:15 -10:00 - Large Group Discussion of Previous Hour's Work
10:00-10:30 - Coffee
10:30-11:30 - Materials
11:30-12:00 - Committees
12:00-12:25 - Small Group Discussion of the Use of Psycho-

logical Principle. Classroom Control
12:25- 1:00 - Large Group Discussion of the Use of Psycho-

logical Principles in Classroom Control

Twenty-First Session - December 3, 1966

8:00 - 8:30 - Announcements, Planning and Review
8:30 -10:15 - Presentation of Projects on Intergroup Rela-

tions Lessons & Materials: Mrs. Pell, Mrs.
Soard, Mrs. Fulda, Mr. Lowe, Mrs. Duncan

10:15-10:30 - Coffee
10:30-12:00 - Meeting of Committees with George Phillips

and Russ Doll and work on materials.
Individual Teachers meet in classrooms with
Dan Levine to discuss projects
Aides examine materials with multi-ethnic
and/or remedial content.
10:30-11:00 Comic book committee - Doll

Field Trips - Phillips
Other committees work on
materials in room. Student
Aides examine published mate-
rial



Twenty-First Session - December, 3 1966 (Cont'd.)

11:00-11:30 Identification and Image Stories -
Doll

Mechanical Aids - Phillips
Other committees, same as above.

11:30-12:00 Encouraging Verbal Expression -

Doll

Multi-Ethnic Materials - Phillips
Other committees same as above,
EVEPT Student Aides will now go
to assist teachers in their rooms.
Teachers who are meeting at this
time, please leave work for aides.

12:00-12:50 - D. Levine: "Research on Racial Awareness in
Children and Its Implications for
Teaching the Disadvantaged."

12:50- 1:00 - Discussion of future activities.

Twenty-Second Session - December 101J 1966

8:00 - 8:15 - Collection of Assignments
8:15 - 9:15 - Discussion: "Principles of Classroom Learning

and Discipline" by Bereiter and
Engelmann

9:15 - 9:30 a Recording of "modern folk songs" by Lou Rawls
9:30 - 9:45 - Coffee

9:45 -10:30 - Discussion of following-up the project.
9:45 -10:00 General Remarks on the future of

the project
10:00-10:40 Discussion by grade levels
10:40-11:10 Large Group Discussion

11:10-11:50 - Committee Work - Aides meet with Dan Levine
11:50-12:40 - Work on Materials
12:40- 1:00 - Planning subsequent sessions

Twenty-Third Session - December 17, 1966

8:00 - 8:10 - Opening
8:10 - 9:20 - Discussion on standards and grading in schools

8:20 - 8:30 Dan Levine - Introduction
8:30 - 9:10 Small Groups by Grade Level
9:10 - 9:20 Large Grcup

9:20 -10:15 - Dr. A. L. Campbell - "Using Auxiliary Personnel
in Low-Income Schools"
(presentation for teachers)

Undergraduate Assistants view "Brotherhood ol
Man" film and discuss ways to teach intergroup
relations

10:15-10:30 - Coffee
10:30-11:45 - Teachers discuss follow-ups to the project

Undergraduate Assistants discuss problems in
teaching the disadvantaged
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Twenty-Third Session - December 17, 1966 (Cont'd.)

11:45-12:15 - 'The Negro in American History" (new film strip
and phonograph record available through the
Board of Education)

12:15- 1:00 - D. Levine: "Current Research on Mexican-
Americans and Its Implications
for Teaching in Disadvantaged
Neighborhoods"

Twenty-Fourth Session - Januar- 7 1967

8:00 - 8:20 - Opening statements
8:20 - 9:40 - Presentations of Participants' Projects

Mrs. Soard Mr. Elmore
Miss Phillips Mrs. Duncan
Mrs. Rickson Mrs. Dean
Mrs. Dameron

9:40 -10:00 - Coffee
10:00-11:00 - Larry Cuban: 'The Cardozo Project and Its

Implications for Others"
11:00-11:50 - Teachers: Meet by grade level groups to discuss

follow-up
Aides: General Discussion

11:50-12:00 - Announcements, planning
12:00-12:25 - D. Levine: "Additional Examples of Materials

for Teaching About Mexican Heritage"
12:25 - Adjourn due to lack of heat in the building.

Twenty-Fifth Session - Saturday, January 14, 1967

8:00 - 8:10 - Opening
8:10 - 8:40 - Questionnaires
8:40 - 9:00 - R. Doll: "Maintaining Personal Satisfaction As

An Inner City Teacher"
9:00 - 9:30 - Housekeeping (Collecting Books, etc.)
9:30 - 9:45 - Coffee
9:45 -10:15 - Discussion of Larry Cuban's Letter
10:15-11:00 - Discussion of follow-up of Institute
11:00-12:00 Teacher Committee Meetings

11:00-11:30 - (Student Aides in Small Groups
11:30-11:50 - (Student Aides in Large Groups
11:50-12:00 - (Recommendations of Aides on the Conduct of

In-Service Training Programs
12:00-12:30 - D. Levine: "A Typology of Human Motivation and

Its Implications for the Teacher
of Disadvantaged Youth"

12:30-12:45 - G. Phillips: "Review on Audiovisual Aspects
of the Project"

12:45- 1:00 - D. Levine: "General Review of the Project"
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APPENDIX B

roach on Which the Institute Was Based*

Considerations Involving Appropriateness of
Instructional Materials

Students who are members of minority ethnic and racial groups
face special learning problems created by the fact that until
very recently commercial material designed to include models
with which they could easily identify was almost entirely un-
available, and even now such material is limited and costly.
Minority-group youngsters generally have a poor self-image
of themselves that is a product of historical and sociologi-
cal forces over which they have no control.1 This poor self-
image is reinforced by instructional materials which neglect
or even implicitly ridicule minority-group citizens,2 and the
poor self-image soon leads to self-contempt which generates
hostility and resentment directed both at oneself and the
school.3 It was the centrality of this problem which led
Benjamin S. Bloom to argue that "projects should be encouraged
which would translate the curriculum goaAs of the school
into the idiom of the minority culture."'" Children can be
exposed to successful representatives of their minority
group in person, in print, and by verbal description.
While commercial materials should be utilized to their
fullest in accomplishing this goal, materials and individu-
als from the child's immediate community are likely to be
even more effective.5 The classroom teacher, therefore,
should play a major Pale in choosing and modifying mate-
rials.

The learning problems of students fnam historically-oppressed
minority groups are further compounded to the extent that
large proportions of them are economically, socially, and
educationally disadvantaged. Although there are few studies
which have put much emphasis on supporting the teacher in
her efforts to find materials and approaches particularly
appropriate for disadvantaged students, there is much theo-
retical and empirical evidence which indicates that doing
so would make an important contribution in improving their
scholastic performance. Many interrelated variables cer-
tainly are involved, but there is reason to believe that
improved instructional material can by itself lead to no-
ticeable increments in performance. A number of researchers
andobservers have remarked on how poorly disadvantaged stu-
dents are prepared to cope with standard materials. Walter
G. Daniel, for example, drew attention to a youngster who
had been unable to add corectly until a frjend explained
that to "carry" sums meant to "tote" them.°

*This appendix is taken from an attachment to the original
proposal.



After visiting inner-city schools in 16 cities, Gertrude

Lewis and Helen Mackintosh were profoundly impressed by the

experiential deficits which make much standard material mean-

ingless to disadvantaged youth:
Teachers had been complaining, the super-
visors said, that they could not reach these

children with the language ordinarily used

in school . . Many children arriving at
school for the first time were unable, ac-
cording to their supervisors, to give their
names; did not know that people or things,

even the most commonplace objects, had nres.

Books and pictures were new experiences.'

It is hard to avoid the conclusion that one of the main fac-

tors responsible for the poor academic performance of disad-

vantaged youngsters is the unsuitability of standard instruc-

tional material- which remain central in inner-city class-

rooms because teachers lack the nesources, the time, and

sometimes the inclination to repla ee them. Considerations
such as these led Deborah B. Wolfe to point out that the

most pressing need in inner-city schools is somehow to "start

with simple situations drawn from the daily life of the pu-

pil."8

The situation as it exists with regard to instructional mate-

rials has been accurately summarized by Marjorie Smiley who

surveyed the research in educating disadvantaged students

in the language arts and concluded that:

Despite extensive studies of sex- and age-related

reading interests of children, almost nothing is

known about the relation of these interests

to children's social-class origin. Studies ap-

plying the method of content analysis to neading

texts and to radio and television programs show

that these materials are middle-class oriented

at best; at worst, contaminated by class, ethnic,

and racial biases.9

Charles Wachner added the observation that too many words in

the "readers are not in the disadvantaged child's speaking

vocabulary . . . Many common words of the primers might as

well be in a foreign language."10

The importance of constructing written materials which build

on the oral language of disadvantaged students is underlined

by most linguists and many reading experts who now believe

that reading comprehension is retarded by lack of correspond-

ence between oral and written language, especially among

beginning readers. The first solid demonstration of thi§,

relationship was necently reported by Robert B. Ruddell."



Despite the inadequacies of the standard materials, it is
not easy to put aside commercial products which often are
quite attractive to the eye, and to evaluate the content
rather than the package. Nevertheless, it is hardly pos-
sible that materials prepared or gathered by a teacher in
an inner-city school could yield results as dismal as most
of the commercial materials now in use, even if the "home-
made" materials lacked the customary refinement and fin-
ished appearance of the standard product. For, as Allison
nAvis h=c nft.-n p^inted nut, "Only school stmffs wh^ knev
children and adolescents, their interests and communities,
can select these new curricular materials."12

These arguments indicate that specially-selected or specially-
prepared consumable-type materials can be more appropriate
than standard instructional materials in teaching disadvan-
taged students. Consumable-type materials have the additional
advantage that they are short. Students whose skills are
slow to develop should be less fearful of materials shorter
and more manageable than the typical book or reader; there-
fore the use of consumable materials will give disadvantaged
students a better chance to gain a sense of accomplishment
by allowing them to coTglete assignments within reasonably
short periods of time.'? Furthermore, the use of consumable-
type-materials is generally encouraged by the growing belief
among reading experts that the need to control basal vocabu-
lary in,the third grade and afterwards has been overempha-
sized.14

Experimental psychologists have found that the inclination
of an organism to attend to unfamiliar stimuli is influ-
enced by the degree of previous experience with similar or
related stimuli.15 A child's unfamiliarity with materials
and his inability to concentrate on and absorb materials
which are extremely foreign to his experience quickly
creates a feeling of frustration and failure in the intel-
lectual tasks he is called on to perform in the school.
Frustration of this sort partly accounts for the fact that
many disadvantaged youngsters respond poorly to their teachers
and fail to take the initiative in classroom activities.lb
The student becomes trapped in a vicious circle in which
repetitive experiences of failure destroy the self-confidence
necessary to achieve success in intellectual tasks.

Bloom, Davis, and Hess examined the educational problems
posed by deprivation and concluded that a major emphasis on
the revision of materials is badly needed. In a comprehen-
sive pamphlet they offered a conclusion which can stand
almost as a summary of all the points made above:

Methods and materials which have served
the average child well do not seem to
help the culturally disadvantaged child
acquire the vital communication and com-
putation skills which are SO necessary
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to achievement of educational goals .
Since he ffbe culturally deprived child/
lacks particular experiences and since
he is at a relatively low level of lin-
guistic development, he is usually not
ready to begin his learning at the same
level and by the same approach as is
characteristic of children from favorable

cultural environments. Unless the school

reshapes its curriculum and methods to
begin with the child where he is, learning
cannot proceed in a fruitful arid meaning-

ful way. Present school practices do not

succeed in overcoming the initial differ-
ences between culturally advantaged and

culturally disadvantaged children. In-

stead, what starts as small measurable
differences in the fir-t grade become larger

larger each year.
18

Rel at

The quality of learning experiences in the classroom is a

critical factor in determining whether desegregation becomes

a positive, a negative, or a neutral force in the achieve-

ment of basic educational objectives in desegregated public

schools. If the general level of achievement is too low to

communicate visible progress toward significant educational

goals, both teachers and students may react with frustration

which in turn results in deterioration in the relationships

between students with differing backgrounds and between stu-

dents and teachers. In such circumstances there is a ten-

dency to identify desegregation as a cause of poor perform-

ance, thereby creating additional hostilities which make it

even harder for students and teachers to work well together

in improving the level of academic performance. In addi-

tion, unless both majority--and minority-group students in

a desegregated school perform at a high level in relation

to their abilities and aspirations, desegregated education--

defined by the United States Supreme Court and the United

States Congress as a crucial variable in the provision of

equal educational opportunity--becomes little more than

an empty gesture which encourages hope and then leads to

despair and disillusionment.

The problem of achieving a high quality of education in

desegregated classrooms is compounded by the facts that

1) a large percentage of minority-group students grow up

in educationally disadvantaged surroundings and 2) de-

spite recent improvements, there are still few instruction-

al materials designed to help minority-group students feel

that the goals and values of the wider society are very

salient to their own lives and situations. The environ-

mental and social handicaps which burden students in
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depressed communities make it very difficult for them to
benefit from standard programs and materials. Yet, almost
everywhere one finds that "a standard approach to curricu-
lum with only minor variations is offered both at the school
where half the students are classified as slow learners be..
cause they need remedial work in reading, and the school
where two-thirds of the students are turning out work which
would be acceptable in many colleges."19 Standard materials
are even less relevant for disadvantaged students who are
also members of minority groups for whom social and economic
discrimination is an additional depressant on achievement
and mobility. It is not at all surprising then, that stan-
dard approaches are proving "unsuccessful with appreciable
numbers"20 of disadvantaged and minority-group students not
only in Chicago, but throughout the nation.

Most teachers are well aware that the great bulk of materials
designed for "standard" school situations is inappropriate
in working with disadvantaged and/or minority-group children.
Given the severe demands on their time and energy, however,
teachers find it very difficult to prepare, select, or otheram
wise acquire suitable materials unless a great deal of extra
support is available. The purpose of the proposed institute
is to provide such support on a systematic basis.

Summary

The mean scores on aptitude tests taken by pupils at Switzer
and West Junior generally have fallen between the twentieth
and the thirtieth percentiles in recent years. The fact
that mean percentiles on reading and achievement tests are
below this range indicates that the instructional materials
and methods are not adequately suited to the needs of pupils
from Kansas City's west side. As noted above, there is still
too little in the way of commercial materials which are very
useful for encouraging the development of good intergroup ne..
lations, and the problem is compounded by the lack of appro.'
priate materials for achieving basic learning skills in a
disadvantaged student population. It is difficult to find
adequate materials aimed at students in culmuoities in
which the problems and cultural patterns are foreign to
those previously or presently experienced by curriculum
specialists employed in the central offices of school dis-
tricts or by commercial companies. Many educators believe,

therefore, that in a disadvantaged school the classroom
teacher is the best judge of what materials and experiences
are likely to be suitable for her particular group of stugs
dents. It is preasely this conclusion which has provided
the rationale for planning-and structuring the institute
herein proposed.
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APPENDIX C

qmestionnaire Administered at the Conclusion

of the Workshop

Which of the suggestions described during the Saturday ses-

sions have you tried in your classroom? How many times have

you utilized each suggestion?

1.

2.

3.

4

I. 1101011011

.10 'WEAN.

Number of Times

What are the major obstacles you have encountered in trying

to utilize these ideas? (Continue on other side if desired.)

1.

2.

3.

....

valorms

Do you feel that any progress has been made during the sem-

ester in overcoming these obstacles? Please explain your

answer.



.,"7"..-"

Do you have any suggestions for overcoming these obstacles?

Please explain.

Regular teachers only

In what ways has your student assistant been most helpful to

you?

2.

3.

4.

Assistantssjitt_

,malIMMO

Which of your teacher aid assignments have been most valuable

to you?

2.

3.

IlmMMINIImon111111110001111161/

411110.11MINI.ON11,

Which of your teacher aid assignments have been least valu-

ahle to you?

I.

2.

3.

All

.1111M.3IN. Vow.

11111.11111111.0011011

...immesamia.a.

Which of the things you have done this semester have been most

helpful to the students in your class?

1.

2



Which, if any, ideas presented during the Saturday meetings

have been mostly new to you?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which, if any, ideas presented during the Saturday meetings

have helped you to clarify your thinking and planning as a

teacher of disadvantaged youth?

2.

If you were just beginning the ,woject father than conclud-

ing it, would you enroll againt Briefly explain your answer.

If we were_starting over, what are the most important changes

you would recommend in the project?

.
2.

11.11101MON.M116.11111111111111/..116

3.



Do you feel that on the whole your school is doing as well

as it might in educating disadvantaged youth? (Check one)

a) not nearly as well as it might . ;

b) less well than it might ; c) about as well as

could be expected : d) better than one would ex-

pect ; e) much better than one would expect .

What kind of outside help or support do you think would be
most useful to you as a teacher on the West Side?

+

Do you think that the help needed by a teacher in your situa-
tion is different than that needed by teachers in other

teaching situations?

Assuming training stipends were available, how interested
would you be in receiving training in how to use the Spanish
language and Spanish-language materials in your instruction?

very interested somewhat interested

not sure not interested opposed to idea .........

Teachers only: please circle appropriate categories

Level : Elementary Junior High

Years of teaching experience: 0-5 6-10 11+

Years of teaching disadvantaged youth: 0-5 6-10 11+

C - Li

,,,,,,,,*.................



APPENDIX D

Suggestions and Illustrations Concerning The Use
of Image and Identification Stories and

The Conduct of Field Trips in the Kansas City Area

The material contained in this appendix has been prepared
by teachers to offer concrete suggestions and guidance on
the topics listed above. It is presented here in the be-
lief that it will be of direct, practical value to other
teachers who may find these topics to be pertinent in
planning their instructional programs.

The body of the appendix consists of the following three
parts:

D. 1: Instructions for Using Identification and
Image Stories and Examples of Identification
and Image Materials Prepared and Used in a
Third Grade Classroom ...Carol Duncan &

Alta Trutzel
D. 2: Cultural Enrichment Trips and Tours in Junior

High Schools, and Information on Possible Tours
in the Kansas City Area. O Johnella D.

Newton
D. 3: Secondary Pre-Vocational Field Trips

Edward R. McCarty



APPENDIX D. 1

Instructions for Using Identification and Image Stories
and

Examples of Identification and Ima e Materials
Prepared and Used in a Third Grade Classroom

Carol Duncan, first grade teacher
and

Alta Trutzel, third grade teacher
Switzer Elementary School
Kansas City, Missouri
September, 1967

SECTION I

Instructions for Using Identification and Image Stories

I. Statement of Purpose
II. What Are Identification and Image Stories?

III. How Are Identification and Image Stories Created?
IV. Why Use Identification and Image Stories?
V. What's Next? Follow-up and Special Uses

Carol Duncan

1. General Statement of Purpose

The purpose of identification and image stories is to supple-
ment or even replace unsuitable existing materials in class-
rooms for disadvantaged or culturally different youth. These
children rank low in both reading level and self-image. Most
current published curriculum materials are not suitable for
the disadvantaged.

Identification and image stories enable the teacher to adapt
existing materials and to construct new ones. There is no
limit to the approach one may experiment with in this area.
Basically, the teacher's job is to reconstruct high interest
level materials for these children who have low reading levels
because of culture anemia.

The main objectives a teacher may hope to attain through the
use of identification and image stories include:

(1) improved progress in reading and related language
areas,

(2) improved school attendance because of higher
interest level,

(3) improved image of himself and his race OT culture.
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II. What Are Identification and ,Image Stories.?

An identification story is created when the teacher uses an
original story or the framework of an existing, previously
written story and freely adapts it to fit her particular
class. The names of the characters in the story are changed
to the names of children in the class. The setting also be-
cnmec realistic when you use the names of local streets,
schools, stores, parks, rivers, and such.

Vocabulary and sentence structure can be changed to fit the
needs of the group. When adapting a story, the teacher may
use synonyms for different words. At the primary level, the
teacher may wish to use a controlled vocabulary. One should
work todard developing as many words as possible from the ap-
proved basic text. These stories can be used along with the
basic text, to supplement the text, or instead of the basic
text.

In identification stories the time barrier can be broken and
imaginations activated. Carlos Hernandez can be a soldier
under General George Washington at Valley Forge. . . Willie
Watts can become the first mate on the Santa Maria for Colum-
bus Rosalinda Rios can attend the sick alongside of
Florence Nightingale . . . or at the primary level DICK and
JANE can come to Gage Park on West Bluff and play with Bobby
Fitchett! The possibilities are endless.

An image story is created when the teacher writes a special
story for use in class to help a particular child or group
of children gain prestige in a positive area. Some of the
facts in the image story are true or partly true. You may
enlarge on the truth if it makes the child sound good.
Image stories can only be written after the teacher has
learned a great deal about a child.

An image tale may be told in rhyme. Little four-line jingles
are especially appealing at the early childhood level. These
sing-song little jingles remind the children of nursery rhymes
and jumping rope chants, but they are personalized to make
them even more pleasing.

One must make image stories with care, for the feelings of
human beings are as fragile as gossamer. The careful word-
ing of just one sentence could mean the difference between
success or despair for a particular individual.
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ow Axe Identification and !ma e Stories Created?

First, you must get to know each child. You can understand

a child only when you really get to know him. Much informa
tion can be gained about an individual child if you:

visit his home,
discover his interests and hobbies
learn about his friends, family, and pets
observe his manners and behavior
note his health and vigor
note his attitudes in class
observe his art work
have him write an autobiography
observe the types of books he selects

note his sets of values

Don't shut off your private "hot-line" with the children by

demanding absolute silence. Keep your ears open and the

children will give you charming ideas for subject matter.
Give them short-answer questionnaires to complete. Make the

questions "leading questions" such as:

(I) If you had $500 to spend, what mould you do with It?

(2) If you were not a child, but an animal, what anis,
mal would you like to be? Why?

(3) Men are you the happiest?

Individual observations may be kept on each student. They

may be kept in files, folders, index cards, or record books.

A record book might look something like this:

SHIRLEY:

RONALD:

MARY:

PETER:

BETTY:

STEVEN:

JOSEPH:

left-handed, likes music, small for ages shy,

II children in family.
speech handicap, has cat named Bobo, broken

home, on free lunch, likes baseball.
speaks Spanish at home, excells in art, Into
much mischief, reads well, likes clothes,
over-age for grade, likes dogs, mother dead,

rides bus to school, needs dental work done,
20/200 vision, cheerful, underweight, reading
handicap, good attitude, likes to cook.
interested in the farm, reads well, poor home

cooperation with school, likes machines.
likes to fly kites, liveswith g.andmother,

extremely disadvantaged, slow learner.

After you get to know the children you are ready to select

materials for them. When selecting a story for adaptation,

one should try to find a subject that will interest almost

every child. Don't worry if some of the students are al.

ready familiar with the story you select. The youngsters

seem to enjoy recognizing something they have heard another

version of previously.
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Positive adventures, of course, are preferable tales, how-
ever, not every story has to have a moral. Why not read
"just for fun" once in a while? Some of the characters
could even get into light mischief at times and perhaps
certain students could more readily identify themselves.

If the story is to be used with a group of children who
have a wide variety of reading levels it is possible to in-

clude a few paragraphs using very simple vocabulary so the
slowest readers can read these parts. Other parts or para-

graphs could include a few difficult words to challenge the

better readers.

IV. Why Use Identification and Imane Stories?

In 1763 Jean-Jacques Rousseau said: "I will venture to say

that I am like no one in the whole world. I may be no bete

ter, but at least I am different." And so are all of our

school children. Some are precocious, some shy, some bright,

some dull, some hungry, and others are stuffed full of

enchiladas. Some are white, some are Negro, some are Mexi.

can, some are rural Americans, some are from broken homes,

some don't speak much English, and others are "down on their

luck." No two of these young people are exactly alike, nor
would we want them to be alike, for individuality is a price."

less commodity.

With all these differences the children's basic needs, dem
sires and drives are still very much alike! They thrive

and grow on tiny bits of success. They respond warmly to

individual consideration and attention. They thrill to

the sight and sound of their own names.

How far back does one start? . . . Just as far back as is

necessary! Some beginners do not even know their own real

names. Here are some examples of nicknames young children

have been used to when they first come to school: Poncho,

Baby Brother, Cha-cha, Prissie, Pumper, Lady Bug, Jojo,

Rabbit, Lucky, Buttons, and Bush. These little children dfd

not honestly know that their names were: James, Charles,

Elizabeth, Willard, Mary Ellen, and etc.

To continue with the self-identification idea, children

enjoy making a "Getting to Know Me" book. Be sure to discuss

who they are, where they live, what color their eyes are,
color of hair, color of skin, date of birth, the number of

children in the family, and any such personal information of

interest to the children. Dittopstrips of paper for the

children to complete such as:

MY NAME IS
1 AM YEARS OLD.

1 GO TO

WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE

11=1

SCHOOL.
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Paste these strips at the bottoms of blank papers and have

the children illustrate their own pages. When several pages
are ready, staple them together and each child then has his
own personalized book. . . .written and illustrated by him-
self. They never seem to tire of reading about themselves
as the subject.

Not all the children in a given classroom need to be repre-
sented in a certain story. One may use different groups of
children in many different stories. Don't select any member
of your class to play the part of a fool or villain. Make
up a fictitious name for such a character so no one in your
class will feel hurt. Vary the children who have the im-
portant parts.

A sociogram can help the teacher see t a glance who is the
"star" of the room and who the children are on the outside
of the popular range. Be sure that an unpopular child gets
an important role to play once in a while. In our first
grade class we constructed a sociogram showing the friend-
ship choices of the thirty-four children in the class.
Seventeen of these children were never selected by other
children when given a choice. These especially need the
boost of a better image. In the sociogram, Bill was the star,
having been chosen five times. Ricky, Joe, Ann, and Bob were
chosen three times by others. These top children could take
minor parts in identification stories and let some of the
less popular children take intermediate roles and lead parts.

Don't worry about the illustrations in the little booklets,
Disadvantaged children generally are able to do as well in
art as more fortunate children, however, they often don't
really know what they themselves look like. If a child
can't seem to get started when drawing himeelf, try using
a full-length mirror. Help him find the basic parts of his
body. He can notice hair, clothing, or missing teeth. Let
him try smiling or sticking out his tongue. Let him take
his crayon box to the mirror and find a crayon which matches
the color of his eyes, hair, skin, and ciothing.

Many young children in disadvantaged areas have never seen
photos of themselves. Individual snap-shots of each child
makg good beginnings for short autobiographies. They love
to point to the photo of themselves and the photos of
friends. The photo helps them to verbalize as well as
visualize.



V. What' Next? . . . Pollow-u and S ecial Uses:

Possible uses of identification and image stories can go on and

on. Children may wish to:

(1) dramatize the stories on a tape recorder.
(2) illustrate the stories in some art media.
(3) make up new endings to the stories.
(4) write sequels to the stories.
(5) make puppet shows from the stories.
(6) list new words learned from the stories.
(7) each have a copy of every special story and make

a little booklet out of it.

Primary children cherish these tales so much that they carry

around their own little story booklets until the edges are

ragged and frayed. They read them over and over again to

themselves, to each other, to friends, to mother, to neigh-

bors, to grandmother, to baby brothers and sisters, dogs,

dolls, or to anyone who will listen.

Individual seatwork sheets can be dittoed to go along with

these identification and image stories. This has more ap-

peal to the children than commercial workbook type materials.

In general, most of the students, at any age level, are ex-

tremely interested in these personalized stories Roy

is a good example; One morning Roy came to school with a

note. His mother wrote that Roy had the tummy ache during

the night and she had tried to get him to stay home from

school that day . . . but he told her that he'd be all right

at school . . . he just couldn't be absent because the story

was about him that day .77573"-To it was! Roy loves his

story. It is a 22x52.129.1 thing . . . not private, mind you,

for Roy's friends ail read about him, too, but it is Roy's

story!



SECTION 11

Examples of Identification and 412.92 Materials

Prepared and Used in a Third Grade Classroom

Alta Trutzel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

HOW About Me?

am w...lemomMMW.01mrswr

am years old.

am in grade .

live with my
have brothers and sisters,

live in a
like to play
get up at o'clock.

eat my breakfast at o'clock.

go to school at o'clock.

eat my lunch at o'clock .

after school.

eat my dinner at o'clock.
after dinner,

go to bed at o'clock .

like to play with .
would like to know

My best friend is

I like my friend because

When I grow up I want to be

I think my teacher is
This is my picture

11

Space Age Prophesy

Valerie will be a teacher
And show others the way,

Cathy wiil be a teacher
And have plenty to say.

Resa will be a nurse
And take care of the sick;

Sheryl will be a nurse
And reach her patient quick

Kevin will be a policeman
To see others do right;

While Daniel will be a fireman
And work with all his might.



Danny will be a doctor
And relieve the sick.

Angela will be a teacher
And work double quick.

Loubertha will be a teacher
And work hard we know.

While Thomas will join the Navy
That's where he wants to go.

Lawrence will join the Marines
Since that's his very first choice,

While Sebastian will be a policeman
And make his friends rejoice.

Ernest will be an FBI man
That's what he wants to be;

While Isaiah will be a doctor
And strive to make us free.

Joe will join the Marines
And welll honor his name;

Gloria will be a nurse
And handle those who complain.

Nency will be a nurse
Sh.: knows it's so swell

To help people in distress
And really make them well.

While Candido a soldier will be
To enlarge the Army for you and for me.

Herbert will join the Navy
And Wesley a horse trainer will be;

While Rickey will be a doctor
Now, you wait and see.

Billy will join the Navy
And Mary a hairdresser neat.

While Larry will be a lawyer
To keep our laws compiete.

Patty, a teacher, will conduct
her class so,

While Jacqueline will help her
with books she doesn't know.

Robert will join the Marines
And help keep us safe on land and sea;

While Lorraine will be a nurse
To help humanity.



Home Citizentija

Resa says in order to be a good citizen in her home she gets

up early and makes the beds.
Thomas says in order to be a good citizen in his home he

washes the family car.
Nancy says she tries to help in her home by burning the trash.

Jacqueline says she helps in her home by washing the dishes.

Ernest says he helps in his home by sweeping the floor.

Candido says he tries to be a Tood citizen in his home by

going to the store.
Robert says he helps in his home by cleaning the yard.

Sebastian says he tries to be a good citizen in his home by

washing dishes.
Isaiah says he washes the truck to show he appreciates a

good home.
Gloria says she washes the dishes to help in her home.

Rickey says he washes the car in order to be a good home

citizen.
Angela says she helps with the housework in her home to show

she's a good home citizen.
Cathy says she makes the beds to show she's a good home

zen.
Loubertha says she washes the dishes to help her mother.

Kevin says he cleans the kitchen to be a good home citizen.

Lorraine says she sweeps the floor to help her mother.

Herbert says he burns the trash.
Billy says he burns the trash and helps with the housework.

Larry says he burns the trash and mops the floors.

Mary says she saves money and helps with the housework.

Tonie says she also helps with the housework.

Patty says she watches the small children while her mother

is working.
Joe says he sweeps the floors and burns the trash.

School Citizenship

To be a good citizen in the classroom, Angela follows the

teacher's directions and works quietly.

Cathy walks in the halls and keeps her voice down.

Loubertha plays carefully on the playground so she and

others won't get hurt.
Kevin doesn't run in the halls.
Lorraine follows school rules.
Sheryl, in order to be a good school citizen, does not

climb on the pipes in the restroom.
Valerie rests during the rest period.
Daniel doesn't push in line.
Resa tries hard to finish her school work.

Thomas is kind to all his classmates.
Jacqueline is quiet in the library.
Ernest is neat in the restroom.
Candido avoids getting germs by not playing around in the

restrooms.
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Robert sits in his seat and doesn't get out of it unless

his teacher tells him to.
Sebastian follows the class rules when going to and from

the school room.
Gloria doesn't skip stairs. -
Nancy helps keep the room neat and clean.
Herbert tries to finish all his schooi work.
Billy tries to be a good classroom leader.
Mary tries to be polite to everyone.
Tonie doesn't touch things she's not supposed to.
Joe helps keep his desk clean.
Larry doesn't interrupt others when they are talking.

Cisy_Citizenship

Resa is a good city citizen because she is qgiet when she
walks on city streets.
Jacqueline is a good city citizen because she watches the
traffic lights as she crosses the streets.
Ernest doesn't play in alleys because it is dangerous.
Robert doesn't throw stones at windows.
Sebastian doesn't play with matches.
Isaiah doesn't fight on the way home.
Gloria goes straight home and doesn't play around
Rickey doesn't play with fire hydrants.
Herbert doesn't bother other people's yards.
Wesley doesn't play in the streets.
Billy reports fires if he sees any.
Nancy keeps her yard neat.
Mary doens't break glass on the city streets or sidewalks.
Joe puts all garbage in the garbage cans.
Cathy does not accept rides from strangers.
Valerie puts ovt campfires after a camp-out.
Loubertha doesn't touch things she's not supposed to.
Kevin encourages his parents to vote.
Daniel doesn't play around other people's cars.
Lorraine respects and obeys policemen and law officers.
Lawrence takes care of the grass on his lawn.
Danny takes care of park property so everyone can enjoy lt.
Angela doesn't touch or injure park flowers and shrubs.
Patty helps younger children across the street.
Larry doesn't throw stones at other children.
Thomas doesn't feed the animals at the zoo unless the sign

says he can.
Tonie doesn't throw trash on the city streets.
Sheryl takes care of her pets and does not let them bother
anyone.

State Citizenshi

Loubertha doesn't break windom to show she's a good state

citizen.
Thomas to show he's a good state citizen takes care of his

pets so they don't bother others.
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Lawrence doesn't throw rocks because he knows they hurt peo-

ple and things.
Sebastian doesn't accept rides from strangers because he
knows they may hurt him.
Ernest encourages his parents to vote for good government.
Candido crosses the street where there are traffic lights

or policemen.
Jacqueline obeys all state laws.
Valerie is quiet around hospitals.
Angela doesn't stand around stores and on street corners.
Cathy is quiet where she knows there's a day sleeper who
must work nights.
Resa doesn't handle merchandise in stores that she does not

intend to buy.
Kevin doesn't climb around trees that have high tension wires.
Lorraine doesn't bother other peoples' cars.
Sheryl doesn't disturb or pick flowers in state parks.
Daniel watches the speed limits on the highway to help his

dad.
Gloria keeps her yard clean and pretty because she knows it
takes many beautiful yards to make a beautiful state.
Nancy obeys and respects all law officers.
Rickey doesn't throw trash in rivers and lakes because he
knows it might ruin our water supply.
Herbert puts his trash in trash containers and does not throw
it out on the streets and highways.
Tonie doesn't bother statues in parks.

United States Citizenship

Valerie honors and respects our flag to show she's a good

United States citizen.
Cathy doesn't accept rides from strangers to show she's a

good U. S. citizen,
Resa does not throw rocks at windows.
Kevin does not say mean or cross words to others.
Lorraine puts out campfires in National and State Parks.
Danny doesn't throw nails on highways and streets.
Sheryl keeps lakes and rivers clean by not throwing stones or

rubbish into them.
Daniel doesn't thrm stones at car windows.
Loubertha puts her trash and pop bottles in trash cans.
Thomas doesn't play with matches.
Isaiah follows all camp rules in our National Parks.
Sebastian doesn't hop cars on highways.
Ernest doesn't play ball on streets and highways.
Candido encourages all his famlly to vote for good government.

Robert doGsn't break car windows.
Tonie encourages her family to follow all highway rules re-
garding speed and safe driving.
Gloria respects our country's flag.
Nancy is nice to all foreign visitors.
Herbert doesn't try to get rides on the highways.
Wesley follows all United States laws.
Rickey doesn't throw stones at car windows.
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Billy believes in "Crime Alert" and reports anything he sees
that's not right.
Mary sees that her animals have the necessary preventive shots
for good health.
When Larry gets lost he goes to a policeman to help him find
his way home.
Joe doesn't handle or destroy United States property.

Lawrence doesn't handle guns.
So all our boys and girls are trying to be good United States

citizens.

World Citizenship

Valerie is a good world citizen because she respects all

churches.
Cathy is a good world citizen because she respects all peo-

ple.
Resa is a good world citizen because wherever she goes she

puts her trash in trash cans.
Kevin is a good world citizen because he chooses his friends
wisely.
Lorraine is a good world citizen because she respects other
people's property.
Danny is a good world citizen because he takes care and respects
all museums.
Sheryl is a good world citizen because she believes in "Love

Your Neighbor."
Daniel is a good world citizen because he takes care of all

public parks.
Loubertha is a good world citizen because she respects all

people regardless of race, creed, or color.
Thomas is a good world citizen because he helps everybody.
Lawrence is a good worid citizen because he respects and
obeys all law officers.
Isaiah is a good world citizen because he respects all pub-
lic buildings.
Sebastian is a good world citizen because he respects and
honors our flag.
Ernest is a good world citizen because he's quiet around hos-
pitals.
Candido takes care of all parks everywhere in the world.
Robert is a good citizen in his own country.
Joe is grateful for our good army that protects our country.
Tonie plays at proper places and knows how to act at all

times.

Gloria respects all countries.
Nancy shares with all people and helps people in need.
Herbert helps boys and girls in foreign countries by join-

ing the Junior Red Cross.
Rickey stands for the rights of our country.
Wesley gives what he can to the Community Chest to help all

people.
Billy respects law officers.
Larry remembers self control at all times.
Mary takes care and respects all museums.
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Jacqueline is a good world citizen because she respects our

country's flag.
Thus our boys and girls are trying to share and be good world
citizens at all times.

The Lost Trail

Robert and Lawrence lived in the Pennway Units.

One fine autumn day they thoughtit would be nice to take a
walk. So, without even saying one word to their parents, they
started walking north toward the river.

Very soon Robert said, "Lawrence, aren't we goin' too far?"

"N0000h", replied Lawrence boasting, "I see our house, I've
been this way before when Joe and I went for a walk. There,

see. Can't you see the fire station?"

'les, I do," answered Robert. "Guess I was just thinkin".

With some enthusiasm they walked on. By and by they came to
a park.

"Gomm", said Lawrence, "Let's sit down a while, I'm so
tired."

So the boys rested awhile. Then they walked on. Streets
began to look strange; they began to wonder where they were.

"Where are we?" Lawrence quiveringly asked.

"Don't know", sniffled Robert. "We must have gone the wrong

way."

"It's gettin' dark," sobbed Lawrence. "What'll we do?"

Finish this story in your own words, then answer the questions.

1. What was the first thing the boys did wrong?
2. What would you do if you ever got lost?
3. Do you think the boyswill do the same thing again?
4. Do you think they learned what to do in an emergency?

If so, what?
5. Do you think the boys could have asked the wTong person

the way home?
6. When is it wise to ask your parents' permission to do

things?

7. Would you try such a thing?
8. Do you think the boys were good friends?
9. Do you feel they will be friends to each other again?
10. Do you feel this story has taught you a lesson in safety

in relation co not trusting strangers?
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A Funny Boy

Kevin, Larry, Rickey, and Danny lived in the Units. One

day a new boy moved into their neighborhood. He wore no
shoes, his hair was long, his clothes dirty and torn, his
face looked light but very unkempt and he spoke in a mum-
bled voice.

"Gee," said Kevin, "See that boy, who is he? Where does
he live and where did he come from?"

"He's nothin'," put in Danny. "Deosn't even wear shoes.
Look at his hair."

"Just think," Rickey said disgustedly, "We need another on
our ball team but . . . ."

Danny butted in, "We don't want a sissy. Come on, boys!
Let's go hunt someone else."

"Who's that comin' out of your house, Isaiah?"

"Don't you know, Larry? That's my mother. Well, now, what
can she be up to? I can't believe my eyes, she's saying
something to that boy."

"Come, Isaiah," his mother called. "1 want you to meet James.
He's come to live in our neighborhood."

But Isala h said nothing as he critically looked at the funny
boy as if he wasn't of his kind.

"We have plans to go play ball, Mother," said Isaiah. "We

must hurry - see you later."

"Wait boys," Isaiah's mother replied. '9 know what you boys
are thinking; he's not your kind. Why, James is just a poor
little boy whose father left his mother and his mother works
hard to keep him. Just wait a minute."

At that, Isaiah's mother rushed into her house asking James
to follow her.

"Here, James," she said, "are some clean clothes Isaiah has
outgrown and you might as well have them." Pointing, she
said, "There's the bathroom. Swish some water over your
face and hands and put these clean clothes on and I'll bet
the boys will all want you for a friend."

"Oh, thanks, I never thought anyone could be so nice," said
James softly.

A tear almost trickled down Isaiah's mother's cheek as she
slowly said, "Hurry, hurry, James. I'm afraid that impa-
tient bunch ol boys won't wait on you . . . They're longin'
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to get off to the park."

Slowly James came out of Isaiah's home - a little timid, a
little shy, but suddenly he forgot everything as he heard
the boys call out: "Oh, James, you look so different. We
need another on our team and we think you'll be tops for us."

Danny spoke in a firm voice . . . "We're playing Skinny's
team today and our best player moved out of the Units and we
thought we wouldn't have a chance, hut now things look dif-
ferent."

"Have you ever played ball, James," Larry Quizzingly asked.

"A little," James added, "Sure nice of you boys to ask me
to play."

1. Tell orally to the class how the game ended.
2. What made James different from the other boys?
3. is it good manners to make fun of the other boyd and

girls' dress?
4. What nice thing did Isaiah's Mother do?
5. Do you feel James made a good friend? If so, why?
6. Are you always looking for wmys to help others?
7. How could you help a friend in need?
8. How was James different from you?
9. Would it make any difference if James had been dressed

the same as the other boys?
10. Do you prefer boys with long or short hair? Why?

F:ndars - Keepers

Cathy, Resa, Mary, and Patty live in the Pennway Units.

One day on the my home from school they stopped to play on
the park swings.

Resa, tired of swinging, walked over to a grassy spot and
started to sit down to rest. Very excitedly she called out,
"Girls, girls! I've found a fortune; a whole bunch of pen-
nies."

Quickly the girls ran over to where Resa was and started
moving grass bunches after grass bunches until every blade
of grass had been moved.

The girls anxiously counted every penny they found.

"I've found twenty-five pennies," Resa explained.

"Here's twenty-five more pennies," said Cathy.

"See, I have fifteen more pennies," Patty added.

"Well," sighed Mary thoughtfully, "I have twenty-five also."
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"What a find," retorted Cathy. "Good gracious! I never

thought I'd be so lucky," said Resa. "What shall we do
with all this money?"

"I don't think we should keep it," spoke out Mary. "It

may be from someone's piggy bank. It wouldn't be honest

to keep it."

"But, how could we ever find the owner?" Patty said mus-

ingly.

"We could all use it, I'm sure," answered Cathy, "But let's
take it to school and see if we can find the owner."

"You're right," said Resa. "It always pays to be honest.

Perhaps the owner will give us a reward for finding it."

The next day the girls took the money to the Switzer School

office.

I. Finish the story in your own words.
2. Is it honest to keep what you find?

3. Do you think the girls will get a reward for finding
the money?

4. If no owner is found what do you think the girls will
do with the money?

5. Have you ever found any money?
6. Do you think the girls are good friends?

7. Would it be fair for Resa to claim all the money if no
owner is found?

8. Will the girls be good friends after this experience?

9. Was it right for the girls to stop and play after school?

10. Make a number picture of all the money the girls found.

The Sui-orise Part/

Billy looked very sad as he told the third grade class that
within a week he was moving to the country. He had entered

the room early in September and felt everyone had it in for
him, but everyone had treated him so kindly, Billy had for-
gotten his unfriendly attitude and was becoming really a well-
liked member of the class and at this moment while discussing
his coming departure mumbled out, "We're moving to the coun-

try next week. I really hate to leave all of you. I'll

miss you, I'm sure. I've never been in a school where

everybody treated me so kindly. I really hate to go."

Sensing the sadness in Billy's voice, the boys and girls got
together and planned a surprise party for Billy.

Several of the boys and girls organized committees and told
each class member where the party was to be and what each

was to bring.

Some brought candy, some cookies and some popcorn.
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They met at Billy's house the following day and with candy,
popcorn, cookies, games, and songs made Billy feel he was a
real good sport.

Billy was so grateful he told his classmates he'd never for-
get their friendship and his days at Switzer School in the
third grade.

1. Circle all the capital letters in this story.
2. When do you use a period?
3. When do you use a question mark?
4. What letters are left out of I've?
5. Have you ever planned a surprise party?
6. Have you ever felt left out of a group?
7. What is the best way to make friends?
8. Is it fair for everyone to bring something to the party?
9. What do you think of class members who don't do what they

say they will?
10. Draw a picture of the boys and girls in our room. Be

sure to include every boy and girl in the class.

Leaves Can Be Fun

Nancy, Herbert, Thomas, Valerie, Jacqueline, Gloria, Sheryl,
and Angela were walking through a large pile of fall leaves
when suddenly .Valerie shouted, "Let's play we're Indians! Our
teacher said they lived here long ago."

"That's great," echoed Nancy. "We can build a teepee out of
leaves."

"Oh, yes!" agreed Herbert. "It will look like a teepee even
though we can't go inside."

"I'll form a kettle out of this bunch of leaves," put in
Gloria.

"Guess I'll bring a few stones to.grind corn on for bread,"
said Sheryl.

"Come, come! Jacqueline and help me."

"Aat about a table?" Thomas called out.

"Why the Indians didn't have tables, did they?" questioned
Angela.

"That's right," several of the group shouted. "We don't need
a table."

Everyone was having a gala time with the leaves when a lady
came out of her house and shouted to the children playing in
the leaves.

1. Finish the story in your own words.
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2. Do you think the lady asked the children to help her

rake up the leaves?

3. Do you think the children might have gone off the

sidewalk into the lady's yard to gather leaves?

4. Do you think the lady was cross when she saw the chil-

dren playing in the leaves?

5. What should you do if you want to get something from

another yard?
6. If the lady gave the children some money to rake up the

leaves, what do you think they used the money for?

7. What other games could be played in falling leaves?

8. What time of year do you think this is?

9. Draw a picture of an Indian village such as the chil-

dren made.

10. Draw a fall tree in the village. Put a blue stream by

the village.



APPENDIX 02:

Cultural Enrichment Trips and Tours in Junior High Schools,
and Information on Possible Tours in the Kansas...City Area

Johnella Douglas

Newton

Foreword

This section provides a suggested list of some of the valuable
trips and tours which may be taken for cultural enrichment at
the Junior High School level. My sincere appreciation to the
committee on Educational Trips and Tours, Kansas City, Missouri
Public Schools for a great deal of the suggested materials.
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I. Educational Trips and Tours

22=0 the Classroom Doors

Teachers have known the educational values derived from
well-planned trips and tours. To be truly educational,
field trips grow out of nagular curricular experiences.
They have a reason and purpose for taking place. Pupils,
teachers, and administrators are part of the planning,
participation, and derived outcomes. A trip is a cos.
operative, social and educational project in ways which
are very mai.

Educational trips are a primary source of information.
Actual observation has certain values for the learner
which are not gained from "learning about". When field
trips are well-planned and selected, the children pre-
pare the trip taken, the post-trip follow-up, and provide
trip and tour experience that can be vital learning op-
portunities. It is hoped that many of the following
values can be acquired through educaticmal trips:

Knowledge, experience, understanding, and concepts
extended.

Curiosity aroused and satisfied.
Discovery and imagination experienced.
Competence increased in looking, listening,
and observing.

Social skills developed.

Cultural, geographical, and psychological boun-
daries extended.

Spoken language stimulated. Pupils as a result
of a shared experifince will have something to
talk about.

Educational trips and tours which are the subject of this
bulletin are defined to include the following:

Classes or groups of students are taken outside
the classroom for the purpose of first-hand
observations.

These tours and trips take place during the regu-
lar school day.

The range of school-sponsored educational trips and
tours is intended to be confined to Metropolitan Kansas
City and Jackson County, Missouri. The time would be
limited to one school day, usually to less than one-
half df a 6-hour day.



II. Administrative Procedures for Kansas City, Missouri,
Public Schools

The advanced planning and preparation that is essential
if a trip or tour is to be a profitable learning experi-
ence for students is a joint responsibility of the
principal and teacher. The following administrative
procedures relating to trips and tours are to be fol-
lowed in the Kansas City, Missouri, Public Schools:

A. nening_andioreparation

I. A teacher planning a trip or tour for his stu-
dents shall discuss these plans with the school
principal before proceeding with the prepara-
tion necessary for the trip.

2. lne principal and school secretary will assist
the teacher in making the necessary arrange-
ments for approved trips.

3. The teacher should be familiar with the route
to be taken to the point of destination. A
practice run by the teacher may Le derived for
trips utilized for the first time.

a. Parental Permission and Notification

I. The Trip Permit Statement on each student's
Census-Enrollment Card, when properly checked
and signed by a parent or guardian, is suffi-
cient for the trips and tours listed in this
bulletin.

2. Principals and teachers may nequire additional
permission 1ips as they seem necessary for
certain trips or tours.

3. Parents should be thoroughly informed concern-
ing all school-sponsored trips and tours. This
should be done in writing in advance of the
tour date. Some suggested ways are:
a. School Calendar or Newsletter
b. Students write note to parents concerning

trip
c. Duplicated letter sent by teacher
d. Trip permission on a signed form for the

current trip.

C. Transportation

i. Transportation for school-sponsored trips shall
be arranged with bonded and insured carriers.

2. The bus fare shall be collected by the teacher
and this money shall be deposited in the school
activity fund. The cost of the bus transporta-
tion is paid by check drawn on the school ac-
tivity fund written by the principal.
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3. Use of Private Automobiles

a. In order to save expense some schools do

use 1. ivate automobiles owned by faculty

and parents to transport students.

b. A word of caution: Any principal, teacher,

or parent who transports students in his

private automobile is personally liable

in case of an accident and injury to such

students even though such transportation

is being furnished for school purposes.

D. Supervision of Pupils on Trips and Tours

I. Principals and teachers are responsible for

prc-iiding that school groups are always properly

et:cluately supervised on school-sponsored

-..nd tours.

2. P .atts, who are properly instructed as to their

duties by the teacher, may be effectively uti-

lized to assist in the supervision of students

on trips and tours.

3. Teachers should never assume the responsibility

of conducting students through an industrial

plant. The teacher should arrange in advance

for an employee of the host organizaticm to

serve as a guide.

4. Specific standards of conduct to be expected of

all students while on trips and tours should be

established by each school faculty.

E. Safety

1. The priL;ipal and teacher should do everything

possible to provide for safety of students while

on a trip.

2. It should be recognized by the principal and

teacher that some class groups and some indi-

vidual students are so unstable that a trip or

tour would not be a profitable experience.

F. Notification to Secondpsy Otfice

The school principal is responsible for informing

the Secondary Education Office concerning a trip

or tour to be taken by any class in his school on

the day before such a trip is scheduled, except

those to the Nelson Art Gallery, the Philharmonic

Concert, and other specia, trips scheduled through

the Central Office.

Reporting of walking trips to points of interest in

the immediate area of the school is not required.
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Getting the Most from the Trip

A. The Teacher Thinks It Over
1. Consider the values of the trip

a. Would students learn more by taking this
trip than if they studied the subject in
the classroom?

b. Does this trio relate to the on-gcong activm
ities of the classroom?

c. Is this trip appropriate fvr my grade level?

2. Consider the timing of the trip

a. Shall this trip be taken at the beginning of
a unit to stimulate interest and establish
a readiness for the unit?

4

b. Shall it be taken during the main development
of the unit to clarify concepts and extend
experiences?

c. Shall the trip be a part of the activities
to conclude the study?

B. The Teacher Talks It Over with the Princi al

Since the teacher and the principal share the revs
sponsibility for the safety and instructional
value of all trip, they should certainly share in
all of its arrangements. The teacher should ask
the principal for a time for planning together.
1. Plan the details of the trip including:

Date
Length of time required
Time of departure and return to school
Means of transporation
Cost
Permits, if needed
Method of informing the parents of plans
Need for other adults to assist the

teacher on the trip

2. Make definite arrangements including:
Visit destination before taking class, if
this is a new and/or unusual type of trip.
Schedule date and time with persons in

charge.
Confirm length of time to be spent at destim

nation.

Check availability of guide.
Know the route to be t3ken.
Check entrance to use.
Check parking facilities.
Confirm appointment on the day prscedins the

trip.
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C. The Teacher Involves the Students in Preparing for
the Trip

A wise teacher will have the trip confirmed before
she presents the plans to her students. The teacher's
most important task is that of adequately preparing
the students before going on the trip.

"Teacher Involves Students in Preparing for the Trip"

1. Arouse student interest in the trip being planned
by:

Asking how many of the students have had this
experience.
Discussing with the students the kinds of ex-
periences which the trip would provide.
Discussing the tentative plans, the cost, and
the date for the trip.

2. Prepare the students for this learning experience
by the use of some of these student activities:

Develop a background of understanding by
using films, filmstrips, and pictures.
Read from many sources
Collect clippings.
Compile 3 list of questions to be answered
by the trip experience.
Discuss basic points of information to be
acquired.
Plan an itinerary.
Make a map or route and mark places of
interest to be observed on route.
Compile a vocabulary list - allow space
for words to be added after the trip.

3. Develop with the students understanding of safety and
P.--lth for the trip.

Provision for the use of rest-rooms -
preceding and during the trip
"Buddy system" for students
A Class ro!1 carried by the teacher
Appropriate clothing for the trip
School rules for bus safety
Signal to be used for getting the attention
of the group
Specific precautions for this trip

L. Set up standards of conduct and courtesy for
the trip including:

Responsibility for self-control
Respect for property
Consideration for bus driver and guides
Committee designed to record names of
drivers, guides, and others for use
in letter writing and other follow-up activities.
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D. The Teacher and the Students Take the Tri

When the day arrives, the boys and girls will be
elated over the prospects. Their feeling of ad-
venture should be shared by the teacher while at
the same time she accepts willingly the role of

"stabilizer." She makes certain that these pre-

cious moments are well-spent.

1. Opportunities for learning experiences en
route are utilized.
a. Suggestions are made for things to see

while riding

2. Students are given orientation at the destina-

tion
a. The teacher introduces the guide to the

students
b. The guide gives brief instructions for

the observation.
c. Time question is agreed upon

d. Rest-rocn facilities are understood in case
of emergency.

3. The observation is considered to be the rate
moment for which they have been waiting so the
students will need to:
a. Listen courteously to the guide
b. Follow the guide's instructions promptly
c. Concentrate upon the subject at hand
d. Consider the contribution tol the community

made by this institution
e. Participate in question time
f. Rcfrain from making purchases of food, and/or

souvenirs, unless shopping is a purpose of
the trip.

g. Express appreciation to the guide.

E. 7he Teacher and the Students Recall, Review, and
RecapitulaZe Learninqs

Immediately upon the, return from the trip, the stu-
dents should have an opportunity to discuss in an
unstructured session their impressions, discoveries
and reactions. The teacher may record pertinent
ideas for her own reference but freedom of expres-
sion would be the aim during this reaction period.

1. Consider the degree to which their Fre-planned
questions were answered

2. List item of additional information needed
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3. Express new !earnings in a variety of ways:
Writing
Research
Panel discussions
Art

Drama

4. Discuss ways the trip could be improved

5. Write letters of appreciation to persons re-
sponsible for the success of the trip.



Health and Safety

Length of
Trip or Tour Time

Wter Supp7y l hours
Division, Kansas
City, Missouri
Water Dept.
2 E. 32nd St. N.

KOMdb City, Mo.
64116 BA 1-1400
Ext. 665

Sealtest Dairy 45 min.
3805 Van Brunt Hrs. 9-3
WA 3-6780
1 wk. notice

Continental 1 hr.
Bakers Hrs. 9-4
1108 E. 30th St.
JE 1-6700

Manor Bakery
4050 Penn
PL 3-6650

Size of Cost if Guided or Not
Group Any Offerings, Teacher Guided

25 None
1 or 2

parents
1 adult

for e.ery
10

10-30 None

None

30 min. No more None
Mon. Tues. 30-40
Wed. after
11:00 a.m.

Safeway Dis- 1 hr. Hrs. Not more None
tribution Ctr. between 9-1 than 10
Milk Dept. per guide
1234 Argentine
Blvd. DR 1-0445
Mr. Dodge

Milgram Food
Store Admin.
Office
HA 1-5900

2 hrs. To be ar- None

ranc,Id when

tour is

scheduled

Films and tour Guided
of complete

process of water

purification
from river to
the consumer.

By appointment
only.

Books to each Guided
group. Home

milk products

Materiais on Plant
advance request Hostess
by teacher

Yes

None

Guided

Guided

Vegetable and Guided
produce prepara-
tion, Meat cutting
and wrapping, gro-
cery st.'cking.

Tour arranged
in store closest
to the school



Length of

lrrip or Tour Time

Agricultural 45 min.
Hall of Fame
630 N. 126th
.St., Bonner
Springs, Kan-
sas, HA 2-5338
1 WM. III dulidut.c

Truman Library 1 hour
24 Highway and
Delaware, Inde-
pendence, Mo.
CL 2-1144
2 wks in advance

Kansas City, Mo. 1 hour
Police Dept.
1125 Locust

HA 1-1500
2 wks. in advance

Social Studies

Size of Cost if
Group Any

50-75 $ .75
adults

$ .10

students

Offerings

Literature

available

Guided or Not
Teacher Guided

Guided

25-40 Students Literature Guided
per free available
gu;de

15-20 None

Hallmark 1 hour Max.60-65 None
Country 9:30-2:00
Club Plaza
CR 4-5000

Commerce Trust
Company
10th & Walnut
VI 2-7500

1 hour

Kansas City Power 1 hour
and Light Co.
1330 Baltimore
GR 1-0060
Ext. 465-466
MT. Dml Lander

Southwestern 1 hour
Bell Telephone
Company
324 E. Ilth St.
BA 1-9900
Ext. 8429
Mx. Roy L. Vance

15 in a None

group 45

total

Crime Alert Guided
operation of
police depart-
ment

Film and Guided
tour

Guided

15-20 at None Literature Guided
one time - available
program for communication
those who power dispatch
desire

depends None
on guides
available
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Length of Size of Cost if Guided or Not
Trip or Tour Time Group Ant Cfferings Teacher Guided

Buick, Olds- 1 hour
mobile,Pontiac
General Motors
100 Kindelberger
Rd. Fl 2-8400
Mrs. McKay
1 wk. in adv.

any num- None
ber up to
100

United States 1-1 hours aroup of None
Post Office 15 each
315 W. Pershing adult
Rd. BA 1-1600

Union Station li hours to be ar- None
Pershing Rd. at ranged
Main, Kansas when tour
City Terminal- is sched-
Railway Co. uled
Station Matter
GR 1-7202

Kansas City 1 hour
Star
18th & Grand
HA 1-1200

KMBC TV 30-45
11th and Cen- min.
tral 10:00-
HA 1-2650 3:00
Wk.in Adv.
Miss Bassin

City Hall

414 E.12th St.
BA 1-1400
Miss Marshall

to be ar- None
ranged

when tour
is sched-
uled

20 to a None

group

1 Hour limit 40 None

10 per

adult

Tension Envelopes
819 E.19th St.
GR 1-3800

Heavilin Schl. 30 min. 25-30
of Beauty
5700 Troost-3951 Main
JA 3-2471

D - 30

None

Booklets Guided
Job oppor-
tunities

Job oppor- Communication
tunity in the

community

Railroad Guided

transporta-
tion arrive
between
10:00 and

10:30 a.m.

Guided tour
of building
follows vari-
ous process
in the gather-
ing of news,
publishing and
distributing a
paper. By

reservation
only. Prefer-
able 1:30 p.m.

Guided

Guided

Guided



IV. Resource Materials

Bonded Carriers_byalable in the Kansaissouri
Area

Robert O. Coltharp
8514 East 47th Street
Kansas City, Missouri

WA 4-5666

Lowic n!ic Service Inc.

P. O. Box 4294
Cverland Park, Kansas

CO 2-0016

Rizzo School Bus Service

Tony Rizzo
6019 East 12th Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri

BE 1-4166

Norman Bus Service
Mrs. W. H. Norman
2005 Protpect
Kansas City, Missouri
CH 1-3516

Pace School Bus Service
John Pace
2341 South Woodland
Independence, Missouri
CL 2-0032 CL 2-0030

Yellow Cab Company
201 West 14th Street
Kansas City, Missouri

GR 1-6050 GR 1-5044

Suggested Bus Rules

1. Board the bus in an orderly manner and take your

seat in turn beginning at the rear of the bus.

2. No one is to change his seat for any reason during

the trip unless directed to do so by the teacher

or bus driver.

3. Talk quietly with the person seated with fou about

pleasant things. Do not sing on the bus.

4. Do not pass or throw anything on OIL us.

5. Adjust the windows only after permission has been

given by the bus driver and the teacher.

6. There is to be nothing thrown or yelled from a bus

window.

7. Keep your arms, head, and all portions of your body

inside the bus.

8. Remain seated until the bus comes to a full stop.

Remain seated until your turn comet..

9. Avoid blocking the aisle and show consideration for

others in every possible way.

10. Do not play on the bus and keep your hands to yourself.

11. Talk with bus driver only in cases of emergency.

0 - 31



(Parent's Permit talcilky.2122a2s Cit Missouri School)

....................

Dear Parents:

The boys and girls in Room and their teacher

are taking a trip to on

(Destination) (Date)

They will leave school at and will return to school at
(Time)

approximately They will travel by bus and will need to
(Time)

bring_
G;;;;ET

for bus fare. The permit below must be signed and
O

returned to school by
.---'"--7647(4.7-----"

Very truly yours,

Principal

m 02.W0040Wasmeseelmeoftesom
011in

My child has my permission to accompany
--"TeT----------am

his teacher on the trip,

(Date)

Signature of Parent or Guardian
="11



APPENDIX 03

..§.2.E.ondaralFieldTris

it is not the purpose of this section of the paper to

justify the use of field trips as it is assumed universal

agreement has been reached on their desirability as a learn-

ing situation. It is felt, however, that the need for on

the spot inspection of operations which happen outside au

isolated neighborhood is greater Is low,socio-economic

We do not wish to place these children in a working

"caste" that is excluded from the pursuit of cultural and

college activities if desired. Likewise, we do not wish to

deny students access to a knowledge of vocational opportun-

ities. Knowledge of possibilities in both fields appears

necessary if students are to be permitted to have a voice

in planning their own goals and programs of study. And

this appears necessary for success.

This section has been divided into three sections:

(1) Job Training, (2) Job Opportunities, and (3) Occupational

Speakers. First, pre-trip activities and post-trip activities

will be outlined for each of the three sections. Then a chart

follows which contains desired information about vocatIonal

trips and speakers.

D-33

AlitrAtitjk,10.4.1t.11,m

Edward R. McCarty



SECTION I: J08 TRAINING

A. Pre-trip activities:

1. Present opportunity at time it wiii "fit" into the
teaching plan.

2. Discuss steps necessary in planning a trip (includ-

ing transportation).
3. Involve students in the necessary pre-trip communi-

cations.
4. Discuss name, location, and purpose of institution.

5. Discuss what is hoped to get from trip:

a. Types of jobs available with this training.

b. Entrance requirements.

c. Cost.

d. Placement service and record of placement.
e. Length of training.

f. Job demand in this area.

6. Be sure all students are familiar with the expected
behavior on trips.

7. Check your list of "required" items to be sure all
necessary steps have been taken.

B. Post-trip activities:

1. Request that each student discuss trip with his
parents and that he write down interesting points
of the trip and the discussions.

2. Follow up: (one or more of the following)

a. Related,film.
b. Related discussion.
c. Related written assignment.
d. Oral or written student evaldation of trip.

SECTION II: JOB OPPORTUNITIES

A. Pre-trip activities:

1. Present opportunity at time it will "fit" into

the teaching plan.
2. Discuss steps necessary in planning a trip. (In-

cluding transportation)

34 Involve students in the necessary pre-trip communi-
cations.

4. Discuss name, location, and type of industry.

5. Discuss what is hoped to get from trip:
a. Type of jobs available.
b. Job requirements.
c. Working conditions (safety, cleanliness, etc.).
d. Salary and benefits.
e. Possibilities of promotion.
f. Reliability of employment.

6. Be sure all students are familiar with the expected
behavior on trips.



7. Check your list of "required" items to be

sure all necessary steps have been taken.

B. Post-trip activities:

1. Request that each student discuss trip with

his parents and that he write down interest-

ing points of the trip and the discussions.

2. Follow up: (one or more of the following)

ae Related film.

b. Related discussion.

c. Reiated written assignment.

d. Oral or written student evaluation of

trip.

SECTION ill: SPEAKERS ON JOB POSSIBILITIES

A. Planning:

1. Present opportunity at time it will "fit"

into the teaching plan.

2. Discuss steps necessary in securing a speaker.

3. Involve students in the necessary communications.

4. Discuss speaker's name, occupation, and affiliations.

5. Discuss method of listening, replying, and

questioning.

6. Be sure all students are familiar with the

expected beha'or.

7. Plan committee, to welcome and thank speaker.

B. Post-speech activities:

1. Follow up: (one or more of the following)

a. Related film.

b. Related discussion
C. Related written assignment.

d. Oral or written student evaluation of

speech.

2. Request that each student liscuss speech with

his parents.



Teacher

Suggested Form For Educational Trip Evaluation

Grade School

Date Trip or Tour

1111.1=m1.1M110..
Address:

.....
ma111.

1. Learning ovortunities at the destination:

ImilyInrimm.1=111011,!MM0111110.111 .r.11.0111.11101111MINDM

2. Observations en route:

3. Use made of material after visit (follow-up):

_-_-_----

4. Special precautions for teachers and classes taking this

Almorm.

msfIMINONIMI.

....

trip:

01.111111m..

5. Would you want to take your class on this trip next year:

Yes No

6. Rating: Excellent Good Fair Poor

D - 36
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